This analysis critically examines the cost controversy in higher education with an eye to resolving the crisis which is currently serving to exacerbate public willingness to fund higher education. An introduction touches on the role and influence of political ideologies and offers a framework to be used throughout the analysis for critically examining ideological claims regarding the cost controversy. A section on the role of federal financing strategies and their contribution to the cost controversy looks at the federal role in pricing, promoting productivity, and the concept of student aid as investment. A section on state financial strategies also looks at pricing, improving productivity and investment, and assesses various ideological claims about state issues. A section on institutional financing strategies reviews institutional perspectives, understanding price changes and productivity, the investment view, and ideological claims. A section on understanding financial strategy presents a reconstruction of the models typically used to assess financial strategies in higher education by first critically examining four common theories and then proposing a reconstructed model for assessing financial strategy. A final section uses the reconstructed framework to assess a range of approaches that federal and state governments and institutions could use. An index is included. (Contains over 250 references.) (JB)
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Higher education is embroiled in a cost controversy that has eroded public confidence and taxpayers' financial support. Indeed, in many states the situation appears to have reached the level of crisis, with the new conditions negatively influencing the quality of academic life for faculty and students (Slaughter 1993a) and eroding opportunities for postsecondary education (Associated Press 1993). *Prices, Productivity, and Investment* critically examines the cost controversy in higher education in an effort to build a better understanding of the types of financial strategies institutions and governments can use to help resolve the crisis in college costs.

**Why Are College Costs Controversial?**
The controversy over college costs first surfaced in the mid-1980s after a half decade of rising tuitions. The U.S. Congress mandated Secretary of Education William Bennett to conduct a study of college costs, focusing on why costs were increasing and how the federal government could maintain access and possibly mitigate future cost increases. The intent of Congress had been to focus on why the prices students paid were rising, but Secretary Bennett responded to the mandate by initiating studies that examined the growth in educational expenditures as an explanation for rising prices. Senior officials in the U.S. Department of Education also argued that student financial aid did not influence access or expenditures (Bennett 1987; Finn 1988a, 1988b). National associations responded to these claims by arguing that increases in tuition could be attributed to reductions in federal grants and state appropriations (Association of Governing Boards 1986; Council for Advancement 1987). During the past decade, the controversy over college costs has continued—and tuitions have continued to rise faster than inflation. In the face of mounting prices—and frequent articles in the popular press that claim (or imply) prices are increasing because of waste—taxpayers in many states have backed off their historic commitment to fund public higher education. Consequently, state subsidies to public higher education are actually declining (Hines 1993), at a time when enrollments are expected to be rising again (Gerald and Hussar 1990).

**Did Federal Policies Contribute to the Controversy?**
During the late 1970s and early 1980s, total federal expenditures for student grants declined, while the use of loans...
expanded and the participation of minorities in higher education also declined. Senior officials in the Department of Education, however, adopted the philosophy that students did not respond to prices, and contractors with the Department who examined the causes of the decline in minority enrollments focused on deficiencies in the academic preparation of minority students but did not examine the possible influence of reductions in federal grants on minority enrollments (Pelavin and Kane 1988). Thus, the Department and its contractors ignored the fact that federal policies might have contributed to the decline in the participation rates of minorities, just as they had ignored the fact that these policies might have influenced rising tuitions.

Recent studies of the effects of federal student aid programs have documented that the shift from grants to loans in the 1980s directly influenced the downturn in the access of minorities to higher education and indirectly influenced the rate of growth in tuition, especially in private colleges. The reduction in grants influenced low-income and minority students to attend less expensive institutions or to delay their enrollment, although the increased emphasis on loans helped some middle-income students to attend, mitigating the effects of the shifts in federal student aid policy on total enrollments and disguising the negative effects of reductions in grants. Many private institutions used their own sources of revenue to substitute for the loss of federal grants. Thus, the changes in federal policy influenced the overall pattern of enrollment redistribution and indirectly influenced price increases in private colleges.

By the late 1980s, the erosion in federal grants and minorities' participation rates had apparently halted, but federal reports continued to claim institutions were responsible for rising costs and the controversy over college costs had spread to states.

Did State Policies Contribute to the Controversy?
During the early 1980s, the burden for financing public higher education shifted from states to students and their families (Kramer 1993a). An examination of the controversy acknowledged that institutions responded to reductions in state funding by raising tuition but claimed that increases in tuition did not influence enrollment (State Higher Education 1988). Periodic reductions in state support for higher education—
both for institutions and student grant programs—continued through the 1980s. In the early 1990s, as total state support for higher education actually declined (Hines 1993), many public institutions were confronted with budget cuts. These reductions in state support were apparently influenced only by growing claims that institutions are excessive and wasteful.

This shift in the pattern of public finance of higher education has markedly influenced the controversy over costs. First, the decline in state support has influenced tuitions in the public sector to rise. Second, when most states cut appropriations to grant programs, they cut institutional appropriations, influencing a simultaneous increase in tuitions and decrease in grants. Third, research indicates that these changes contributed to the decline in the participation rates of minorities in the early 1980s (St. John 1991d, 1993b). Further, it appears that access is also being eroded by the financial crisis of the early 1990s.

Did Institutional Policies Contribute to the Controversy?
Throughout this period, national associations have focused on how to tell their story about tuition increases. Their reports encouraged institutions to point out how state and federal policies influenced increases in tuition and the improvements in quality they were making in the services they provide to undergraduates (Association of Governing Boards 1986; Council for Advancement 1987; National Institute 1987). Most associations and many institutional officials dismissed the claim that inefficiencies contributed to rising tuitions.

Why have prices increased? The research on college costs has identified three reasons for increases in tuition during the past 14 years. First, federal student aid policies have influenced many private colleges to raise tuition to generate more revenue for grants (Hauptman 1990a, 1990b). Second, states have shifted a larger share of the burden for financing public colleges and universities to students and their families, which has influenced public tuitions to rise (Kramer 1993a). Third, an incremental increase in educational expenditures also contributed to rising costs (Getz and Siegfried 1991).

The increases in expenditures had three primary causes. First, instructional expenditures increased in the early 1980s as a result of increases in faculty salaries, an adjustment for the late 1970s, when faculty salaries lagged behind inflation. In the past decade, instructional expenditures grew about
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as fast as inflation. Second, administrative expenditures increased faster than inflation throughout the 1980s and early 1990s because of growth in administrative salaries, increases in the numbers of administrators, and increases in their professionalization. Some of these changes have helped to generate other revenues and thus keep tuition lower than it might have been without institutions’ recent changes in their academic and enrollment management strategies. Other aspects of the growth in administration, however, apparently caused prices (tuitions and other student charges) to increase. Third, higher education has absorbed new technologies, such as computers and telecommunications, without reducing its production costs.

**Has higher education’s productivity changed?** The basic production functions influencing instructional costs—student/faculty ratios, average class sizes, and so forth—changed very little during the past decades. While attempts to measure productivity in higher education historically have been fraught with problems in measurement, however, it is also evident that faculty and administrators have few incentives to adopt more productive behavior. Faculty are rewarded for their productivity in research rather than in teaching. And administrators are rewarded based on their portfolios—the number of programs and staff they manage—rather than for their efficiency. Thus, the instructional productivity of colleges and universities has gradually eroded during the second half of the 20th century, and this gradual change influenced increases in tuition. It is therefore crucial that the internal incentive structure within colleges and universities be considered when strategies aimed at improving productivity are devised.

**Is higher education a good investment?** Higher education is a good investment for students, and the financial returns on an individual’s investment are substantial. Further, if tax revenue is considered as a return on government investment, then it appears that federal student aid has a substantial return to the federal government—more than four dollars for every dollar spent (St. John and Masten 1990). And it appears that state expenditures on higher education bring a substantial return in tax revenues in states that have progressive tax systems (Bluestone 1993; Girling, Goldman, and Keith 1993) and a positive return in states with regressive tax systems (Creech, Carpenter, and Davis 1994). Tax revenue
returns by themselves, however, provide a poor basis for arguing that more should be spent (Kramer 1993a), especially if the historic problems with productivity continue to be ignored.

**Can the Negative Effects of Price Increases be Reduced?**

Throughout the past decade, this question, which Congress raised when it mandated that the Secretary of Education conduct a study of college costs, has largely gone unaddressed. Research on the effects of recent changes in financial strategy in higher education provides some insight, however. Middle-income students responded positively to the increased emphasis on loans in the 1980s, while loans per se had little influence on low-income and minority enrollments. Low-income students were negatively influenced by tuition charges and positively influenced by grants. When tuitions increased and grants declined in the early 1980s, minority participation rates also declined, especially for African-Americans. Therefore, emphasizing loans could be more cost-effective to the federal government than placing a heavy emphasis on grants, if the negative effects of loans are minimized for low-income students. Thus, the federal government should make a more consistent and concerted effort to monitor the effects of its policy changes on access than it has since the mid-1970s.

It is possible that the high-tuition, high-grant strategy would maintain the enrollment of low-income students if states used the strategy. Unfortunately, states cut grants as well as institutional appropriations when they are confronted with tax revenue shortfalls. Thus, a more concerted effort to increase grants when institutional appropriations are cut could help maintain access if the burden for financing public institutions continues to shift toward students. Evidence also exists, however, that high tuition in public institutions can increase the time it takes for students to complete their degrees, which means that a high-tuition, high-aid strategy could marginally reduce productivity.

Further, institutions should explicitly consider the effects of price increases when they set their tuition and grant policies each year. During the past 15 years, private colleges and universities used the reallocation of some tuition revenues to student grants as a means of maintaining enrollments. The number of institutions could be limited that can adopt high-tuition, high-aid strategies without eroding total enrollments and degree attainment, and institutions should therefore rou-
tinely assess the effects of their pricing decisions on enrollment and degree completion.

**Can Productivity Be Improved?**

The cost controversy has cast a shadow of blame and doubt over higher education. Colleges and universities were criticized for being greedy and unproductive, when their productivity has changed relatively little over time. Higher education, unlike private industry, has historically absorbed new technologies without improving productivity. A substantial turnover in faculty should occur during the next ten years as massive numbers of faculty hired in the 1960s and early 1970s retire. This turnover and the new technologies available in theory create opportunities for improving productivity.

Successful efforts to improve productivity in higher education, however, should consider the internal incentive structure in the academic community. Recent efforts to centralize academic strategy have not increased the incentives for faculty to experiment with new approaches to instructional productivity. Increased decentralization of financial strategy might be necessary to create incentives for more faculty to experiment with approaches to instruction that improve educational outcomes (meaningful gains in productivity) as a means of improving the affordability of college. Colleges and universities should consider pay incentives for improvements in instructional productivity. In this environment, faculty, students, and taxpayers can benefit from these gains in productivity. If the incentive structure can be appropriately modified, then it is possible that a new form of professional responsibility could emerge.

Questions related to the causes and consequences of rising administrative costs merit closer examination within colleges and universities and within government agencies. Recent studies paint two types of pictures: one of administrative excesses contributing to rising tuitions, the other of increasing professionalization in administrative services helping higher education to avert the financial disaster that was predicted for the 1980s. Both accounts probably contain some truth and fiction, and questions related to administrative productivity and efficiency should therefore be more thoughtfully and thoroughly examined.

States and the federal government can facilitate movement toward a new incentive structure. They can support and con-
duct institutional peer cost studies, encourage experiments aimed at reducing instructional and administrative costs, and openly assess the effects of their financing strategies on institutions.

**Can Returns on Higher Education Be Improved?**
A central issue facing the academic community is whether the returns on investment can be improved. In other words, having good returns might no longer be sufficient rationale for justifying public support, given that a shrinking percentage of the population can afford the full direct costs of higher education. Further, the fact that students have high returns might not help institutions in marketing when students are confronted by high levels of personal debt. Therefore, states and the federal government are confronted by questions about how to optimize the strategies they use to finance higher education. And institutions are confronted by very basic questions about whether they can improve returns through improvements in productivity. These questions merit the attention of the academic and policy communities.
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How much it costs to attend a higher education institution directly affects the type of people it serves, the quality of education it provides, and how well it can achieve its mission. The pricing of education is a result of five interrelated areas: a consideration of costs relative to the people being served, a philosophical approach to costs as related to the costs of other “peer” institutions, the culture of the institution concerning the use of available resources, actual costs, and the consequences of decisions made in other parts of the system. Every individual concerned with higher education in general or with a particular institution can influence pricing decisions or the responses to pricing decisions.

The first two aspects of pricing can be seen in how academic leaders interpret the educational mission of institutions and consequently the institutions that they see as their primary competitors. If the mission is to serve the economically disadvantaged, then it is likely that everything possible will be done to maintain low tuition. If the approach, however, is to see the institution within a certain tuition stratum, as represented by institutions that are also attractive to their student applicants or institutions that they would like to be compared to, the pricing strategy will be highly influenced by the other institutions’ tuition. The problem with these two approaches to pricing is that neither is based on real costs or real educational outcomes. And because they lack reality, the possibility exists that income will not be high enough to meet expenses or that tuition costs will appear to be unrelated to educational results.

The third influence on pricing is the institution’s culture—the values represented in the system of allocating resources. While a few exceptions exist, most units in a higher education institution measure their success by being able to spend all, if not most, of their budgets, based on a combination of the quest for excellence and fear of losing finite and scarce resources. Underlying this reasoning, justified by the quest for quality, are three other basic beliefs. Resources are perceived as finite and prestige is therefore measured by how much money is allocated to a unit. Accompanying the belief of finite resources is a belief that resources, represented by an annual budget, are scarce and limited and that it is therefore better to spend them all now because the future might not be as generous. The win-lose belief is reflected in the attitude that if the budget is not fully depleted, the balance will
go to someone else, who will then have more money than you—they win, you lose. Thus, it is seen as a sign of good management to spend all the money in the budget to ensure maximum resources for a unit.

The result of decisions based on the quest for excellence and the philosophy of scarcity is that budgets and spending are so inflated that it becomes difficult to determine the actual or minimal costs an institution needs to meet to achieve the overall educational mission and, therefore, at what level education should be priced. The movement toward quality management and the practice of benchmarking, that is, comparing the outcomes to costs of other institutions, offer some hope. By comparing other institutions’ outcomes and expenses, it is possible to identify exemplary institutions that seem to have a more effective outcomes-to-expenses ratio that can be studied and, where appropriate, imitated.

The fifth condition affecting pricing is the most important—the resulting consequences of decisions made in other parts of the system. A conspicuous example is the federal government’s decisions affecting student financial aid and their results on the pricing of independent higher education. During the 1980s, federal funding for student aid decreased per recipient, was based more on need, and moved to stronger reliance on loans. As a consequence, private or independent institutions had to provide more student aid to have a socioeconomically balanced student body, greatly increasing expenses and causing tuition to rise. A second example of the consequences on costs of decisions in other parts of the system is the lack of incentives normally provided for a unit to stay within its budget. Decisions to take back all unspent money or reduce future budgets based on the logic that a budget underspent is a sign of an inflated budget establishes an incentive to spend funds regardless of need.

Decisions affecting pricing, productivity, and investment in higher education will be even more critical in the future. Edward P. St. John, professor of educational leadership at the University of New Orleans, addresses the issues related to these decisions in depth in this ASHE-ERIC Higher Education Report. He first reviews the implications of financing strategies from federal and state perspectives, then turns to institutional strategies and the complex issue of productivity. Building his conclusions on four theories that influence financial strategies—human capital theory, revenue theory, political incre-
mentalism, and critical theory—St. John proposes a number of financial strategies that should be considered in future pricing decisions.

The cost and pricing of higher education are the results of the collective actions and decisions of almost everyone who participates in higher education. All need to become aware of the consequences of their actions on prices and accept responsibility for the results. This report will help to understand how our actions influence pricing and provide ways to live more consciously of these consequences.

Jonathan D. Fife
Series Editor, Professor, and Director, ERIC Clearinghouse on Higher Education
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INTRODUCTION

During the past decade, the higher education community has been embroiled in a controversy over college costs. Each year when higher tuitions are announced, the popular press criticizes the apparent excessiveness of higher education. College and university administrators in turn justify the price increases on grounds of improved quality, cuts in state support, cuts in federal student grants, and increases in the costs of technology. This annual public trial is an event in which higher education generally has not fared well. The widespread perception, communicated routinely in the popular press and on radio talk shows, is that colleges and universities are excessive, wasteful, poorly managed, and of poor quality.

Lurking beneath the surface of this popular criticism of higher education is a complex set of financial issues that should be of concern to—and the subject of debate within—the entire higher education community. The fact is that higher education in the United States is in financial trouble—and is headed for even more serious problems. While the emergence of strategic planning and management (Chaffee 1985, 1989; Keller 1983; Norris and Poulton 1987) and of enrollment management (Hossler 1984, 1987; Hossler, Bean, and Associates 1990) in the 1980s helped academe avert the predicted decline in enrollments, these developments also unleashed a set of fundamental changes in financing strategy that have become serious problems for the entire higher education community. The controversy over costs has made the public less willing to dedicate tax dollars to support colleges and universities and students and their families less willing to pay the full costs of attending college. Given that these deeper issues have gone unaddressed, the controversy over costs is reaching crisis proportions.

Understanding the Cost Controversy

The controversy over college costs is only the tip of a complex set of financial problems facing the higher education community. The controversy centered initially around rising tuition. Congress mandated in the Education Amendments of 1985 that the secretary of education conduct a study of college costs, focusing on discovering the causes of rising prices and ways that states and the federal government could minimize the impact of rising prices on lower- and middle-income families. If the language of the legislation had been interpreted from a "liberal" perspective, it automatically would have been
assumed that federal financial support could constrain future increases in price.

A liberal interpretation of congressional intent was inconsistent with the beliefs of the Reagan administration, however, especially the intellectual leaders of the U.S. Department of Education, Secretary William Bennett and Assistant Secretary Chester Finn. The administration had been proposing annual cuts to federal grant programs and increases in loans, based on a belief that the financing of higher education was an individual rather than a public responsibility. Bennett claimed that colleges and universities had raised their prices to increase their revenue from federal student aid programs (1986), while Finn charged that colleges and universities were excessive and wasteful (1988a). These claims ignited a controversy that has had far-reaching implications.

The higher education community immediately responded by making counterclaims of its own. Independent colleges and universities claimed prices had risen because of cuts in federal student aid (National Institute 1987), public colleges claimed the price increases were attributable to cuts in state subsidies (Eiser 1988), and trustee organizations focused on methods of selling price increases to the public (Council for Advancement 1987). The popular press also carried these counterclaims, but although articulate spokespeople led the defense, their message did not sell well with the popular press (see, e.g., Putka 1987).

The popular belief contributed to the problem confronting the academic community:

*The escalation in college costs is occurring because it enables the people who run colleges to extract profits from an ostensibly nonprofit system and redistribute them as they wish. . . . Washington's shift to "need-based" programs in the late 1970s effectively allowed higher educators to tap federal funds simply by raising their fees* (Brimelow 1987, p. 148).

The older beliefs about the economic and human value of higher education were no longer commonly held (Simsek and Heydinger 1992).

Comments about a recent report by the American Council on Education that describes colleges' and universities' efforts to adjust to the more stressful conditions of the early 1990s illustrate how pervasive this critical attitude toward higher education has become.
Universities expanded for a long time, and it's hard to break the habit. But governance changes and reorganizations won't help much if schools can't face squarely that their operations cost more than they can currently afford (Washington Post 1994).

These comments, in a newspaper often characterized as being part of the liberal press, illustrate quite clearly that institutional "excesses" are now generally thought to be the primary cause of the financial problems facing higher education.

Other more complex issues linger beneath the surface of the controversy about costs. Regardless of the political—or ideological—spin put on the developments in higher education finance, an apparent financial restructuring occurred in the 1980s. Further, that financial restructuring has influenced an increase in the percentage of costs paid for by students and their families (Kramer 1993a). The federal government reduced its funding of need-based grants (Lewis 1989), private colleges used a portion of its gains in tuition revenues to increase grants (Hauptman 1990a, 1990b), and the percentage of educational and related costs in public colleges and universities that states subsidized through direct appropriations declined (St. John 1992a). Whether a causal link existed between changes in federal student aid policy and state-level financial restructuring was seldom examined. The neoconservatives used escalated prices as evidence to support their arguments about institutional excessiveness (e.g., Finn 1988a), while national associations argued that increases in tuition were caused by changes in federal policy (e.g., Council for Advancement 1987; National Institute 1987). The fact that higher education was in the middle of a financial restructuring was often overlooked.

This process of financial restructuring—basic changes in the way colleges and universities are financed—has continued into the 1990s, accompanied by the increased regularity of state budget rescissions (Hines 1993) and resulting reductions in student enrollments (see, e.g., Associated Press 1993). These financial cutbacks, largely unanticipated by financial

---

1. "Financial restructuring" here refers to the basic changes in the structure of higher education finance. "Restructuring" has been more frequently used to refer to basic changes in curricula and academic organization, a process referred to here as "academic restructuring."
analysts in colleges and universities, were experienced as \textit{retrenchment}—the systematic process of reducing operating expenses and faculty and staff positions. Some critical theorists have begun to examine the issues of class embedded in these battles over retrenchment (Gumport 1993; Rhoades 1993; Slaughter 1993a, 1993b), but the link between retrenchment and longer-term financial restructuring has been less frequently examined.

In the midst of this complexity, the role of financial strategy—the actual financial choices government agencies and institutions of higher education made during financial restructuring—has received very little attention. While some speculated that changes in prices did not influence enrollment (see, e.g., Hansen 1983; State Higher Education 1988), it appears that financial restructuring did affect the distribution of enrollments (Pascarella, Smart, and Smylie 1992)—suggesting that a link existed between financial decisions and enrollments and that the link was clouded over by changing political ideologies.

\textbf{The Influence of Political Ideologies}

The election of Ronald Reagan in 1980 signaled more than a shift back to a Republican presidency after four years of Democratic leadership. It also signaled the end of 15 years of building and refining Great Society programs, including the Higher Education Act of 1965's Title IV (student aid) programs. The beginning of the Reagan administration symbolized the end of widely held beliefs that the federal government had an important role to play in promoting equal educational opportunity.

With the breakdown in the liberal progressive consensus that public investment in higher education promoted social and economic progress (Simsek and Heydinger 1992)—and in bipartisan congressional support for federal student aid programs—attention to the role of political belief systems, or ideologies, has become much more crucial to building an understanding of the consequences of choices about financial strategy in higher education. When a community operates within a widely held political belief system, it tends not to examine its embedded (ideological) claims, but rather to use available evidence to support its political agendas (Argyris, Putnam, and Smith 1985; Habermas 1984, 1987; Lindblom and Cohen 1979). When neoconservatives began to take a
critical look at student aid programs in the early 1980s, they began to seriously question progressive liberal claims about equal opportunity and social progress. They also introduced a new set of beliefs—that federal programs (and by extension higher education) contained waste, fraud, and abuse—that they never seriously questioned.

These new beliefs, which rapidly became pervasive in the federal policy arena, profoundly influenced the emergence of the controversy over college costs. To untangle the pervasive influence that ideologies have on policy, it is necessary to identify and assess the claims made within these belief systems. In higher education, the claims of five ideologies are pertinent (see table 1).

The original conservative argument was that, because the benefits of investment in higher education accrued primarily to individuals, its costs should be subsidized by students and their families, rather than government. Before World War II, states subsidized postsecondary education by maintaining low tuition (institutional subsidies) at public institutions. But the federal government had played a more modest role, aimed primarily at specially directed programs that were in the federal interest, a strategy consistent with conventional conservative tenets. Stated in the extreme, conservatives believed:

Public expenditures on higher education can be justified as a means of training youngsters for citizenship and for community leadership... [but] restricting the subsidy to schooling obtained in a state school cannot be justified on any grounds. Any subsidy should be granted to individuals to be spent at institutions of their own choosing, providing only that the schooling is of a kind that is desired to be subsidized (Friedman 1962, p. 99).

In other words, extreme conservatives argued that government should not play a role in directly subsidizing institutions. Rather, these subsidies should be portable, enabling students to choose their own education.

At the time this argument was made, the pattern of state investment—subsidizing tuition through direct institutional appropriations—was well established. This argument would seem to have been a basis for arguing against expanding a federal role in subsidizing higher education institutions, a subject of political debate at the time.

*Prices, Productivity, and Investment*
### TABLE 1
A FRAMEWORK FOR CRITICALLY EXAMINING IDEOLOGICAL CLAIMS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ideology</th>
<th>Claim</th>
<th>Addressed In:*</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Conservative</td>
<td>• Returns from the public investment accrue primarily to individuals</td>
<td>&quot;Federal,&quot; &quot;State&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Economic development and inter-generational equity provide bases for public investment</td>
<td>&quot;Federal,&quot; &quot;State&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liberal</td>
<td>• Student aid has no influence on access</td>
<td>&quot;Federal,&quot; &quot;State,&quot; &quot;Institutional&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Institutions raise tuition to increase revenue from federal aid programs</td>
<td>&quot;State,&quot; &quot;Institutional&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Institutions raise tuition to maximize revenue (greed)</td>
<td>&quot;State,&quot; &quot;Institutional&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Institutions raise tuition because they are unproductive</td>
<td>&quot;State,&quot; &quot;Institutional&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Poor academic achievement explains lower participation by African-Americans</td>
<td>&quot;Federal&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neoconservative</td>
<td>• Institutions replace the loss of federal student aid dollars with their own aid dollars, which influence tuition increases</td>
<td>&quot;State,&quot; &quot;Institutional&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Reductions in state subsidies to institutions fuel tuition increases</td>
<td>&quot;State,&quot; &quot;Institutional&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Tax revenue returns provide a basis for public investment</td>
<td>&quot;State,&quot; &quot;Institutional&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neoliberal</td>
<td>• Low-income and minority students are negatively influenced by the entire cost controversy</td>
<td>&quot;Federal,&quot; &quot;State&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Programs serving middle-class majors are more adversely influenced by budget rescissions than programs serving elite professions</td>
<td>&quot;State&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


The liberal argument about expanding the federal role in education was based on the idea that the federal government could expand, indeed "equalize," educational opportunity. Human capital theory provided a logical basis for this argument. A relationship existed between educational costs and
the opportunity to attend, with federal loans (at the time, National Defense Education Loans were generally available) reducing the costs for individuals and expanding opportunity (Becker 1964). Between the middle 1960s and the late 1970s, the federal role in supporting student aid expanded rapidly. The liberal argument was essentially that this "intergenerational transfer" (with funds following students) could improve "intergenerational equity" (Kramer 1993a, p. 20). Assessing the social benefits of this investment, however, became a complicated issue, at least if the human capital paradigm were maintained:

For some kinds of investigations in human capital theory, it is important to distinguish returns [attributed] to the skills acquired through higher education—that is, the actual increment in productivity—from returns [attributed to] a degree or other credential... The greater income of someone with an educational credential is clearly a private benefit (Kramer 1993a, p. 13).

This line of reasoning provides two bases on which to judge the benefits of the public investment in education—growth in the gross national product and improvements in cross-generational equity, both of which were identified in the original statement of human capital theory (Becker 1964). This line of reasoning, which proponents of increased government support frequently used (Slaughter 1991), was applied to both the state investment in tuition subsidies (through direct appropriations) and to the federal investment in student aid. Unfortunately, when policy studies adhered to these tenets, the benefits of the taxpayers' investment were difficult to estimate (Kramer 1993a). And this difficulty with measuring the benefits of the public investment has made government expenditures more difficult to defend in the face of federal and state efforts to reduce taxes and public expenditures.

For the neoconservatives, those who argued for returning to a prior state of society when tax dollars were not used so extensively to support social programs aimed at promoting equity (Habermas 1992; St. John and Elliott 1994), the liberal constraints on the means that could appropriately be used to assess the effects of government investment were not treated as valid. And the arguments developed by neoconservatives in the 1980s created particularly difficult obstacles.
for those who held liberal tenets. Five of these arguments are summarized in the following paragraphs.

First, neoconservatives argued that student aid was not effective in promoting access. The foundations for this argument were laid in a study comparing participation rates for students in the high school classes of 1972 and 1980 as a means of assessing the effects of increased expenditures on federal Title IV programs (Hansen 1983). But "the programs did little or nothing to promote their most important goal—increased access . . . [—and] it appears therefore that this set of redistributive programs produced little or no effect at a considerable cost and may well have contributed to the slowing of economic growth in recent years" (Hansen 1983, pp. 95, 96). Despite other evidence that student aid had a positive effect on access (e.g., Manski and Wise 1983), this argument received much attention in the U.S. Department of Education.

Second, neoconservatives claimed that institutions raised their tuition to attract more federal student aid. Bennett, secretary of education at the time, was the proponent of this argument. The essence of his argument was that increasing student aid does not help needy students cope with college costs, because the main effect of aid is simply to cause schools to raise their prices (Bennett 1986). This claim extended beyond the conclusion that student aid is not effective in promoting access by adding the claim that its main effect was to raise prices.

Third, neoconservatives claimed that colleges and universities raised their prices out of greed. "Some of our colleges and universities charge what the market will bear. . . . And lately they have found that it will bear quite a lot, indeed" (W.J. Bennett, quoted in H. Anderson 1987, p. 66; see also Bennett 1987). Bruce Carnes, deputy under secretary of education, agreed: "The governing principle of colleges today is to raise as much money as they can, and to spend as much money as they can" (quoted in Putka 1987, p. 27). This line of argument, loosely based on Bowen's revenue theory (1980), provided a logical basis for linking arguments about student aid to criticisms about the intent of college and university administrators and the lack of productivity by faculty. While Bowen had argued that, in quest of excellence, prestige, and influence, virtually no limit exists on the amount of money colleges and universities could spend (1980), Bennett and other neoconservatives reinterpreted this claim to argue
that the motive for generating revenue was greed rather than excellence.

Fourth, neoconservatives argued that colleges were wasteful and unproductive, another reason for raising prices. Chester Finn, assistant secretary for research and improvement and the most articulate spokesperson for this neoconservative position, argued: "Our institutions aren't nearly so efficient or productive as they should be—and are getting less so" (1988b, p. 36). Finn was particularly effective at amassing evidence in support of the administration's arguments that a decline in productivity—by administrators and faculty—was the primary reason for rising tuition charges (Finn 1988a, 1988b).

Fifth, after the Reagan administration was confronted with a downturn in participation rates of minorities, it argued that the poor academic preparation of minorities was the primary cause of this development—the logical extension of the other claims about higher education finance. If student aid were ineffective in promoting equal access, then cuts in student grants could not be the cause of the downturn in participation rates of minorities. This argument was advanced by the administration's contractors, policy research firms that used studies to support the administration's positions. A study conducted for the Department of Education's Office of Planning, Budget, and Evaluation was one of the first to make the claim:

*A primary reason that relatively fewer lower-achieving blacks enroll in college is that relatively fewer lower-achieving students in high school go on to college, and black high school students have, on average, lower achievement than white students* (Chaikind ca. 1987, p. 2).

These arguments were exceedingly difficult for liberals in the higher education community to contend with, given their belief that the benefits of the public investment accrued through gains in national productivity and in intergenerational equity. Three counterarguments, emerging partially in response to neoconservative claims, provide a basis for an emergent neoliberal ideology. Neoliberalism is characterized here as an emerging ideology aimed at rebuilding taxpayers' investment. It is, in a sense, a reconstructed set of liberal beliefs aimed at regaining lost ground.

First, neoliberals argued that institutions have replaced losses in federal grants with their own grant allocations, a develop
velopment that has fueled price increases. This argument, made in expert congressional testimony (Green 1987) and literature produced by national associations (Hauptman and Hartle 1987; National Institute 1987), appears in one sense to be the opposite of Bennett's claim that student aid fueled price increases. Nevertheless, it raised the possibility that the indirect effect of reductions in federal grants was to fuel price increases. And the surface indicators, rising tuition and declining federal grants in the 1980s (Hauptman and Hartle 1987; Lewis 1989), seemed to support this contention. To determine whether these developments were coincidental or causal, however, analysts had to look beneath descriptive trends.

Second, neoliberals, particularly in associations of public colleges and universities, claimed that reductions in state support had fueled the escalation in prices (Atwell and Hauptman 1986; Eiser 1988). The wavering of state support for public higher education is now well documented (see, e.g., Associated Press 1993; Hines 1988, 1993), but the implications of this shift in the structure of higher education finance merit fuller exploration (e.g., Hauptman 1993; Hauptman and Roose 1993; Kramer 1993b).

Third, it has recently been argued that substantial tax revenue accrues from the government's investment in higher education. While from a traditional liberal perspective this approach essentially falls into the "trap of double counting," at least when gains in productivity are considered as a measure of benefit (Kramer 1993a), it does provide a better basis for contending with neoconservative claims than the more traditional measures of impact. Those who advocate this approach construct a cost/benefit ratio of tax expenditures on the cost side and tax revenue returns attributable to this expenditure on the benefit side (Levin 1983). The approach has been used to assess both state and federal investments (Bluestone 1993; Girling, Goldman, and Keith 1993; St. John and Masten 1990).

With the swings in traditional political belief systems, it is possible to overlook the poor and minority populations, the "historically disadvantaged" who were the original target for federal student aid. Neo-Marxist political philosophy provides another basis for assessing the effects of federal, state, and institutional decisions about financing higher education. Marxism essentially argues that as a result of the class dialectic, the lower class is systematically oppressed by the upper class.
The dialectic provides a basis for examining how changes in policy differentially influence different groups. It emphasizes how the political economy—the interests of corporations and the wealthy—influences the distribution and redistribution of resources and the consequences of these processes. The recent literature on higher education provides two sets of neo-Marxist claims that merit consideration in the debates over higher education finance.

First, it has been argued that *cuts in federal grant programs had negatively affected participation rates of African-Americans and Hispanics* (Wilson 1986), an argument that holds embedded neo-Marxist tenets. This argument was made in an effort to raise public awareness of the potential negative effects of cuts in student aid. The initial studies on the decline in minority participation rates sponsored by the Reagan administration (Chaikind ca. 1987; Pelavin and Kane 1988, 1990) and associations of state higher education executives (Mingle 1987) deemphasized the link between minority enrollment and financing strategies and instead focused on academic preparation. Other recent research, however, has established a link between changes in policies about aid and participation of minorities (Mortensen 1987; St. John 1991d; St. John and Noell 1989). Thus, in retrospect, the initial studies diverted attention from considering the impact of changes in student aid policy and thus may have been purposeful deceptions.

Second, it has been argued that *majors serving middle-class students are victims of retrenchment*, another argument based on neo-Marxist tenets. Recent critical studies of retrenchment in higher education have documented that when institutions find it necessary to cut faculty positions, majors that serve middle-class students (and especially major programs that serve mostly females, like nursing and education) are more likely to be cut than majors that serve elite professions (Gumpert 1993; Slaughter 1993a, 1993b). Further, it appears that the reasons “middle-class majors” are the hardest hit during retrenchment are that programs that serve elite professions (engineering, computer science, business) have close ties to powerful constituencies in the local economies where colleges and universities are located (Slaughter 1993a, 1993b); and that such programs are generally more closely aligned with institutions’ strategic aims (St. John 1993a), a condition influenced by the power of departments that attract large amounts of external funds (Pfeffer and Moore 1980).
A Critical Review

This study undertakes a critical review of recent developments in financial strategy in higher education. It examines research on higher education finance to assess the validity of the ideological claims summarized in table 1 about higher education finance and to construct an alternative way of thinking about the evolution and development of financial strategy in higher education. The study has two aims: to assess the effects of changes in federal, state, and institutional financing strategies of the past 15 years as a means of gaining insight into our current predicament; and to assess the likely effects of alternative financial strategies, focusing on steps that faculty, administrators, and public officials can take in their efforts to deal with the crisis in college costs. The next three sections critically examine recent trends and research on the roles of the federal government, state governments, and institutional administrators, respectively, in higher education finance and then reflect on whether the research supports related ideological claims. The last two sections reexamine the theories commonly used in the study of higher education finance, reconstruct a framework that can be used in analyses of financial strategies, and then use the reconstructed framework to assess strategies for reducing costs of production and making college more affordable.
The federal government's primary role in the financing of higher education is to promote equity through generally available, need-based financial aid programs, authorized under Title IV of the Higher Education Act (HEA), as amended. Title IV programs were reorganized in 1972 to meet three goals (Gladieux and Wolanin 1976; National Commission on the Financing 1973): access (the opportunity to attend), choice of school (the opportunity to attend the school students are qualified to attend), and persistence (the opportunity to continue enrollment in the school of choice to the extent of interest and ability rather than of money). These three behaviors—deciding to attend college (or other postsecondary schooling), choosing a college or university, and persisting—in combination are characterized as "student choice behavior." This section critically examines the effects on student choice behavior of recent changes in federal policy regarding student aid. First, it examines research on the federal role in subsidizing college prices, focusing on the direct effects of student aid on student enrollment behavior. Second, it reviews the emerging federal role in promoting productivity in higher education, including evidence related to the quality of the delivery of student aid and recent federal efforts to promote institutional productivity. Third, it discusses the federal role in subsidizing students through federal student aid programs, viewing it as an investment. And, finally, it considers the implications of this review in relation to recent ideological claims.

The Federal Role in Pricing
Loans and other forms of student aid reduce an individual's direct costs of attending school (Becker 1964). Accordingly, federal student aid programs can be viewed as a price subsidy that promotes the attainment of higher education. This discussion considers both the recent changes in federal student aid programs and the evolving impact of those programs.

The evolving federal role
Table 2 reviews trends in the amounts of funds available through all federal programs between FY 1971 and FY 1990. First, based on an examination of only Title IV programs (part I of the table), it appears that the growth in student aid has been constant and substantial. Total aid available through Title IV programs increased throughout the period. In FY 1971, funding for Title IV loans was substantially higher than for
### TABLE 2


<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>70-71</th>
<th>75-76</th>
<th>80-81</th>
<th>85-86</th>
<th>89-90</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Amount</td>
<td>Amount</td>
<td>% Change</td>
<td>Amount</td>
<td>Amount</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>I. Generally Available Student Aid (HEA, Title IV)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pell</td>
<td>$0</td>
<td>$2,301</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>$3,755</td>
<td>63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEOG</td>
<td>458</td>
<td>494</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>579</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SSIG</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>114</td>
<td>138</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subtotal</td>
<td>$458</td>
<td>$2,843</td>
<td>521</td>
<td>$4,448</td>
<td>56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Work</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CWS</td>
<td>$780</td>
<td>$725</td>
<td>-7</td>
<td>$1,039</td>
<td>43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Loans</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perkins</td>
<td>$825</td>
<td>$1,130</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>$1,090</td>
<td>-3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICL</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guaranteed</td>
<td>3,482</td>
<td>3,113</td>
<td>-11</td>
<td>9,757</td>
<td>213</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subtotal</td>
<td>$4,307</td>
<td>$4,243</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>$10,847</td>
<td>156</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>II. Specially Directed Student Aid (Other Legislation)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grants</td>
<td>$1,712</td>
<td>$2,686</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>$2,962</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Veteran</td>
<td>3,846</td>
<td>10,270</td>
<td>167</td>
<td>2,697</td>
<td>-74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Military</td>
<td>221</td>
<td>238</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>316</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>155</td>
<td>182</td>
<td>192</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subtotal</td>
<td>$5,834</td>
<td>$13,349</td>
<td>129</td>
<td>$6,167</td>
<td>-54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Loans</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>$144</td>
<td>$111</td>
<td>-23</td>
<td>$98</td>
<td>-12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>III. Total Federal Student Aid</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grants</td>
<td>$6,292</td>
<td>$16,192</td>
<td>157</td>
<td>$10,615</td>
<td>-34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Work</td>
<td>780</td>
<td>725</td>
<td>-7</td>
<td>1,039</td>
<td>43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Loans</td>
<td>4,451</td>
<td>4,354</td>
<td>-2</td>
<td>10,945</td>
<td>151</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subtotal</td>
<td>$11,523</td>
<td>$21,271</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>$22,599</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Composition of Funds</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grants</td>
<td>55%</td>
<td>76%</td>
<td>47%</td>
<td>34%</td>
<td>32%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Work</td>
<td>7%</td>
<td>3%</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>4%</td>
<td>3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Loans</td>
<td>39%</td>
<td>20%</td>
<td>48%</td>
<td>62%</td>
<td>65%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Source: Calculated from College Board 1992.*
grants, but by FY 1976, the amount of grant aid awarded had increased substantially while the loan aid had decreased slightly. Both grant and loan dollars awarded increased in the late 1970s, although loans grew more rapidly. In the 1980s, Title IV grant and loan programs increased at more moderate rates. Title IV aid grew modestly, despite moderate budget deficits.

When, however, these trends are examined from the perspective of specially directed programs (part II of the table), most of which existed before HEA, a different story emerges. Funding for specially directed programs increased substantially in the early 1970s—when funding for Title IV grant programs also expanded—then declined substantially in subsequent years. When specially directed programs are also considered, it is apparent that the modest growth in Title IV programs during the 1980s was more than offset by reductions in these specially directed programs.

Finally, when these trends are examined from the perspective of total funds made available to students through federal student aid programs (part III of the table), a more complete view of changes in federal student aid programs emerges. The total amount of student aid available increased in the early 1970s but remained stable thereafter. Moreover, the total amount of grant aid dropped substantially between FY 1976 and FY 1990, while the total amount of loan aid increased substantially. It should also be noted, however, that grant dollars increased slightly in the late 1980s, the result of a 10 percent increase in Pell grants.

The effects on student choice behavior
The research assessing the effects of federal student aid is examined from three vantages: trends in participation rates in relation to recent trends in funding for Title IV programs; the link between student aid and student enrollments; and enrollments of minority students.

Participation rates. One indicator commonly used as a measure of the effectiveness of Title IV programs is participation rates by ethnic groups. Trends in participation by race/ethnic group (see table 3) clearly indicate that participation rates for African-Americans declined beginning in the late 1970s through 1983 and rose after that. Participation rates for Hispanics declined in the middle 1980s, then climbed until 1989.
TABLE 3
TRENDS IN THE PERCENTAGE OF HIGH SCHOOL GRADUATES ENROLLED IN COLLEGE, BY RACE/ETHNIC GROUP (1974-1990)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>White</th>
<th>African-American</th>
<th>Hispanic</th>
<th>Other</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1974</td>
<td>48.7</td>
<td>40.5</td>
<td>53.1</td>
<td>69.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1975</td>
<td>49.1</td>
<td>44.5</td>
<td>52.7</td>
<td>67.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1976</td>
<td>50.3</td>
<td>45.3</td>
<td>53.6</td>
<td>57.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1977</td>
<td>50.1</td>
<td>46.8</td>
<td>48.8</td>
<td>61.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1978</td>
<td>50.4</td>
<td>47.5</td>
<td>46.1</td>
<td>56.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1979</td>
<td>50.1</td>
<td>45.2</td>
<td>46.3</td>
<td>60.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1980</td>
<td>51.5</td>
<td>44.0</td>
<td>49.6</td>
<td>64.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1981</td>
<td>52.4</td>
<td>40.3</td>
<td>48.7</td>
<td>72.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1982</td>
<td>54.2</td>
<td>38.8</td>
<td>49.4</td>
<td>69.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1983</td>
<td>55.5</td>
<td>38.0</td>
<td>46.7</td>
<td>60.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1984</td>
<td>57.9</td>
<td>39.9</td>
<td>49.3</td>
<td>60.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1985</td>
<td>58.6</td>
<td>39.5</td>
<td>46.1</td>
<td>66.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1986</td>
<td>58.5</td>
<td>43.5</td>
<td>42.3</td>
<td>72.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1987</td>
<td>58.8</td>
<td>44.2</td>
<td>45.0</td>
<td>73.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1988</td>
<td>60.1</td>
<td>49.7</td>
<td>48.5</td>
<td>73.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1989</td>
<td>61.6</td>
<td>48.0</td>
<td>52.7</td>
<td>72.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1990</td>
<td>63.0</td>
<td>48.9</td>
<td>52.5</td>
<td>72.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Because of the small sample sizes for “African-American,” “Hispanic,” and “Other,” three-year averages were calculated. The three-year average for 1990 is the average percentage enrolling in college in 1989, 1990, and 1991. “Other” includes individuals who were not Hispanic, white, or African-American. Most were Asian and some were Native Americans.


In contrast, participation rates for whites increased virtually every year throughout the entire period. What explains these swings in the participation rates of minorities? Could it be related to the changes in funding for federal student aid? The answers to these questions are actually quite complex, as they involve a judgment about causality.

Minority enrollments. After the decline in participation rates of minority students surfaced as a policy issue in the mid-1980s, policy analysts began to focus on the issue and its potential causes by drawing a possible link between the
national downturn and the drop in federal grants (see, e.g., Wilson 1986). States also began to investigate the causes of the problem (Mingle 1987). In response to these concerns, the federal government initiated a series of studies aimed at determining the explanations for the downturn in participation by minorities.

The first national study by a Department of Education contractor used a diverse array of national data bases to examine trends in enrollments and participation rates of minorities but ignored the influence of student aid. The use of enrollment data tended to deemphasize the seriousness of the problem because minority enrollments were climbing rather than declining as the percentage of the college-age population that was minority was also increasing. Specifically, the use of HEGIS (Higher Education General Information Survey) data allowed the research to emphasize that enrollment of African-Americans had actually increased between 1976 and 1984 (Chaikind ca. 1987). The report did not consider the effects of changes in pricing. Rather, it focused on factors outside the control of higher education:

To understand the differences in black and white enrollment, . . . it is important to look beyond the observed enrollment figures. The evidence indicates that (1) many factors influence both black and white enrollment in institutions of higher education; and (2) most of these factors, such as academic achievement in elementary and secondary schools and family income, are largely beyond the control of the colleges (Chaikind ca. 1987, pp. 1-2).

The second report, a more comprehensive study that built on these basic principles, considered enrollments as well as participation rates and focused on factors outside the control of higher education (Pelavin and Kane 1988). The authors developed a more detailed analysis of the influence of academic preparation and included information on exemplary outreach programs aimed at improving minority students' preparation. The report gave an overview of federal programs but ignored the possibility that changes in federal student aid could have influenced the participation rates of minority students. Thus, this study, like the earlier one, focused on factors outside the control or influence of higher education institutions and agencies. Even the follow-up study ignored the
effects of changes in prices and price subsidies (Pelavin and Kane 1990).

**Student choice behavior.** While the policy analysts who worked in the Department of Education ignored the influence of student aid on student enrollments, other recent studies firmly establish a link between student aid and enrollment (see, e.g., Leslie and Brinkman 1987, 1988; McPherson and Schapiro 1991; Paulsen 1990; St. John 1990a). Indeed, a substantial body of research indicates that student aid influences both first-time enrollments (Jackson 1978; Manski and Wise 1983; Paulsen 1990) and persistence (Astin 1975; Leslie and Brinkman 1988; St. John 1990b; St. John, Kirshstein, and Noell 1991; Terkla 1985). Thus, the decision to ignore the effects of student aid on the participation rates of minorities was a political one, influenced by the neoconservative belief that student aid was ineffectual.

A few studies that provide insight into the ways changes in student aid policy have combined to influence the participation of minority students merit consideration, given the lingering doubts about the effectiveness of student aid. First, an assessment of how the types of student aid packages that were being offered influenced enrollment, using the National Longitudinal Study of the High School Class of 1980 and High School and Beyond (the high school classes of 1980 and 1982), found that the types of aid packages offered in all three periods were “effective” in promoting first-time enrollment (that is, they had significant and positive coefficients) (St. John and Noell 1989). The study helped to establish a direct link between student aid and enrollments. Second, another study of the influence of student aid packages on year-to-year persistence by college attenders in the high school classes of 1972, 1980, and 1982 (St. John 1989) found that the types of student aid packages students received were effective in promoting persistence. Both studies used comprehensive logistic regression models that controlled for the range of variables in addition to those that influence first-time enrollment.

These studies not only confirmed a link between student aid and enrollment (both first-time enrollment and persistence), but also found that the effects of student aid could change over time as a result of changes in policy. They created a basis for assessing the effects of changes in policy, such as the shift from grants to loans, on enrollments by students from
different economic backgrounds. A subsequent set of studies examined the effects of prices. One found that in the early 1980s, low-income students were responsive to the amount of grant they received, but not to the amount of loan they received, while middle-income students were more responsive to loans than grants (St. John 1990a). Another found that students were also responsive to prices in their decisions regarding persistence (St. John 1990b). These studies more clearly indicated that the amount of aid students received, rather than the type, influenced their enrollment.

Based on these studies, an estimate of the effects of changes in prices during the 1980s on enrollments during this period found that the changes in federal policy during the early 1980s improved middle-income enrollments at all types of institutions, but changes in federal grant policy influenced a shift of low-income enrollments from four-year colleges to two-year colleges or out of the higher education system altogether (St. John 1993b). Although these negative effects were mitigated somewhat by increased use of other institutional resources for grants in private four-year colleges, these findings demonstrate that changes in federal policy in the late 1970s and early 1980s, especially the decreases in federal grant dollars, influenced the decline in the participation rates of minorities.

The Federal Role in Promoting Productivity
In the middle 1980s, the U.S. Department of Education began to examine underlying issues related to productivity in higher education, in effect shifting the focus of the controversy about college costs from the effects of reductions in federal student aid to apparent inefficiencies in colleges and universities. Those studies focused attention on historical problems with “efficiency” in higher education and created a federal role in promoting productivity. This attack on higher education was consistent with the previous approach of investigating waste in federal programs, including student aid.

In the early 1980s, the federal government focused on waste, fraud, and abuse in the federal student aid programs. This emphasis was consonant with the initial Reagan mandate to reduce the costs of, and waste in, social programs. The initial quality control studies (e.g., Advanced Technology 1983, 1987) documented the costs to the federal government and proposed “corrective actions” for reducing this waste. A similar investigative approach was used to initiate the federal in-
quiries into ways of documenting waste and abuse in colleges and universities, then developing plans to eliminate the waste.

The productivity of federal programs
The question of productivity in the federal student aid programs can be viewed from at least two vantages. One is technical and relates to efficiency in delivery, the other to the effectiveness of various forms of student aid.

The first approach has been vigorously pursued in the past 15 years. During this period, the federal government has made numerous technical improvements in the delivery of its Title IV programs. A series of quality control studies measures the sources and estimates the amounts of total error in the delivery of these programs (e.g., Advanced Technology 1983, 1987; Wilson 1987). A number of technical improvements in the delivery of student financial aid, such as the increased use of validation of aid applications with parental and personal tax forms, have been implemented as a result of these studies, and such practices have generally improved the technical proficiency of the delivery of student aid. Many issues relative to the efficiency of the delivery system remain, however, and are periodically debated (e.g., Zook 1994b). While the aim of the quality control studies—ensuring the technical efficiency of the federal student aid programs—is important to taxpayers and the academic community because it can reduce delivery costs of programs, the more critical questions relate to whether federal financial aid strategies are cost-efficient in promoting students' enrollment behavior.

A second approach involves thinking more critically about how the federal role might evolve to promote better use of resources in financing higher education. In the 1970s, it was widely believed that grants were the most effective federal strategy for promoting equal opportunity (Astin 1975; National Commission on the Financing 1973). In the early 1980s, however, as more researchers began to investigate the effects of loans, some claimed that loans were a more cost-efficient means of promoting access (Tierney 1980a, 1980b). The Department of Education began to sponsor policy research emphasizing the effectiveness of loans (see, e.g., St. John and Noell 1988). These early attempts to examine the effectiveness of student loans were used to argue that loans were more effective than grants rather than to assess when loans were more cost-effective than grants and to design strategies that
optimize those effects. While it is now technically possible to craft a policy that builds on the strengths of grants and loans, given the current state of research on the effects of student financial aid, such an approach has not been attempted largely because of the ideological battles that permeate student aid policy. Nevertheless, it might be possible for the federal government to achieve more optimal returns from its own current investment in (level of expenditures on) student aid.

**Promoting institutional productivity**

In the past decade, the U.S. Department of Education has initiated a new wave of studies promoting institutional efficiency. While some of these efforts have simply taken the form of criticisms by public officials about the lack of institutional productivity, others advocate centralized cost-management strategies (see, e.g., U.S. Dept. of Education ca. 1990). These publications by the department can be viewed from a number of vantages.

If one accepts the tenets of the neoconservatives, the publication of *Tough Choices* (U.S. Dept. of Education ca. 1990) can be viewed as a constructive step, aimed at putting new tools in the hands of college and university administrators. The text promotes the systematic study of college costs as a means of achieving several goals:

*There are ways to reduce staff, minimize the human pain that staff reduction can involve, and improve services at the same time. These ways can be identified through a cost-management study* (U.S. Dept. of Education ca. 1990, p. 4).

Thus, the booklet can be viewed as an attempt to address explicitly problems that institutions themselves have been unable to address.

When this document is viewed more critically, however, it becomes evident that the department produced a document that promotes adaptive strategic planning, an approach that has not been widely adopted in higher education (Chaffee 1985). Indeed, the department's document proclaims the cost management study as a comprehensive process that embraces all aspects of institutional life:

*A cost management study must not be a short-term, narrowly focused project. Rather, it should be an exhaustive*
process of assessing the quality and cost of an institution's support services, identifying opportunities for improvement and enrichment. It focuses on all the functions that support a university's teaching, research, and community service objectives, and recommends ways in which these functions [can] be performed better, at less cost, or both (U.S. Dept. of Education ca. 1990, p. 4).

This passage communicates the assumptions that seem to guide recent federal efforts to promote cost reduction in higher education: that inefficiency is pervasive in higher education; that exhaustive study can identify ways that services can be improved; and that the full range of services universities provide—including teaching, research, and community service—can somehow be performed more efficiently, at reduced cost and improved quality. Implicit in these claims is a belief that centralized strategic action can achieve two goals that are difficult to reconcile in higher education—improving quality and reducing operating costs.

This latter claim becomes more problematic, at least from the faculty's perspective, when the past 15 years of administrative action in higher education is considered, a period during which emphasis on centralized strategic action has increased (Chaffee 1984, 1985, 1989; Keller 1983; Norris and Poulton 1987; Steeples 1988b). These developments, which arise from premises similar to those evident in Tough Choices (U.S. Dept. of Education ca. 1990), ironically might have contributed more to the rise in administrative costs than any other single factor. It thus appears that the federal government is promoting strategies that could raise, rather than reduce, administrative costs. Indeed, the issue of how college costs can most effectively be dealt with is a more complex issue than recognized in federal reports promoting cost management.

Recently, the Clinton administration's plan to require regional accrediting associations to monitor default rates (Leatherman 1994), which is an attempt to use regulation to promote what is perceived to be more efficient behavior, seems especially counterproductive for two reasons: (1) default rates seem more related to a student's background than to institutional practices regarding loans (Wilms, Moore, and Bolus 1987), meaning that high default rates are influenced by the increased emphasis on loans; and (2) accrediting associations are currently a force that inhibit, rather than
promote, productivity as a result of their emphasis on maintaining high production functions (low student/faculty ratios and class sizes). Thus, the Clinton administration's attempts to regulate accreditation to penalize institutions with high default rates not only perpetuate neoconservative assumptions about higher education finance, but also could further reduce access.

Federal Student Aid as an Investment

The return on the public's investment in student financial aid can be thought of in at least two ways. The more common, more frequently advocated approach is to relate gains in productivity to the public investment in education (Kramer 1993a). An alternative is to estimate the amount of tax revenue returns attributable to the public investment, an approach that has only recently been used.

The links between the state of the national economy and the public investment in education are exceedingly difficult to determine. While the claim that public spending on higher education might have contributed to the recession in the late 1980s (Hansen 1983) has been proven false (McPherson and Schapiro 1991), it illustrates the difficulty economists and policy analysts have in interpreting the link between higher education funding and the state of the economy. Clearly, the link between economic conditions and student aid is difficult to assess when conventional means are used (Kramer 1993a).

An alternative approach to assessing returns on the government's investment is to assess the direct tax revenues gained from public expenditures on higher education. Recent research indicates that individual returns from higher education are substantial (Alexander 1976; Leslie 1990; Leslie and Brinkman 1986, 1988; Pascarella and Terenzini 1991), even for minorities (Pascarella, Smart, and Stoecker 1989), and further that they started to grow again in the middle 1970s (Institute for Research 1994; O'Neill and Sepielli 1988) after a period of decline (Freeman 1976). Further, substantial returns accrue to both men and women for attending college and receiving a bachelor's degree or a graduate degree (although the returns to women do not mitigate the basic inequities in earnings between men and women) (Leslie and Brinkman 1986, 1988; Pascarella, Smart, and Stoecker 1989). The decline in returns observed in prior decades (Freeman 1976) apparently has been reversed.
One recent study examines tax revenue returns on the federal investment in need-based financial aid programs, arguing that the costs and benefits of vocational and postsecondary programs can be assessed using tax revenue returns derived from increases in educational attainment attributable to public expenditures (Levin 1983). Based on these arguments, another study assessed the influence student financial aid had on the educational attainment of students in the high school class of 1972, then estimated the future federal tax revenue returns attributable to those gains and the actual costs of the subsidies provided (St. John and Masten 1990). The study concluded that the tax revenue returns to the federal government were more than four times the costs, a ratio that does not take into account the indirect gains, such as reduced social welfare costs. While this line of inquiry indicates that federal returns on its investment in student aid are substantial, the methods of estimation used in these studies can no doubt be refined.

Assessing Ideological Claims
This review of research provides evidence relating to the five ideological claims. First, the conservative claim was directly relevant to the review of the federal role in student financial aid. Consistent with the conventional conservative position, considerable returns accrue to individual investment in higher education, which appear to have improved in the past two decades.

Second, the conventional liberal claims about the public investment in higher education seem problematic when critically examined. It is difficult to prove a causal link between spending on student aid and the state of the national economy. It could also be illogical to claim that such a criterion should be used as a basis for public spending, as many other factors in addition to student aid influence the state of the economy.

Further, the argument that student aid provides intergenerational equity is also quite problematic. While recent research seems to have clarified that a link exists between prices (and price subsidies) and the opportunity of low- and middle-income students (and prospective students) to attend college, this general criterion provides only a limited basis for making refined judgments about what levels or types of spending are necessary or appropriate. When is the public investment sufficient to achieve intergenerational equity? This
weakness of the conventional liberal argument could be exploited, even if no lingering doubts existed about the effectiveness of student aid.

Third, two of the neoconservative arguments about higher education finance were germane to the analysis of the effects of changes in the federal role. The neoconservative claim that student aid has no effect on equal opportunity is the logical basis for most of the other neoconservative criticisms about higher education finance, but it is not substantiated by the evidence. Specifically, the research indicates that student aid has a marked influence on student choice behavior.

The neoconservative claim that poor academic achievement rather than student aid explains the decline in the participation rates of minorities also appears ill founded. The research on the effects of student aid demonstrates that a link exists between the types and amounts of aid minority students received and their enrollment. Further, in the late 1980s and early 1990s, when the federal government again placed more emphasis on grants for low-income students, African-American enrollments began to climb again.

Fourth, the reconstructed neoliberal claim that tax revenue returns provide a possible basis for making funding decisions is at least partially supported. One study found that federal student aid results in a substantial tax revenue return to the federal government. Even if this phenomenon were substantiated by subsequent studies, however, it does not necessarily provide sufficient rationale to argue for more aid. Even though federal student aid has only a “marginal” influence on first-time college attendance and persistence, the gains in educational attainment attributable to these expenditures are substantial. Indeed, the high rate of return seems sufficient to justify the practice of using tax revenues to support students. The argument that the federal investment should be increased just because the return is high has its limitations, however. It is possible, for example, that increased federal expenditures would reduce the rate of return unless gains in productivity occurred.

Finally, the neo-Marxist argument that minority students were negatively influenced by cuts in federal grants was substantiated. Indeed, an apparent deception is embedded in the Reagan administration’s claim that student aid was not effective and its subsequent denial that changes in policy could have influenced the downturn in the participation rates of African-Americans.
STATE FINANCING STRATEGIES

Historically, states have funded institutions through direct appropriations, which subsidized educational costs and kept tuition low. If appropriations drop and educational costs remain stable, then prices usually increase (Atwell and Hauptman 1986; Frances 1985; Hines 1988; Layzell and Lyddon 1990). States also support need- and merit-based grant programs, although the extent of these programs varies substantially across states. And funding for institutions and grant programs is seldom coordinated in a way that would mitigate the effects of increased tuition on public institutions (Griswold and Marine in press). Unfortunately, both types of funding usually rise and fall together (Griswold and Marine in press; Hines 1988). This section examines research on the states’ evolving role in the pricing process (institutional and student subsidies), the states’ potential role in promoting productivity in higher education, and the viability of viewing the states’ financial role through the emerging investment lens. Finally, it reflects on whether the research supports the various ideological claims emerging from the controversy over college costs.

The States’ Role in Pricing

Because of their role in funding institutions and students, states’ decisions directly influence both prices—especially the amount public institutions charge—and students’ ability to pay for college through student grant programs. States deliberately change their strategies or maintain access, especially at times when tax revenues are declining, although such strategies are possible if states increase grants when they decrease appropriations (Heam and Anderson 1989; Heam and Longanecker 1985; St. John 1991a).

Most criticism of states in the 1980s focused on the influence of decreases in appropriations on increases in prices. For example, “cost containment alone is not the answer because increasing costs are not the sole problem” (Eiser 1988, p. 18). Further:

The major cause for rising tuitions is shortfalls in revenues from public sources... When revenues from public sources dwindle, tuitions are raised to make up the difference. As a result, more of the costs have been shifted to the student and families through higher tuition (Eiser 1988, p. 18, emphasis in original).
This criticism of states, one frequently made in the literature on higher education finance in the 1980s (Hines 1988), focuses exclusively on the link between institutional subsidies and prices. The shift in the burden for financing public higher education from states to students and their families, a consequence of the decline in state support, was increasingly an issue of concern to national groups examining responsibilities for financing higher education (Hauptman 1993; Kramer 1993b).

Unfortunately, the link between shifts in state support of institutions and their role in financing state grant programs is seldom even acknowledged. Instead, states have generally maintained a position that their decisions have not influenced access. For example, according to one study of college costs:

> In most states, enrollments have grown as record increases in tuition were imposed. While the research is not definitive, higher education does not seem to be a price-sensitive industry. Still, different segments of the population probably respond differently and states need to become more explicit in their desires to maintain access and improve the quality of undergraduate and graduate programs. There are indications that participation by minorities and low-income students [could] be adversely influenced by the perceived cost of going to college even if net price is substantially lower because of financial aid. On the other hand, the decline in minority enrollment seems to track the shift in federal aid from grants to loans, indicating that net price is very much the issue (State Higher Education 1988, p. 7).

This statement provides an insight into the perspective of state executive officers on the link between prices and enrollments. Because enrollments climbed at a time when net prices rose, observers assumed that students and prospective students were not price sensitive. It also acknowledges that the downturn in minority enrollment, a big political issue in the 1980s (Chaikind ca. 1987; Mingle 1987; Pelavin and Kane 1988), might be linked to changes in federal grant policy; however, it virtually ignores the possibility that this problem could be an unintended consequence of changes in states' financing policies. Thus, the policy literature on higher education focuses on the link between state appropriations and...
tuition but minimizes the possibility that reductions in state grants could also be problematic or that a simultaneous increase in prices in the public sector and reduction in state student grants could limit access. Rather, states attribute responsibility for equal opportunity to the federal government.

States and Pricing
While the link between reduced state funding and rising prices in public colleges and universities has been widely discussed in the research literature (Hauptman 1990a, 1990b; Hauptman and Hartle 1987; Kirshstein, Tikoff, et al. 1990), most of the literature focuses on trends in the early 1980s, and it is important to consider whether these trends have continued. Trends in state support for grant programs also merit explicit consideration.

Appropriations to Institutions. One observer notes:

*In some states, worsening economic conditions [might] require reduction in support of higher education, and when that case occurs, institutions rely more on revenue from student tuition.* . . . *While none of these financing devices can substitute for a base budget, their contribution to an institution's overall financial health can make the difference between a moderately optimistic picture and a fiscally bleak one* (Hines 1988, p. 53).

These observations seemed to foreshadow the developments during the next few years. In the early 1980s, support had wavered in some states but overall grew marginally. In the late 1980s—and especially in the early 1990s—however, states' subsidies to public colleges and universities wavered further. In the early 1990s, reductions were widespread:

*State support for higher education in the 1993 fiscal year showed a distinctly negative pattern for the second year in a row. One year ago, for the first time on record, state governments appropriated less to higher education than in the preceding year. But in 1992, state governments had appropriated less to higher education for FY1993 than in either FY92 or FY91, effectively turning back the total*
Further complicating this overall pattern is the fact that most states have not increased their support of state grant programs enough to mitigate the increases in tuition associated with these reductions in institutional support. Between 1990 and 1991, 12 states reduced their support for state grant programs (seven by 10 percent or more), five had less than 1 percent change, and 13 increased grants by 1 to 4 percent (Davis, Nastelli, and Redd 1993). Thus, in more than half the states, expenditures for grants did not even keep pace with inflation. Further, most states simultaneously increase or decrease both their institutional and student subsidies, and, given that institutions generally raise tuitions when their government subsidies are reduced, the process of simultaneously reducing institutional and student aid could contribute to problems with enrollments.

**Pricing in the public sector.** The link between state appropriations and tuition is most easily explained in relation to educational costs (average expenditures per student). Institutions tend to maintain their costs when appropriations drop by increasing tuition sufficiently to mitigate the loss in appropriations. Most states (32 of 48 responding to one survey) use this mechanism: “Tuition is set in the historical pattern—to generate all or most of the difference between what the institutions believed they needed and what state governments appropriated” (Curry 1988, p. 6). All of the other states in the survey used some type of formula model, “an approach where statutes, rules, or budget procedures predict or set tuition rates or assumed revenues from tuition” (p. 6). The extent to which the formula used in these states explicitly considers state appropriations when setting tuition varies substantially. In some states, the formula essentially adjusts tuition charges to budget requirements; in others the link is not evident (Curry 1988). Even in states where the formula would seem to preclude institutions’ raising tuition charges to adjust to decreases in appropriations, however, the adjustments are made when necessary. For example, in the past few years in California, a state with a “formula” that precludes setting tuition based on budget requirements, education fees were raised substantially when state appropriations declined in the
past few years (Griswold and Marine In press; Knutsen 1993; Mingle 1988b; St. John 1993a).

Most recent studies of the relationship between state appropriations and educational expenditures focus on the early 1980s. These analyses indicate not only a transfer in responsibility for financing public institutions from states to students, but also modest growth in educational expenditures (Kirshstein, Tikoff, et al. 1990; St. John 1992a). Table 4 presents an analysis of the relationship between education and related expenditures and revenues from state appropriations and tuition. The ratio of revenue from state appropriations and tuition to educational expenditures dropped by about 7 percentage points between 1985-86 and 1990-91, from 69.6 percent to 62.5 percent. Further, the percentage of education expenditures covered by tuition increased by about 4 percentage points, from 23.4 percent to 26.6 percent. Thus, the trends observed in the early 1980s continued in the late 1980s. Two caveats must be considered, however: Appropriations dollars were not directly replaced dollar for dollar with tuition dollars; and public institutions used other revenue sources, in addition to tuition, to support educational expenditures.

Nevertheless, there should be little doubt that public colleges and universities do, in general, substitute for the loss of state appropriations by raising tuition charges, even if it is not dollar for dollar, and that the means states use to finance public colleges and universities during the past decade have been restructured.

Because states vary substantially in their governance structures (Hearn and Griswold 1994; Hines 1988; Volkwein 1987, 1989), it is natural to inquire about the influence of governance on financial strategies. It has been found that strong centralization and coordination are not related to the quality of a university (Volkwein 1989), although another well-designed study found that strong state centralization—having a strong coordinating board or a single state governing board—increased the probability of educational innovations (Hearn and Griswold 1994). The juxtaposition of these findings suggests that mandating educational innovations, such as the use of student assessments, has little measurable influence on quality. Further, neither strong coordination nor centralized governing boards were associated with innovative financing strategies, such as creating educational savings plans (Hearn and Griswold 1994). "Unlike educational innovations,
TABLE 4
RECENT CHANGES IN EDUCATIONAL EXPENDITURES AND REVENUES FOR STATE APPROPRIATIONS IN PUBLIC INSTITUTIONS (Millions of Dollars)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>1985-86</th>
<th>1990-91</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Education and Related Expenditures</td>
<td>$40,340</td>
<td>$57,390</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Revenue from State Appropriations</td>
<td>$28,071</td>
<td>$35,899</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tuition Revenue</td>
<td>$9,439</td>
<td>$15,258</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ratio of State Appropriations to Education Expenditures</td>
<td>.6959</td>
<td>.6255</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ratio of Tuition Revenue to Education Expenditures</td>
<td>.2340</td>
<td>.2659</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note:* "Education and related expenditures" is the sum of expenditures on instruction, administration (academic support minus libraries, institutional support, and student services), libraries, and plant operations and maintenance.

*Source:* Calculated from information in Snyder 1993.

which may be seen as essentially regulatory in nature, actions to aid in financing postsecondary attendance are unquestionably redistributive in intent and thus subject to a more diffuse set of influences” (p. 183).

More generally, periods of oscillating levels of state support for public institutions appear related to economic conditions (Froomkin 1990; Hauptman 1992), as state appropriations for student aid and to institutions tend to vary according to the availability of tax revenues (Hines 1988, 1993). Few states even attempt to coordinate tuition and student aid (Layzell and Lyddon 1990). A recent examination of efforts to coordinate tuition and aid strategies in five states that had attempted coordination found that only one of those states, Minnesota, had successfully linked tuition and grants in a high-tuition, high-aid strategy (Griswold and Marine *in press*). The other states allowed tuitions to rise without adjusting student grants. Thus, variations in state governance appear inconsequential in analyses of the effects of state financing strategies on enrollment, although their relationship certainly merits further investigation.

**The effects of changes in state pricing policy**

If one assumes that students do not respond to prices (State Higher Education 1988), then it is also logical to conclude that shifting the burden for financing public higher education
from states to students and their families has no effect on access. Recent empirical studies, however, indicate this assumption is not true (McPherson and Schapiro 1991; St. John 1991b). A review of the conclusions of recent studies makes it possible to discern the effects of changes in prices on student choice behavior.

**First-time enrollment.** One way to assess whether students' decisions about whether to enroll in college (access) and the types of institutions they actually attend (choice of school) were influenced by the restructuring of state finance policy is to examine the effect of aid on first-time enrollments. Such generic types of enrollment decisions, characterized here as "first-time enrollment decisions," can be influenced by changes in prices. A series of recent studies indicates that rising prices across the board in higher education had the effect of forcing middle- and lower-income students toward less expensive institutions or out of higher education altogether. One study found that changes in prices influenced low-income students in the 1980s to enroll in less expensive colleges and universities (Pascarella, Smart, and Smylie 1992). Another study of the influence of prices and price subsidies on first-time enrollment decisions by students in the high school class of 1982 found that low-income students were more responsive to grants than to tuition but were not responsive to loans, while middle-income students were more responsive to loans than to grants and more responsive to grants than to tuition (St. John 1990a). A third study used the delta-p statistics for tuition and price subsidies (grants and loans) developed in the second study to estimate the effects of actual changes in tuition and student aid in the early 1980s on the pattern of enrollment (St. John 1993b). It concluded that state policy changes in the early 1980s—especially the fact that tuition increased faster in four-year colleges—influenced a redistribution of low-income enrollment from public four-year to public two-year colleges.

In combination, the findings of these studies seem to suggest that continuing the current approach to financial restructuring in most states—and simultaneously reducing state appropriations to institutions and student grant programs—has had a detrimental effect on enrollments of low-income students. In fall 1993, this problem apparently became more visible as many states encountered just such a severe enroll-
ment decline. Twelve of 14 states responding to a survey by the American Council on Education indicated a decline in fall enrollments, which was “believed caused by reduced course offerings, tuition increases, and enrollment ceilings associated with state budget constraints and increased job opportunities accompanying the economic recovery” (Associated Press 1993). The largest drops recorded in the survey, 9 percent, were in the California community colleges, where the declines were attributed to reductions in course offerings and price increases (Freedberg 1993, p. A16).

**Persistence.** A series of recent national studies has examined the influence of prices and price subsidies on persistence. 2 A few merit mention, particularly those providing evidence that recent changes in state financing strategies are decreasing opportunities for continuous enrollment and increasing the length of time it takes students to attain their degrees. 3 The first, using the National Postsecondary Student Aid Survey of 1986-87 (NPSAS-87), separately examined the effects of prices and price subsidies on within-year persistence (the reenrollment in the spring semester after being enrolled in the fall) by traditional-age undergraduate students in public and private four-year colleges (St. John, Oescher, and Andrieu 1992). It found that in private colleges tuition was negatively associated with persistence, while grants were positively associated with persistence. In contrast, in public colleges, both tuition and grants were negatively associated with persistence, and tuition had a much larger negative association with persistence in public colleges than in private colleges. The authors concluded that private four-year colleges were in a more competitive position than public four-year colleges.

---

2. An extensive body of institutional studies of persistence uses models developed by Tinto (1975, 1987) and Bean (1980, 1982; Bean and Metzner 1985). Both models consider the effects of academic and social integration on decisions affecting persistence (Cabrera et al. 1992). Most of these studies (e.g., Bean 1985; Pascarella and Terenzini 1979, 1980, 1988, 1991) do not explicitly consider the effects of student aid, but reviews of the literature on persistence that does consider the effects of student aid consistently confirm that a relationship exists (Leslie and Brinkman 1988)

3. See Cabrera, Stampen, and Hansen (1990), St. John, Kirshstein, and Noell (1991), and St. John, et al. (1994) for discussions of the relationships between the social and academic integration concepts developed by Tinto (1975) and Bean (1980) and the types of data elements available in national data bases.
Second, a series of recent persistence studies using NPSAS-87 found that students enrolled in public colleges were less likely to persist than students enrolled in private colleges. The studies examined traditional-age undergraduates enrolled in four-year colleges (St. John, et al. 1994), traditional-age students enrolled in two-year colleges (St. John and Starkey 1994), non-traditional-age undergraduates enrolled in four-year colleges (Tynes 1993), and graduate students (Andrieu and St. John 1993). The studies consistently found that students in public colleges and universities are less likely to persist, at least when prices were considered. Further, analyses that separately examine students enrolled in public and private colleges suggest that differences in the set of prices students face are a partial explanation for why public college students persist at lower rates (Andrieu and St. John 1993; St. John, et al. 1994; St. John, Oescher, and Andrieu 1992). While tuition is still lower in public colleges, students who attend public colleges are more price sensitive.

Low-income and minority enrollment. Like the national studies on enrollment of minority students (Chatkind ca. 1987; Pelavin and Kane 1988) discussed earlier, the SHEEO (State Higher Education Executive Officers) study on minority enrollment considered enrollment levels as well as participation rates and focused on academic preparation as the primary cause of the downturn (Mingle 1987). This research, like the other SHEEO documents discussed above, deemphasized the fact that changes in state policy (such as the increase in tuition in public institutions) could be a source of the problem. Other research about higher education finance, however, indicates that state policies as well as federal policy influenced the decline in minority participation rates.

The recent studies of persistence using NPSAS-87 indicate that, in the late 1980s, prices had a negative influence on persistence by African-Americans. An analysis of traditional-age students in four-year colleges found that, while African-Americans were more likely than others to persist in private four-year colleges, they were less likely to persist in public four-year colleges (St. John, Oescher, and Andrieu 1992). Analysis of traditional college-age students enrolled in public two-year colleges found that African-Americans were more likely to persist. These findings further indicate that the pricing policies of states in the 1980s essentially influenced the de facto
segregation of African-Americans in higher education by encouraging their enrollment in two-year colleges and discouraging their enrollment in public four-year colleges.

Thus, the pricing mechanisms currently being used by states have a different effect on African-Americans and whites. African-Americans are substantially more sensitive to tuition charges. In particular, the annual tuition increases by public four-year institutions have incrementally diminished post-secondary opportunities for African-American students. These developments appear to be a direct result of the incremental budget process used by many states in cutting appropriations to institutions and student grant programs when tax dollars are short.

An alternative approach

An alternative approach to states' role in financing higher education—linking increases in need-based student grants to reductions in state appropriations to institutions (and tuition increases)—has been widely advocated (Heam and Longanecker 1985; McPherson and Schapiro 1991; Wallace 1992) but not widely used. The research to date indicates that this approach potentially can overcome the limitations of the current practices although it might be limited in the extent to which the high-tuition, high-aid strategy can remedy the problem.

Minnesota has experimented with the use of a high-tuition, high-aid strategy. In the early 1980s, a number of theories developed by scholars of higher education in Minnesota created an environment conducive to bold new action, including an argument that the high-tuition, high-aid strategy could be a more equitable basis for the state's funding of higher education (Heam and Longanecker 1985) and a logical basis for cost-centered tuition, which had been experimented with at the University of Minnesota (Berg and Hoenack 1987).

In 1984, the state of Minnesota adopted a financing policy that included raising the portion of costs subsidized by tuition revenue to one-third and increasing the level of need-based grants to promote access. Initial evaluations of this experiment indicated that it maintained access, improved the overall funding level for public colleges and universities, and maintained minority enrollment (Heam and Anderson 1989; St. John 1991a). Thus, initial indications are that the high-tuition, high-aid strategy can overcome some of the deficiencies associated
with the more common practice of ignoring the link between tuition and aid.

Additionally, when the high-tuition, high-aid strategy is used in public four-year institutions, at least some potential exists to gain additional revenues from the Pell grant program as tuitions rise, as the public institutions in Minnesota did when the new tuition policy was implemented (Hearn and Anderson 1989). Further, an econometric analysis found that “public four-year institutions tend to raise tuition by $450 for every $100 increase in federal student aid” (McPherson and Schapiro 1991, p. 72), indicating that public institutions derive some benefit from raising tuitions in the form of federal grant revenue.

The high-tuition, high-aid strategy has some possible limitations, however. The strategy could be having a detrimental effect on the academic progress of students in state colleges and community colleges in Minnesota (Lopez 1993), and the provision to cover 50 percent of costs in the state grant program could limit access in Minnesota, given the high cost of attending (Griswold and Marine in press). Further, a recent state evaluation found that some Pell recipients (the poorest students) received no state grants, while some students from families earning over $100,000 received state grants (Jackson-Beeck et al. 1994). These recent studies suggest that, at a minimum, the provision to cover 50 percent of costs in the Minnesota grant program should be reconsidered. Perhaps grant aid should cover 60 percent or more of costs for needy students when the cost of attending high-cost public institutions is being considered. A more recent analysis reveals that, without the state grant program, the high-tuition strategy in Minnesota would be “regressive,” with low-income families paying more after Pell awards and expected contributions than middle- and upper-income students (Minnesota Higher Education 1994). Even exemplary state programs merit periodic reanalysis.

The States’ Role in Promoting Productivity
The emerging issue of productivity in higher education presents a particularly perplexing problem for states. Rather than focusing on productivity, states have generally focused on promoting “quality.” This mission is ambiguous, however:

There is a general confusion about the relationship between the quality of education and its cost. This confusion is
found within the higher education community. Because the capacity to document quality differences has not been developed, prestige seems to accrue to colleges and universities that charge more (State Higher Education 1988, p. 7).

A link appears to exist between high revenue and quality ratings. One study found that the quality ranking of public research universities was related to their level of funding (Volkwein 1989), and another found that "institutions [that] are relatively free of state controls are less dependent on state appropriations and raise a larger portion of their funds from nonstate sources" (Volkwein 1987, p. 145). More generally, "legislative frustration over the fixed nature of higher education costs and the failure of institutions to set priorities is also directed at the boards" (Mingle 1988a, p. 4). This general frustration over the role of states in promoting quality complicates, and possibly even limits, the ability of states to deal with issues of productivity. A few recent studies illustrate the types of actions states take to promote "productivity" and the consequences of those types of actions.

**A poor record in cost management**

States generally lack mechanisms for managing cost (Kramer 1993b; Mingle 1988a). The Minnesota case is one of the few recent successful examples of a governor, a legislature, and public systems of higher education developing a scheme for dealing with program costs in the framework of comprehensive state financing (Berg and Hoenack 1987; Hean and Anderson 1989). In the absence of deliberate study of productivity and cost management issues in most states, the budget process has become a battleground in many states for reconciling the recent public concern about productivity in higher education with historical concerns about quality and the level of public funding.

The issue of productivity in public higher education has emerged as a political issue in many states in the 1990s. In California faculty workloads and growth in administrative costs have become critical issues in the battles over the budget, in Maine the legislature has requested cuts in administrators' salaries, and in Louisiana the legislature enacted a law creating a new state-level body to study means of promoting productivity (St. John 1993a). In many states, higher education is one of the few areas of the state budget that is not constitutionally
protected from reductions (Hines 1988; St. John 1991a). These developments leave public higher education in a poor position to compete with other claimants for state tax dollars and have probably influenced higher education's facing reductions in state funding in the early 1990s (Hines 1993). Thus retrenchment, the process of making incremental cuts in university budgets, apparently is becoming the primary mechanism for states to "manage" costs.

**Attempts to link funding to outcomes**

The fact that some states have attempted to link assessment of student outcomes to their financing strategies (Hines 1988) further complicates the mechanisms used to finance public higher education. Twenty states have adopted statewide assessment techniques for public higher education (Hearn and Griswold 1994). While some methods of assessing student outcomes in higher education have been proven (Jacobi, Astin, and Ayala 1987; Pascarella and Terenzini 1991), it is extremely difficult to link specific student outcomes to institutional goals and actions (Jacobi, Astin, and Ayala 1987). Further complicating attempts to use quality assessments in funding, part of the problem is that it is extremely difficult to measure the value added by college (Pascarella and Terenzini 1991). It would therefore appear that the construction of funding strategies rewarding colleges and universities for the value they add is beyond the state of the art of educational measurement. Another part of the problem is that no evidence supports the contention that central control and mandated reforms influence learning outcomes positively. Quite the contrary, as research indicates a reverse relationship exists between centralization and quality for state universities (Volkwein 1989) and that states with strong coordination and centralized governance structures are more likely to have mandated outcomes assessment (Hearn and Griswold 1994), ample reason exists to be cautious about attempts to link the results of mandated assessments to state funding strategies.

**The impact of retrenchment**

Because of the history of institutional autonomy (Hines 1988; Mingle 1988a), institutions generally maintain discretion over how expenditures are reduced when states reduce their financial support. Research on the impact of retrenchment processes, although relatively recent, seems to point to some
recurring themes. First, programs that serve the middle-class professions are the most frequently cut when institutions develop their retrenchment plans (Gumport 1993; Slaughter 1993a). Second, it also appears that this priority is consistent with the priorities embedded in institutional strategic plans. An analysis of retrenchment processes at two university campuses found not only that middle-class professions were hardest hit by budget reductions, but also that these priorities were consistent with the two universities' planning priorities (St. John 1993a). Further, many of the programs that were protected in the process had lower demand and higher costs than programs that were cut.

These developments raise questions about the convergence of institutional priorities and the broader social concerns about access and productivity. The middle-class professions, like education and nursing, often represent the types of majors that offer a way out of poverty and consequently are often in high demand. Yet when institutions are faced with choices about what to cut, they are more likely to cut these middle-class programs than those associated with elite professions and high prestige (Gumport 1993; Slaughter 1993a, 1993b).

Public Higher Education as an Investment

The literature on higher education generally makes an association between earnings and state support for higher education, generally confirming the argument that education has high individual returns. The evidence of a link between spending on higher education and economic development, however, has generally been more difficult to document (Hines 1988; Kramer 1993a; Leslie and Brinkman 1988). The difficulty researchers have with documenting the link between state spending on higher education and its economic growth has added to the difficulty state boards and institutions have in making their case to state legislatures (Hines 1988).

Three recent studies have examined the link between state support of higher education and its tax revenue returns, from

---

4. One alternative hypothesis is that institutions cut programs because they have higher costs per credit hour, a possibility merit[ing investigation. Another alternative is that programs serving minority students are treated as "cash cows" (Kotler and Murphy 1981; Winston 1994) that are milked to support "rising stars" (programs that serve elite professions) when resources are available and cut to protect these programs when resources are scarce.
income tax and other sources, a method that has been advocated by some economists (e.g., Levin 1983). A study of the economic impact of the University of Massachusetts at Boston estimates the income to the state from its support of the university:

Hence, for every $1 spent by the commonwealth on UMB students, it can expect to receive in return an added $1.57 in personal income and sales taxes. Measuring this ratio in investment terms yields a rate of return to the state government of 8.9 percent—significantly more than the state could earn if it were allowed to invest in long-term U.S. Treasury Bonds, corporate bonds, or even the typical mutual fund (Bluestone 1993, p. 2, emphasis in the original).

A second study of the economic impact of the state's investment in the California state university system found that the state could expect to receive about two dollars (net present value) in state tax revenue for every dollar it spent on the system (Girling, Goldman, and Keith 1993). And a third recent study, which examined the direct economic impact of Texas's appropriations to higher education by considering the effects of state appropriations on state income (tax revenues), payroll, and jobs found that “by calculating the ratio between . . . net state income (or gross state product) and . . . appropriations, the state received an additional $1.13 in economic activity for every dollar invested in the public higher education industry” (Greech, Carpenter, and Davis 1994, p. 134). Additionally, substantial gains were made in state payroll and jobs. Thus, even states with regressive tax structures apparently receive positive returns from their spending on public higher education.

An alternative method of assessing the economic impact of state investments in higher education is to assess the impact of state expenditures on productivity of the workforce, an approach that is compatible with the more conventional concepts of intergenerational equity and productivity (Becker 1964; Kramer 1993a, 1993b). One recent study examining the influence of changes in state spending on higher education on growth in productivity of the workforce from 1980 to 1989 (Paulsen 1994) concluded that “investment in higher education explains a substantial portion of the variation in workforce productivity among states” (p. 9).
Assessing Ideological Claims

First, the liberal claims about the value of taxpayers' investment in higher education are supported by recent research but are more difficult to interpret and could be of little practical use in the current debates about higher education finance. The possible exception to this conclusion is that a recent study found a positive association between state spending on higher education and productivity of the workforce (Paulsen 1994). Regarding the argument about cross-generational equity, the evidence is also difficult to interpret, but the evidence presented so far reinforces the conclusion that prices and price subsidies only marginally influence access (Leslie and Brinkman 1988; McPherson and Schapiro 1991).

The liberal claim that economic growth should provide the basis for public decisions to invest in education is even more problematic for state officials. The link between general economic measures and the taxpayers' investment in higher education is difficult to measure. Further, because numerous factors other than higher education influence state economies, the concept of general economic return provides a problematic basis for making decisions about state support for higher education. To the extent that proponents of higher education rely on the liberal ideology when they argue for public support of higher education, they would appear to be in a weak position, relative to conservative and neoconservative arguments.

Second, the analysis of the impact of changes in the state role support some of the neoconservative claims about higher education finance but not others. Contrary to neoconservative claims, the research clearly indicates that taxpayers' investment in student aid does have an impact on enrollment, and it is especially evident when the effects of the high-tuition, high-aid strategy used in Minnesota are compared to the effects on enrollment of the nationwide pattern of shifting the burden for supporting public institutions to students and their families. Thus, the neoconservative claim that student aid does not influence enrollment is not supported by the research on state finance.

The evidence on states, however, does support two of the neoconservative claims about higher education finance. The evidence indicates that public four-year institutions do gain additional revenues from student aid when they raise tuition (McPherson and Schapiro 1991). This tendency has cushioned
the effect of higher tuition in public institutions (St. John 1993b), thus reinforcing some state officials' false belief that students are not responsive to prices (State Higher Education 1988). Specifically, middle-income students borrow more money when tuition increases, which raises the probability of their continued enrollment, while some low-income students are more likely to rely on Pell grants. These developments disguise the regressive effects of price increases by the public sector, which seems especially problematic, given the general pattern of financial restructuring now evident in many states. The process of financial restructuring appears to have a detrimental effect on enrollment of low-income and minority students in public four-year institutions (Kaltenbaugh 1993; Pascarella, Smart, and Smylie 1992; St. John 1993b).

Further, the neoconservative claim that colleges and universities are unproductive and wasteful appears especially problematic for states. The states' record in cost management seems poor. State agencies try to support institutional arguments that quality is related to the level of public support (Mingle 1988a; State Higher Education 1988), yet state regulations appear to impede quality and productivity (Volkwein 1987). States have not developed a viable approach to cost management in higher education, however, which has created tensions between legislatures and public institutions of higher education in many states. Thus, the public sector's productivity appears to be a crucial, yet largely unfocused, issue for states.

Third, the neoliberal claims about higher education finance are partially supported by the analysis of state experience. The neoliberal claim that institutions increased tuition to substitute for the loss of federal student aid revenues does not apply to public institutions—which should not be a surprise, given that this claim is usually made by independent colleges (see, e.g., Council for Advancement 1987; National Institute 1987). The other two claims advanced by those who defend the public investment in higher education appear to be supported by available evidence, however. Clearly increases in tuition in public institutions have been fueled by reductions in state support, consistent with neoliberal claims, even though public four-year institutions did gain revenue from federal student aid programs in the process.

Additionally, the analyses of tax revenue returns on public support of higher education provide an interesting new aspect.
of the political debate about higher education finance, especially in states with progressive income tax systems. Recent studies indicate a positive tax revenue return to states, ranging from about 2:1 in states with progressive state tax systems (Bluestone 1993; Girling, Goldman, and Keith 1993) to 1.13:1 in Texas, a state with a regressive tax system (Creech, Carpenter, and Davis 1994).

Finally, the neo-Marxist claims about the consequences of public financing decisions are supported by the review of available evidence. The research on the effects of prices and price subsidies on enrollment of low-income and minority students is particularly troubling. The financial restructuring of the past 15 years apparently has reduced postsecondary opportunities for low-income and minority students. Further, state officials seem to have nearly totally overlooked this effect (Mingle 1987; State Higher Education 1988). Greater attention to low-income and minority students’ attendance would appear to be a crucial issue for states. And it appears that retrenchment in public institutions—the midyear adjustment to reductions in state support—compounds this problem. Institutions are quick to reduce support for programs that serve middle-class professions, the fields that are most accessible to many first-time college students, while maintaining or even improving programs that serve elite professions and corporate interests.
INSTITUTIONAL FINANCING STRATEGIES

Colleges and universities are at the center of the storm of controversy over college costs. The primary focus has been the reasons why the prices they charge their students have risen faster than inflation. Neoconservatives have speculated that college costs have risen because of greed and a general lack of productivity, while defenders of the academy have pointed to other issues. In their defense, colleges and universities have attempted to shift the blame to the states and the federal government. Beneath the surface of this controversy lingers a complex set of financial and academic issues. This section reexamines recent studies on college prices and productivity, emphasizing the untangling of evidence related to the seemingly contradictory claims about the causes of price increases.

The Institutional Perspective

The controversy over college costs has been especially problematic for colleges and universities. In the 1980s, strategic planning and management methodologies were widely adopted in an effort to avoid the financial crisis that had been predicted (Chaffee 1985, 1989; Hearn 1987). These strategies apparently helped many small private colleges to avoid closure and develop new, more distinctive missions (Chaffee 1985; St. John 1991c). During this period, higher education was confronted with a decline in federal and state support, in reaction to which colleges and universities raised tuition and made investments aimed at improving their competitive positions. It follows that the widespread criticisms of colleges for raising their prices could be seen as an unanticipated consequence of these developments.

The criticisms caught the higher education community unprepared. On the one hand:

Critics may be tempted to treat tuition rates as yardsticks for measuring whether an institution is fiscally responsible and responsive to consumer need. They could cite rising tuition as proof of institutional inefficiency, irresponsibility, or greed (Council for Advancement 1987, p. 1).

But on the other, increased efficiency would be hard to realize:

Significant campus cost savings can be relatively hard to achieve or to communicate, particularly when they occur
on the academic side. To publicize freezing or trimming of departmental budgets, for example, can prove hazardous because of faculty sensitivities and also because the public may perceive such cuts as a reduction in quality or scope of academic programs (Council for Advancement 1987, p. 2).

Understanding Price Changes
Two competing explanations are advanced for the incremental growth in real prices charged by colleges and universities during the past decade: growth in expenditures (and related declines in productivity), and changes in government support.

Growth in expenditures and price increases
Trends in expenditures between 1975 and 1985 have been analyzed extensively (Kirshstein, Tikoff, et al. 1990; O'Keefe 1987; St. John 1992a). When the analyses control for oscillations in enrollment, they reveal that, in the early 1980s, educational expenditures rose faster than inflation, both administrative and instructional expenditures increased, and administrative expenditures increased faster than instructional expenditures.

Trends in tuition and expenditures. From available evidence, it appears these trends have continued though the late 1980s into the early 1990s. Table 5 presents indices for changes in tuition and expenditures for the period between academic years 1977 and 1991. Tuition charges (indexed by the consumer price index) increased substantially faster than inflation in both public and private institutions between academic years 1981 and 1991. In the late 1970s, tuition actually declined in public institutions and remained even with inflation in private institutions. So do expenditures explain these trends?

On the surface, some relationship appears to exist between expenditures and tuition. Total expenditures per full-time
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Academic Year Ending</th>
<th>Tuition Charges</th>
<th>Total</th>
<th>Instruction</th>
<th>Administration</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>PUBLIC UNIVERSITIES</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1977</td>
<td>105</td>
<td>98</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1978</td>
<td>105</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>101</td>
<td>101</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1979</td>
<td>103</td>
<td>103</td>
<td>104</td>
<td>104</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1980</td>
<td>102</td>
<td>102</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1981</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1982</td>
<td>104</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1983</td>
<td>109</td>
<td>98</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1984</td>
<td>111</td>
<td>101</td>
<td>101</td>
<td>103</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1985</td>
<td>116</td>
<td>106</td>
<td>105</td>
<td>113</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1986</td>
<td>123</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>108</td>
<td>119</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1987</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>112</td>
<td>111</td>
<td>122</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1988</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>115</td>
<td>111</td>
<td>124</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1989</td>
<td>130</td>
<td>117</td>
<td>111</td>
<td>126</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1990</td>
<td>135</td>
<td>117</td>
<td>111</td>
<td>125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1991</td>
<td>136</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>113</td>
<td>127</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>PRIVATE UNIVERSITIES</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1977</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>97</td>
<td>97</td>
<td>92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1978</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1979</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>97</td>
<td>97</td>
<td>98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1980</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>98</td>
<td>101</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1981</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1982</td>
<td>104</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>102</td>
<td>99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1983</td>
<td>112</td>
<td>101</td>
<td>104</td>
<td>107</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1984</td>
<td>118</td>
<td>108</td>
<td>109</td>
<td>118</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1985</td>
<td>123</td>
<td>113</td>
<td>112</td>
<td>121</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1986</td>
<td>127</td>
<td>117</td>
<td>116</td>
<td>126</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1987</td>
<td>134</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>129</td>
<td>139</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1988</td>
<td>140</td>
<td>129</td>
<td>127</td>
<td>141</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1989</td>
<td>142</td>
<td>131</td>
<td>131</td>
<td>143</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1990</td>
<td>147</td>
<td>133</td>
<td>132</td>
<td>141</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1991</td>
<td>153</td>
<td>137</td>
<td>138</td>
<td>145</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: The consumer price index was used to convert tuition charges to constant dollars, the higher education price index to convert expenditures to constant dollars. The analysis used the IPEDS HEGIS (Integrated Postsecondary Educational Data System Higher Education General Information Survey).

Source: Alsalam et al. 1993, p. 144.
equivalent (FTE) student (indexed by the higher education price index) increased at a faster rate than inflation throughout the 1980s in both public and private institutions. In the public sector, expenditures on instruction increased incrementally during the early 1980s, then remained constant in the late 1980s, while expenditures on administration climbed throughout the decade. In private institutions, expenditures on both instruction and administration increased throughout the ten-year period. It should be noted, however, that neither type of expenditure increased as fast as tuition during the ten years and that administrative expenditures increased faster than instructional expenditures.

Thus, the trends of the early 1980s, which were widely investigated, not only continued during the next half decade, but also seem to have accelerated. Therefore, the analyses of the causes and consequences of increases in expenditures in the early 1980s could be quite relevant to the more recent period. The next subsection attempts to untangle whether these increases in expenditures were a cause or consequence of the increases in tuition.

The link between prices and expenditures. Considerable attention has been given to the link between educational expenditures and tuition charges. The Department of Education's studies of college costs consistently focused on this link, assuming a causal relationship. The first of these studies focused on administrative costs (Snyder and Galambos 1988), echoing earlier criticism of expenditures on administration (Bassett 1983). The report documents the rise in administrative expenditures as a portion of college budgets: "Administrative costs now represent 19.2 percent of education and general expenditure, as compared to 12.5 percent in academic year 1949-50" (Snyder and Galambos 1988, p. 67). Based on case studies of the University of Florida and the University of Georgia, growth in nonteaching professionals was an apparent cause for the increase in administrative expenditures. The study considers a range of explanations for the growth in administrative expenditures, including expansion of professional functions, such as financial aid, and the impact of regulations, but reaches no firm conclusions about the causes of this growth. Additionally, the study makes no attempt to examine the link between expenditures and price increases.
Another study funded by the U.S. Department of Education further explores the causes of growth in educational expenditures and the link between educational expenditures and tuition (Kirshstein, Tikoff, et al. 1990). The analysis of trends in costs considered growth in expenditures on instruction, administration, and plant operations and found that administrative expenditures were influenced by the professionalization of administrative services, growth in faculty salaries and benefits contributed to the expansion in expenditures on instruction, and expenditures for plant operations apparently had not kept pace with needs. Another report examining the link between expenditures and tuition using a regression model reaches the following conclusion:

The results of this model suggest that in the early 1980s, tuition increased not only in response to rising expenditures but also as a means to finance higher education expenditures. According to the same econometric model, in the late 1970s tuition rose in response to budgetary pressures but not as a means to finance additional expenditures (Kirshstein, Sherman, et al. 1990, p. iii).

More generally, the conclusion that the increases in costs have been the primary driver of tuition (Massy and Wilger 1992) has been widely accepted, and states have begun to focus on ways of reducing educational costs (Knutsen 1993). These developments seem to have fueled the financial re-structuring of state systems of higher education. In fact, a study of three state systems that underwent retrenchment in 1992-93 found that concerns of state officials about administrative costs were a major force in the state budgeting process (St. John 1993a).

The differences between public and private colleges and universities should not be overlooked. This federally funded research does not distinguish between public and private colleges, and “given the relatively short time period covered by the data, it generally was not possible to measure precisely the relationships between tuition and expenditures across sectors” (Kirshstein, Sherman, et al. 1990, p. 83). The analysis of case studies seems to indicate that when states reduce their institutional support, public institutions reduce their expenditures, focusing first on administrative expenditures (St. John...
1992a). This finding supports a different conclusion from the one reached by the federal study:

In this analysis, . . . whether public institutions raised their prices slower or faster than similar institutions was independent of expenditure trends. In contrast, there was a simultaneous occurrence of both of these conditions—rising expenditures and rising prices—in four of the private colleges visited. Thus, these findings do not support the argument that excessive spending is the primary cause of tuition increases . . . and, therefore, such an argument should be treated with caution in the . . . policy debates about higher education finance (St. John 1992a, p. 179).

Specifically, this finding raises an important point for public officials to consider. It raises doubts about the claim that expenditures cause increases in tuition. It is entirely possible that when states severely cut state funding, prices can increase while expenditures decrease, a development that has been recently observed in case studies of state financing practices (Griswold and Marine in press; St. John 1992a, 1993a). This prospect raises serious doubts about the wisdom of using cost management strategies as the primary means of public efforts aimed at controlling costs in higher education, because such a strategy can result in an increased price for reduced services, a situation already evident in many public institutions.

A recent econometric study digs beneath the surface to examine the factors that influence changes in expenditures per student. The study not only confirms that administrative expenditures increased faster than academic expenditures, but also explains more completely why expenditures per student increased. First, the competitive nature of the higher education market influenced prices to rise. Institutions that had increased enrollments had lower expenditures per student, while institutions that had declines in enrollment had increased expenditures per student. Further, more than a third of the higher education institutions in the United States had declining enrollments, although demand did not decline overall. Indeed, quite the opposite was the case:

The most striking finding . . . is that one-third of the institutions suffered declines in enrollment even as overall enrollment grew. That so many institutions could lose enroll-
ment gives a strong indication that market forces bear heav-
ily on institutions of higher education. When institutions
fall out of favor with customers, or when demographics shift
students elsewhere, institutions face loss in revenues... The marketplace then imposes its discipline. Institutions that
do not deliver services that a sufficient number of students
find attractive must change course or suffer decline (Getz

Second, as the overall "demand for higher education in-
creases, the derived demand for the most important input,
faculty, also increase[s], causing a rise in average faculty sala-
ries" (Getz and Siegfried 1991, p. 391). Between 1978–79 and
1987–88, faculty salaries increased by an estimated average
of 1.6 percent per year above the rate of increased prices.
Because student/faculty ratios increased slightly, however,
the gains in faculty salaries were not a major force driving up
costs or prices. The cost of faculty salaries was mitigated to
an extent by increasing class sizes and more part-time faculty
(Getz and Siegfried 1991).

Third, consumer preferences for services like institutional
support, student services, and academic services influenced
institutions to incur extra costs, and other services, such as
fund-raising, also increased. As a result, institutions, especially
private colleges, were "supplying a demonstrably higher-
quality service at a higher cost" (Getz and Siegfried 1991,
p. 391).

Thus, the literature that assumes a link between expendi-
tures and tuition is suspect—especially if the intent is to use
the findings as a basis for public policy. A correlation appears
to exist between educational expenditures and tuition, but
not the direct causal link that the literature claims (e.g., Kirsh-
stein, Sherman, et al. 1990). Some institutions apparently
raised tuition to generate revenue for increasing expenditures,
but in other cases, particularly in the public sector, schools
increased tuition when expenditures declined. Further, expen-
ditures per student have been more likely to rise in institu-
tions that experienced declining enrollments, which was
about a third of the total number of institutions (Getz and
Siegfried 1991). And while some students were willing to pay
more for an improved quality of educational services (Evangel-
auf 1988a, 1988b; Getz and Siegfried 1991; Kirshstein, Sher-
man, et al. 1990), the fact remains that poor students were
not able to pay more for reduced quality in low-cost institutions (Freedberg 1993; St. John 1993a). More important, many of the basic assumptions made by neoconservatives about unproductive behavior in academe (e.g., Finn 1988a, 1988b) appear far too simplistic (Getz and Siegfried 1991; St. John 1992a), which raises questions about whether the evidence of simultaneous increases of expenditures and tuition has any practical value for policy makers.

**Government support and college prices**

Federal student aid policy can indirectly influence changes in prices. Indeed, recent evidence suggests that public institutions can gain revenues from federal student aid programs when they raise tuition (Hearn and Anderson 1989; McPherson and Schapiro 1991). The situation is substantially different in private institutions, however, where the cost provisions in federal programs can limit the amount of additional revenue that can be gained from increased tuition. In fact, in private colleges the reverse situation has been the case: Private institutions increased their own allocations to student aid to compensate for the loss of federal student aid (Council for Advancement 1987; Green 1987; National Institute 1987).

The initial research on the impact of federal student financial assistance on tuition was conducted for the National Commission on Student Financial Assistance (Dickmeyer 1983). Based on a regression analysis, the study concluded that a weak relationship existed between federal student aid and tuition charges in both public and private colleges but cautioned against making generalizations about these relationships. For example, the author observed, the association between tuition and federal funding could be “the result of a statistical artifact and not conscious behavior on the part of college administrators” (Dickmeyer 1983, p. 6).

While these statements indicate that caution should be used in interpreting the findings, the author does not explicitly consider how the eligibility requirements for federal student aid programs might limit the revenue gains associated with tuition increases. In other words, just because the amount of revenue from federal student aid is correlated with tuition charges, it does not mean that institutions can gain revenue from increasing their tuition charges. Nevertheless, the findings of this study—not the cautionary notes—seem to have influenced neoconservatives.
Two more recent econometric studies examine the relationship between government student aid and tuition charges. One study of the relationship between pricing decisions and student aid concludes that:

... (1) with regard to federal student aid, we find that, at private four-year institutions, increases in SEOG [Supplemental Educational Opportunity Grant] and Pell expenditures do not cause schools to raise tuition and fees, although increases in federal financial aid do lead to higher tuition and fees in public four-year institutions: (2) federal grants and contracts have important effects on tuition and fees, institution-based financial aid, and instructional expenditures throughout higher education—our results indicate that cutbacks in research funding would lead to higher tuition at private four-year institutions, lower institutional financial aid at four-year private, and both four-year and two-year public institutions, and lower instructional expenditures for all three groups; and (3) increases in state and local appropriations significantly increase instructional spending in three of the institutional categories examined (McPherson and Schapiro 1991, p. 74).

Another econometric study also suggests the reverse of Secretary Bennett’s claim, concluding that “... increases in federal grants to students would decrease the rate of growth in tuition” (Paulsen 1991, p. 355). Further, regarding the influence of state financial support, “... increases in state and local government appropriations to public institutions would decrease the rate of growth in tuition” (p. 355).

The effects of price changes
Recent analyses of students’ responses to prices strongly indicate that prices and price subsidies influence students’ enrollment behavior (St. John 1990a, 1990b; St. John and Starkey In press). In an effort to assess the effect of actual price changes in the early 1980s (FY1981 to FY1986), actual changes in tuition and institutional allocations to grants and price-response measures derived for the study of student enrollment behavior in the early 1980s were used to estimate the effects of changes in institutional pricing policy (St. John 1993b). The study found that changes in institutional aid in private colleges apparently helped mitigate the effects of price...
increases, as did federal loan dollars. In public four-year institutions, however, the changes in both grants and tuition would have decreased enrollment if federal loans had not partially mitigated this force. And in public two-year institutions, federal grants actually helped increase enrollments (St. John 1993b). Apparently, available maximum Pell awards went farther toward paying tuition at public two-year colleges. (The reader is cautioned that these analyses were an approximation of the effects of changes in prices and subsidies based on the results of price-response studies [St. John 1990a, 1990b] rather than a trend analysis of these effects [e.g., McPherson and Schapiro 1991].) The two types of studies did, however, reach similar conclusions.

Understanding Productivity

In criticizing colleges for raising their tuition, some observers have raised questions about the productivity of administrators and faculty (Finn 1988a, 1988b; Isue 1988; Snyder and Galambos 1988). The basic production ratios in higher education—student/faculty ratios and so on—have increased slightly over time, but productivity is exceedingly difficult to measure and to regulate in higher education.

Problems with measuring productivity

Research on productivity and efficiency in higher education has been plagued by problems with the measurement of inputs and, especially, outputs. Indeed, the word "productivity" seems to have taken a symbolic meaning in many states that has a negative influence on the state's budget process (Layzell and Lyddon 1990).

The major problem is that of defining and measuring the outputs of the colleges and universities. Unfortunately, the literature provides very little help in solving the problem. The result is that any empirical study of higher education production and cost behavior will be limited by the crudeness of the output measures used and the study will be open to criticism on that basis (Carlson 1977, p. 7).

This problem with measurement has continued to plague research on efficiency and productivity in higher education. Most research has focused on expenditures per student, but expenditures per student provide very little indication of
throughput. One study developed by the National Center for Education Statistics (To 1987) in response to the congressional mandate for a higher education cost study estimates the costs of producing a bachelor graduate, but the estimates have been severely criticized because of the inherent problems of measurement in research on college costs.

According to To's analysis, the main factors considered to influence the cost per degree included the composition of students (e.g., percent of part-time students), class size, prestige, and enrollment. Like so many of the earlier studies, the reader is cautioned about problems with measurement: “The scope of this analysis has been seriously limited by the unavailability of data. As a consequence, assumptions were made. These assumptions are not beyond dispute” (To 1987, p. 49).

The criticisms of To's report hit a range of problems. After critically examining the quality of the analysis and the measurement problems, two observers suggested “juxtaposing the cost-per-degree indicator to a cost-per-student indicator,” which, monitored over time, “could yield interesting and informative data about the higher education enterprise” (Brinkman and Jones 1987, p. 71). Other commentators dealt more explicitly with the political influences on the study (Wagner 1987; Zemsky 1987).

A few relatively recent studies, however, have attempted to estimate cost functions (for instructional and educational, and general expenditures) in higher education (e.g., Brinkman 1981; Paulsen 1989; Tierney 1982) that shed some light on the questions related to productivity and instructional functions.

Interestingly, these studies generally find the cost functions, and marginal costs of adding a new student, are lower when cost functions are estimated at the departmental level (Tierney 1982) than at the institutional level (Brinkman 1981), possibly because departments have excess capacity (Brinkman 1981; Paulsen 1989). Research that examines the influence of the number of programs and institutional size finds that both factors influence costs: For institutions of equal size, an increased number of programs would increase costs per student (McLaughlin et al. 1980). Further, larger departments also mean greater research productivity (Golden and Carstensen 1992). Thus, the research strongly suggests that instructional costs at the level of academic departments are a vital link not only in understanding both the determinants of instructional
costs in larger universities, but possibly also in gains in research productivity as well.

**Instructional productivity**

Many econometric studies conclude by proposing to increase instructional productivity by increasing class sizes and student/faculty ratios (e.g., Paulsen 1989; To 1987). This econometric research raises questions about whether such economic gains would reduce instructional effectiveness. An extensive review of the literature on the effects of college on students reaches two conclusions about the effects of class size: "Class size is not a particularly important factor when the goal of instruction is the acquisition of subject matter knowledge and academic skill" (Pascarella and Terenzini 1991, p. 87), but a relationship could exist between class size and higher-order thinking:

*Other factors being equal, student discussion is probably more likely in a class of 15 to 20 than in one of 250. The finding, however, further suggests that the amount of student/faculty and student/student interchange may not be particularly influential unless that interchange is at a reasonably high cognitive level (p. 147).*

Thus, under some conditions small classes apparently are desirable and beneficial, but these circumstances certainly are not universally applicable. Certainly in some circumstances, gains in productivity can be achieved through smaller classes.

A crucial challenge facing efforts aimed at reducing instructional costs is to find better ways of balancing financial considerations with an orientation toward improving learning outcomes, that is, to move toward a more meaningful measure of productivity. Along these lines, it appears that some liberal arts colleges have been successful in building a culture that values teaching. A study of liberal arts colleges with high faculty morale found that:

*The cultures of the colleges include a commitment to the student—the development of the whole person—that become a pivot around which everything turns. For faculty, this cultural priority makes the role of teachers and their relation—*
ships to students of unequivocally primary importance (Rice and Austin 1988, p. 52).

This study raises an interesting question: Did a greater emphasis on teaching in liberal arts colleges contribute to the fact that private colleges competed better for students than public institutions in the 1980s? Some have speculated about how to foster a teaching culture (Shelton and DeZure 1993), but little research has been done on the topic. It is possible that an orientation or attitude that emphasizes students' success, rather than weeding out the "bad" students, could improve instructional productivity as measured by the costs of producing a college graduate more than efforts to increase class size (instructional productivity). A recent analysis of strategies for improving math education observes:

Critical courses [like] algebra in high school or calculus in college must cease working as a fine netting, screening out all but likely mathematics majors. Rather they should inspire more students to pursue further study. I am not recommending that standards be lowered, but rather expectations be raised. Expectations are sometimes pivotal, and they are abysmally low in this country, especially for women and minority students (Paulos 1994, pp. 33–34).

This line of argument raises the possibility that educational attainment, even attainment in difficult subjects, can be improved through actions that promote students' learning, that emphasize finding better ways of engaging and challenging students. Further, informed observers speculate that learning can be enhanced and costs reduced through restructuring the faculty role, including the better use of technology and diverse teaching strategies (Guskin 1994). Thus, a need is apparent to balance short-term concerns about instructional costs with longer-term concerns about attainment. A potential means of attaining this balance is through placing a greater priority on the faculty's role in promoting the development of the whole student and in creating a climate and incentive structure that supports this prospect.

Impediments to productivity

Unfortunately, few incentives exist for institutions to pursue productivity as a goal. Historically, quality was defined in terms of measures that mitigated gains in productivity. For
example, low student/faculty ratios, large numbers of library books, and high percentages of faculty with doctorates have been among the measures used in the funding of federal programs (Jacobs and Tingley 1977) and are still integral to the criteria used for assessing institutions by accrediting associations (e.g., Southern Association 1992). Additionally, to retain specialized program accreditation, colleges and universities must maintain faculties of minimum sizes, low student/faculty ratios, and competitive salaries. When these criteria are not met, then accreditation can be lost. Deans and program chairs frequently use these standards in their internal battles for resources.

On a deeper level, the structure of incentives for faculty in higher education does not promote instructional productivity. Faculty are generally rewarded for productivity in research rather than in teaching. For both faculty and administrators, productivity in research is closely linked to prestige (Garvin 1980). Recent conceptualizations of economic behavior within organizations emphasize building an understanding of incentives for employees and production domains (Hoenack 1983). In higher education, this approach means most of the research on productivity misses a crucial aspect of economic behavior, as gains in compensation for faculty are more closely linked to productivity in research than in teaching.

The literature on faculty research productivity is quite extensive. Numerous recent studies have examined the factors that influence research productivity (e.g., Baird 1991; Blackburn et al. 1991; Lawrence and Blackburn 1988; Royalty and Magoon 1985; Schiele 1991). Other studies have examined the influence of research productivity on the reputational standing of faculty members (Davis and Astin 1987), departments (King and Wolfle 1987), and institutions (Muffo, Mead, and Bayer 1987). Recent studies have examined the influence of writing on satisfaction among faculty (McCarthy, Meier, and Rindera 1985), differences between the ways faculty and administrators value research (Pellino, Blackburn, and Boberg 1984), strategies for promoting research productivity and research enhancement (Perrucci, O'Flaherty, and Marshall 1983), and the link between compensation and research productivity (Konrad and Pfeffer 1990). The overwhelming conclusions from this growing body of research are that faculty value research and are awarded financially and personally for their publications.
In contrast, the literature on teaching productivity is more sparse. Faculty's instructional innovations apparently are influenced by individual motivation, not monetary rewards (Davis et al. 1982). Further, only a slight link is apparent between research productivity and teaching. A meta-analysis of studies that examined the effects of research productivity on teaching concludes that research had a consistent and slight positive effect on teaching effectiveness (Feldman 1987).

Recent studies have argued that the quality of instruction has declined, which has been attributable to increases in "discretionary time," a phenomenon fueled by an "academic ratchet" of egalitarian appeals for equal treatment (Massy and Zemsky 1992). A critical analysis of this phenomenon argues that market forces have influenced the trend toward more discretionary time and that institutions need to emphasize undergraduate teaching more (Winston 1994).

Thus, the research on faculty productivity provides some insights into the reasons for the lingering problem of academic productivity: Faculty are rewarded more for their research than for their teaching. The internal structure of incentives of the academy simply does not value instructional innovation and productivity in the same way it values research productivity and reputation. These conditions inhibit even marginal reductions in instructional costs. Further, market forces in the academic community fuel this problem. Clearly, an understanding of this internal structure of incentives—and its influence on the value system of faculty—should be integral to the envisioning of alternative strategies for reduction of instructional costs.

**An alternative approach**

Despite these recurrent limitations and impediments, the prospect of using information on productivity as a basis of public (and institutional) policy choices in higher education could have merit. Despite problems with the measurement of productivity, productive behaviors can be identified. The problem is that faculty and administrators have few incentives to engage in behaviors that could actually reduce unit costs. This condition does not exist, at least to the same extent, in private enterprise.

*Although the evidence on institutional efficiency is relatively limited, we believe it is possible to identify institutions [that]*
use their resources in a relatively efficient manner to produce observable and measurable outcomes. We believe it is possible to describe these relatively efficient institutions by conventional economic production functions [that] represent the efficient production possibilities, even though most academic institutions share a value system of relative inefficiency—that is, administrators and faculty generally seek higher faculty salaries, lower faculty workloads, smaller classes, and lower student/faculty ratios. From the student or government point of view, these pressures against relatively efficient resource use should raise serious questions about the likely impact of the financial support they provide these institutions as clients (Weathersby et al. 1977, p. 531).

An expansion on this logic argues that institutions should seek to align their choices with student goals and reduce their costs (Weathersby and Jacobs 1977).

This line of argument recognizes that the goals of administrators and faculty are not necessarily aligned with those of students and taxpayers. The authors assumed, however, that market forces will influence change, a situation that has not evolved in the way the authors envisioned, despite a decade of criticism. A new form of competition did emerge, however: Proprietary schools have expanded dramatically because of their vocational offerings. And instead of responding to general public concerns about costs, many private colleges developed new marketing strategies targeted at middle-income students. They adjusted to students' goals by expanding services and student aid. Most public colleges, however, did not substantially change their marketing and pricing strategies. As a consequence of these developments, access was diminished for many low-income students.

Government, student, and public concerns about costs are now emerging (Layzell and Lyddon 1990). Whether these concerns are serious and will be sustained have yet to be determined, but available evidence suggests that public officials are serious (Jacobson 1992). The basic problems with the structure of incentives in the academy, which supports behaviors that raise costs per student rather than reduce them, must be confronted if these basic inefficiencies are to be contended with.

A recently proposed approach could help policy makers, faculty, and administrators contend with this dilemma—fo-
cusing more explicitly on using inquiry to promote gains in productivity:

What is clear is that information on cost savings and improvements in productivity must be based upon systematic analysis of activities at the institutional or departmental level, including different approaches to accountability and incentives. The literature on the subject is . . . meager and provides only some general directions that might be pursued. Moreover, no generic approach is likely to provide identical results across different institutional settings, subjects, and applications. This suggests a need for colleges and universities and their constituent departments to experiment with various accountability and incentive strategies and instructional strategies, including not only instructional technologies, but also various configurations of large-group and small-group instruction, peer tutoring, cooperative learning, and other techniques (Levin 1991, p. 258).

An experimental approach to improving productivity, one that places greater emphasis on understanding the incentives for faculty and administrators, certainly has merit, although few practical examples of such practices exist. Such an approach would seem especially “productive” if it were coupled with a strategy that emphasizes students’ learning and development of the whole student.

Higher Education as an Investment

The public’s concerns about productivity in higher education are linked to their concerns about the amount of tax dollars used to support higher education and the costs of attending. Therefore, the issue of return on investment is important to colleges and universities on two levels: the return for taxpayers and the return for individual consumers. Colleges and universities should consider these issues more explicitly when they develop arguments for more government support for operations and student aid, as well as when they assess the effects of their efforts to market their services to students.

From the perspective of the average consumer, higher education remains a good investment. And this benefit can be communicated.

The popular image of the unemployed honors graduate who returns home with a bag full of laundry and an unpaid
loan to reclaim his old room dissipates as... a chart and ... data—not anecdotes—[are used] to tell the story about the relationship between education and income (Williams 1993).

Colleges and universities cannot afford, however, to price their services based on the individual's expected return, as students respond to prices based on the actual prices they pay. The percentage of the population that can afford the full costs of the average private college is severely limited. And while the percentage of the population that can afford the average public tuition is substantially larger, the average student attending a public four-year college or public two-year college is highly price-sensitive (St. John, Oescher, and Andrieu 1992; St. John and Starkey 1994). Unless price increases in either sector are accompanied by increases in need-based financial aid, then the percentage of the potential population that can afford to attend college will shrink. Thus, within the constraints of the current financing arrangements for public and private higher education, the fact that higher education has high individual returns has limited value to institutions. The market itself constrains the extent to which most institutions can raise prices (Garvin 1980; Getz and Siegfried 1991). Even sustained movement toward a high-tuition, high-aid strategy would eventually cease to draw students when the sticker price gets too high.

The prospect that institutions can sell the government on increasing its investments in institutional and student subsidies is doubtful, however, unless their arguments are tied to taxpayers' concerns about improving the rate of return on the public investment. While emerging research consistently indicates that tax revenue returns are positive (Bluestone 1993; Creech, Carpenter, and Davis 1994; Girling, Goldman, and Keith 1993), this fact alone might not be a sufficient basis for institutions and their representatives to argue for increases in state subsidies and state and federal allocations to student aid.

Assessing Ideological Claims
The conventional conservative and liberal claims about the public investment in higher education are not germane to the oscillations in college and university tuition during the past 14 years. Rather, they are useful in interpreting the mean-
ing of the underlying financial restructuring. In the early 1980s, the percentage of the total economic cost of higher education that was borne by government declined from 49 percent in 1975 to 43 percent in 1980, 36 percent in 1985, and 34 percent in 1990. At the same time, the percentage of the burden borne by families rose from 39 percent in 1975 to 43 percent in 1980 and 49 percent in 1985 and 1990 (National Commission on Responsibilities 1993, p. 23). The shift in the burden for financing higher education—from the government to students and their families—was consonant with conventional conservative arguments about the economic value of higher education, which accrue primarily to the individual, and the belief that these costs should be borne primarily by individuals. Further, the shift in emphasis between grants and loans was also consonant with this argument. Whether this claim is correct or not remains subject to debate and interpretation.

First, two of the claims made by neoconservatives pertain directly to changes in higher education finance during the 1980s. Both of the neoconservative claims about higher education institutions had some factual basis, but the Reagan and Bush administrations' interpretations misrepresented the facts. The first of these claims was that institutions raised tuition to gain more federal student financial aid. Private colleges, the sector of higher education with the highest tuition and the most substantial increases, did not gain federal grant revenue when they raised tuition. The cost provisions of federal grant programs would preclude it. Further, the fact that federal grants were declining meant not only that there were no more grant revenues to gain, but also that institutions were adjusting to revenue losses. Because their prices were lower, public colleges could theoretically gain more grant revenue than they might otherwise if they raised tuition. Public institutions generally raised tuition to compensate for losses in state appropriations, however, rather than to gain Pell revenue. Because of the cuts in federal grant programs, public four-year colleges actually lost scholarship grant revenue from external sources in the early 1980s (St. John 1993b). And when tuition increased incrementally in public four-year colleges, enrollments of low-income students declined. Thus, the neoconservative claim that institutions raised tuition to increase revenue from federal grants seems ill conceived and apparently based on incomplete information.
The neoconservative claim that colleges and universities raised tuition because they were unproductive and wasteful is also a misrepresentation of the facts. While colleges and universities are not productive organizations, their productivity ratios changed very little in the 1980s. Instructional and administrative expenditures increased incrementally in the 1980s. The growth in instructional expenditures was attributable primarily to growth in faculty salaries and benefits, while the growth in administrative expenditures appears to be related to incremental growth in professional nonteaching positions. The growth in the professionalization of college administrators, however, apparently helped many private colleges avert financial crises (St. John 1991c, 1992a). Nevertheless, the criticisms raised by the neoconservatives raised public awareness of the longstanding unproductive economic behavior of colleges and universities.

The average production costs in higher education are higher than is necessary to educate postsecondary students. They are high because of historic production functions—the ratios of students to faculty, class sizes, and so forth—that have been maintained despite the increased availability of new instructional technologies (such as telecommunications, computers, and television). Thus, a challenge faces colleges and universities, one with long historical roots, to reduce production costs to better meet taxpayers’ and students’ needs. Further, the neoconservative criticisms about productivity are only the tip of the iceberg. Higher education faces some very basic problems regarding production costs and the related prices. The remedies to the problems of productivity facing the academy will necessarily involve faculty as part of the solution, however (Levin 1991), rather than the type of central actions advocated by the neoconservatives (U.S. Dept. of Education ca. 1990).

Second, two of the neoliberal claims about higher education finance that emerged in response to neoconservative criticisms of higher education in the 1980s are germane to the issues of pricing and productivity. The neoliberal claim, that institutions raised tuition to compensate for the loss of federal grant dollars, was made primarily by private colleges and universities. This claim is supported by the evidence reviewed here, at least for private colleges. Private colleges did raise their internal grant allocations as a means of compensating for losses in federal grants, which helped them mitigate the
potential negative effects of changes in federal student aid policy. This claim does not hold for public colleges and universities, however, where grants were not increased to adjust to the new conditions. Additionally, the neoliberal claim that public institutions raised tuition to compensate for losses of state appropriations is supported by available evidence. These developments, however, had a negative influence on enrollment of low-income and minority students, as increases in federal grants did not keep pace with increases in tuition in public institutions.

Thus, the two forces identified by institutions as part of their neoliberal defense—that shifts in state and federal financial strategies influenced increases in tuition—seem to have had as much or more influence on the incremental increases in prices than the incremental erosions of institutional productivity identified by the neoconservatives. Further, the fact that market forces influenced changes in expenditures (Getz and Siegfried 1991) further reduces the legitimacy of the claim that losses in productivity caused increases in tuition.
UNDERSTANDING FINANCIAL STRATEGY

Before assessing alternative financial strategies, it is important to think critically about the conceptual models used to routinely assess financial alternatives. As the preceding sections illustrate, the conceptual bases chosen by analysts and policymakers to make arguments for policy alternatives are influenced by their political beliefs. Therefore, it is necessary to examine critically the validity of the embedded theoretical claims in the models typically used in analyses of financial strategy in higher education to construct a more workable conceptual framework for assessing future choices about financial strategy. This section undertakes an intermediate reconstruction of the models typically used to assess financial strategies in higher education, first critically examining four theories that are frequently used in analyses of financial strategy in higher education—human capital theory, revenue theory, political incrementalism, and critical theory. Then the conclusions reached from this analysis are used to propose a reconstructed model for assessing financial strategy.

The Limits of Extant Theories

The findings from the review can be used to examine critically the theoretical claims embedded in the literature on higher education finance, a necessary step in the development of a reconstructed understanding of how we might improve the strategies commonly used to assess financial strategies.

Human capital theory

It is important to examine critically the assumptions embedded in human capital theory, precisely because human capital theory is consistently used as a basis for policy proposals. A study of testimony before Congress for reauthorizations of the Higher Education Act found that college and university presidents frequently used arguments based on human capital in their congressional testimony (Slaughter 1991). And a recent study of state influence on higher education financial restructuring found that arguments based on human capital had a great influence on the development of state plans (St. John 1993a), a development that is entirely consistent with theory on higher education master planning (Halstead 1974). Further, recent research on state and federal responsibilities in the financing of higher education holds certain assumptions based on human capital (e.g., Kramer 1993a). Clearly, human capital theory has a substantial influ-
ence on the formulation of policy proposals for the financing of higher education.

**Theoretical claims.** Human capital theory (Becker 1964) views decisions to invest in education as a choice with costs and benefits, both pecuniary and nonpecuniary. For individuals, the pecuniary costs include the direct costs of attending (tuition, books, living expenses, and so on) and opportunity costs (i.e., foregone earnings), while the primary pecuniary benefits include gains in lifetime earnings. Nonpecuniary benefits include satisfaction with work and related social and psychological benefits. For society, the pecuniary costs include both the direct expenditures of tax dollars—the subsidies provided to institutions and, more recently, to students—and indirect, or opportunity, costs associated with the decreased opportunity to make other investments (for example, in defense, police and fire protection, and so forth), while the benefits include gains in productivity and tax revenues. The nonpecuniary benefits to society include intergenerational equity and an increased sense of democracy. Additionally, subsidized loan programs could reduce an individual's direct costs and thus increase opportunities to attend college (Becker 1964).

This basic paradigm has been variously interpreted in the academic and political debates over higher education finance. Research examining the public and private costs and benefits of direct public subsidies of higher education institutions (Leslie and Brinkman 1988) was particularly influential in the public choices to emphasize federal programs that subsidized students rather than programs that subsidized institutions (Gladieux and Wolanin 1976; National Commission on the Financing 1973). The conventional liberal interpretation of human capital theory has emphasized gains in productivity as the pecuniary benefit and intergenerational equity as the social benefit (Kramer 1993a). A recent neoliberal claim is that tax revenues provide a possible basis for justifying federal spending (e.g., Bluestone 1993; Creech, Carpenter, and Davis 1994; Girling, Goldman, and Keith 1993; St. John and Masten 1990). If this measure is used in estimates of costs and benefits, then the broader measure of productivity of the workforce cannot be used without double counting benefits.

Thus, a set of claims is embedded in human capital theory, as it has evolved.
- The individual's return on investment includes gains in lifetime earnings (a claim that is certainly supported by the research literature).
- Society's return from the public investment is gains in the state or national product (a claim that has historically been difficult to measure and interpret).
- Society's return includes gains in tax revenues derived from individual gains in lifetime earnings, a claim that is considered double counting if one also considers gains in productivity (recent research suggests this approach has merit, although further refinements in methods used in this kind of analysis are certainly possible).
- Student aid functions as a means of reducing individual costs for needy students (while this assumption holds when critically examined at a general level, the net price concept, which has been frequently used to estimate the effects of prices, is problematic).

The theoretical assumptions embedded in human capital theory have generally held up when examined in empirical studies, which is one reason it has been frequently used in planning and budgeting. Human capital theory has some limitations, however, that merit consideration when reconstructing the theory of higher education finance.

**Limitations.** The strict application of human capital theory has at least three major limitations that are evident from a review of the controversy over higher education costs. First, human capital theory does not explicitly address the issue of organizational productivity in higher education. An analyst using human capital theory might assume that market forces would influence institutions to assume competitive behaviors. But the history of higher education of the past several decades indicates that the incentives in the academy, which are based on widely held assumptions about academic excellence, do not promote productivity. A college or university, or even an academic program, that exhibited highly efficient and productive behavior, such as having high student/faculty ratios and high rates of student achievement and degree completion, would probably run into problems with accrediting agencies because of those ratios.

Second, the development of price-response theory, especially the concept of net price, does not adequately explain...
the enrollment behavior of students. Standardized student price-response coefficients (SPRCs) (Jackson and Weathersby 1975; Leslie and Brinkman 1988; McPherson 1978; National Commission on the Financing 1973) have evolved as a means of linking enrollments and changes in prices (and subsidies). These methods have not adequately predicted enrollments, however. A review of the literature argues that other forces explain why SPRCs did not adequately explain enrollment behavior (Leslie and Brinkman 1988). Recent research indicates that students respond to several types of prices and that the way they respond to prices can be influenced by changes in financing policy (St. John 1993b; St. John and Starkey in press). Therefore, the topic of student price response merits critical thought and analysis.

Third, human capital theory does not adequately depict important constraints on equity in the social system. Specifically, human capital theory seems to hold that economic constraints are the primary inhibitor of opportunity, but minority students appear to have less than an equal opportunity to attend college (St. John 1991d; Tierney 1992) because of a variety of barriers. Further, even when African-Americans attain an education, their earnings are not always on the same level as others with an equal level of education (Pascarella and Terenzini 1991). Thus, models used to assess the effects of financial policies need to account for these other forces.

**Revenue theory**

Revenue theory, developed as an explanation for economic behavior within academic organizations (Bowen 1980), is germane to the discussion of higher education finance because it has been widely used as a basis for analyses of cost trends in higher education (e.g., Kirshstein, Sherman, et al. 1990; Kirshstein, Tikoff, et al. 1990), as well as for politically motivated criticisms of higher education spending.

**Theoretical claims.** The revenue theory of higher education costs makes the following claims:

1. The dominant goals of higher education are educational excellence, prestige, and influence.
2. In quest of excellence, prestige, and influence, there is virtually no limit to the amount of money an institution could spend on seemingly fruitful educational ends.
3. Each institution raises all the money it can.
4. Each institution spends all it raises.
5. The cumulative effect of the preceding four laws is toward ever-increasing expenditures (Bowen 1980, pp. 19, 20).

Neoconservatives used Bowen's theory extensively as a basis for their criticism of the higher education community's raising its prices in the 1980s. Two basic claims are embedded in Bowen's theory: (1) In their quest for excellence, institutions will raise all the revenue they can; and (2) institutions will spend all they raise. According to Bowen, the pursuit of excellence is the motive for these behaviors. Neoconservatives, however, reinterpreted these claims to mean that (3) institutions are greedy and unproductive and (4) they raised tuition to support their spending habits. A big difference exists, however, between claim 1 and interpretation 3 as to institutions' motives and between claim 2 and interpretation 4 as to the connection between revenues and expenditures. To untangle this mess, it is necessary to examine the four claims separately.

First, substantial evidence supports the assumption (claim 1) that institutions will raise all the money they can. Clearly, the incentive structure of administrators and faculty discussed earlier seems to support this claim. But the tendency for public institutions to raise their tuition to substitute for the loss of state revenue indicates that institutions could have raised tuition higher in the past (Garvin 1980), a situation that seems to mitigate this claim. The fact, however, that a scheme was developed to help guide colleges and universities in their efforts to generate alternate revenue sources also supports claim 1 (National Association 1988). Thus, this claim appears generally correct, but it does not necessarily appear to be the basis for pricing decisions.

Second, evidence also supports the assumption (claim 2) that institutions will spend the revenue they generate—in the general pattern of trends in expenditures (Kirshstein, Tikoff, et al. 1990) and in the various attempts to develop case studies (O'Keefe 1987; St. John 1992a). When institutions had sufficient revenues, they increased spending on instruction and administration. But when they did not have sufficient total revenue, they constrained their expenditures, especially their expenditures on administration (O'Keefe 1987; St. John 1992a). Thus, the research supports the conclusion that a link
exists between general revenue levels and spending patterns: Spending is influenced by revenues.

Third, the research only partially supports the neoconservative notion (interpretation 3) that institutions raised tuition because they were unproductive and greedy. The facts are that, historically, institutions of higher education have not been highly productive, they have absorbed new technologies without making gains in productivity, and the incentive structure within the academy does not support instructional productivity. The implicit assertion that institutions are unproductive because of greed is not supported by history or recent research. While faculty salaries gained some ground in the early 1980s, they did little more than make up for ground lost in the 1970s (Kirshstein, Tikoff, et al. 1990). Further, faculty members' choice to teach frequently means that they will earn less than they might if they used their education for other purposes, as the incentive structure in the academy supports research productivity rather than instructional productivity. Moreover, changes in productivity in the 1980s were influenced by market forces (Getz and Siegfried 1991); thus, the assertion that greed was a motive seems ill-founded, as though it represents a misinterpretation of revenue theory and the facts. And incremental decreases in productivity were but one factor influencing increases in tuition. The fact remains, however, that neoconservatives raised the issue of productivity and, in so doing, have influenced public attitudes, making productivity a symbolic political issue that institutions must reckon with if they are to avoid escalation of the problems inherent in the financial restructuring now under way in higher education.

Finally, the neoconservative assertion (interpretation 4) that colleges and universities raised tuitions to support their spending habits simply is not supported by available evidence. A correlation undoubtedly exists between expenditures and trends in tuition, but on closer examination it is also evident that increases in tuition were influenced by decreases in the federal government's support of its grant programs, decreases in state subsidies for institutions, and perceptions of demand from students; and that some institutions increased tuition but reduced spending, especially institutions with constraints on other sources of revenue. More generally, the overall pattern of revenue substitution seems to mitigate the link between any single source of revenue and spending. Thus,
this neoconservative interpretation of revenue theory seems to have been a deception aimed at diverting public attention from the fact that reductions in federal spending on grant programs had contributed to increases in tuition in the private sector.

**Limitations.** The limits of revenue theory should be readily evident from this review. First, revenue theory is a reasonably accurate description of institutional behavior, but it is a description that can easily lead to misinterpretations. Further, the theoretical claims embedded in revenue theory seem to be valid when critically examined, while neoconservatives’ related interpretations do not hold up when critically examined.

Second, revenue theory does not adequately articulate the incentive structure within the academic community. It depicts the phenomena of raising and spending money, practices at which faculty and administrators have proven to be quite skillful, but it does not adequately explain why they are. Specifically, the interests of faculty and administrators are represented by smaller classes, lower student/faculty ratios, and more staff support. These facts are not evident from the statement of revenue theory, yet these incentives help explain the apparently unproductive behavior of the academy better than the assertion that greed is the motive for spending. A better understanding of these internal mechanisms is needed if productivity is to surface as a viable issue in the academy.

Third, revenue theory ignores the fact that students and potential students respond to prices and price subsidies. The neoconservatives who held and reinterpreted the assumptions of revenue theory also assumed that prices had no influence on students’ enrollment decisions, but a logical connection indeed seems to exist between these assumptions. The research on the influence of prices and price subsidies strongly supports the conclusion that students do respond to prices. Revenue theory is therefore troubling to the extent that it is used as a basis for policy decisions because of its tacit reinforcement of false assumptions about the relationship between prices and expenditures.

Fourth, revenue theory does not offer a basis for making public policy decisions about higher education finance. When policy makers hold these assumptions, they quickly leap to assertions that more control and regulation are needed. For example, the Clinton administration’s attempts to force ac-
crediting agencies to monitor loan defaults (Zook 1994a) and the Reagan and Bush administrations' attempts to regulate defaults appear to be based on the assumption that regulation is the best means of controlling costs.

**Political incrementalism**

The concept of political incrementalism emanates from the work of Lindblom (1977) and Wildavsky (1979, 1984). Researchers working in this tradition attempt to maintain an objective point of view in their analyses of policy processes but do not assume a rational basis exists for policy decisions. This approach to policy analysis is germane to the cost controversy in higher education, because it generally provides a better explanation of the way policy decisions are made than do rational decision models (Hearn 1993; Layzell and Lyddon 1990). For example, an examination of the reasons for the paradox in the financing of federal Title IV programs using a range of policy models found that, while Title IV funding has grown since its inception, these programs have lacked the philosophical and other bases for such growth (Hearn 1993). The conclusion is that Wildavsky's arguments about rationality with political constraints (1979) seem to explain the paradox:

> Placed within the context of federal student aid, Wildavsky's idea of dual modes may help inform our understanding of the paradox. It seems reasonable to argue that the paradox stems from an excessive domination of the social interaction mode over the cognition mode (Hearn 1993, p. 143).

**Theoretical claims.** Three of the theoretical claims embedded in political incrementalism are germane to this critical analysis of the theoretical bases for reconstructing higher education financial theory: policy changes are made incrementally, policy decisions are influenced by politics instead of (or in addition to) rational analyses, and social interaction and cognition interact in the policy process.

First, this review consistently supports the fundamental theoretical claim of incrementalism, that policy changes are made incrementally in reaction to conditions as they develop, rather than as a result of systematic policy processes (Braybrook and Lindblom 1963; Lindblom 1977). The recent analy-
ses of state budgets and budgeting processes consistently illustrate that state budgeting decisions are based on financial conditions that develop, rather than as a result of "master plans" (Hearn and Griswold 1994; Hines 1988, 1993; Layzell and Lyddon 1990). Indeed, it appears that rational analyses are most appropriately conceived of as subordinate to, and in support of, a budget process that establishes policy. In this context, the incremental annual budget is appropriately viewed as a policy document (Layzell and Lyddon 1990).

Second, the political incrementalist's assumption that policy decisions are made as part of a political process in which rational models and analyses play a subsidiary role (Braybrook and Lindblom 1963; Lindblom 1977; Wildavsky 1979) is partially supported. Historically, these approaches to examining the policy process have indicated that the political process, rather than rational models and analyses, has influenced policy decisions in the federal (Hearn 1993) and state (St. John 1991a) policy arenas, although rational models and analyses have been used in the political process in some interesting instances—for example, the National Commission on the Financing of Postsecondary Education's analyses (1973), which influenced congressional decisions not to fund the federal institutional subsidy program under Title I of the Higher Education Act (federal subsidies to institutions), as amended in 1972 (Gladieux and Wolanin 1976). Additionally, a partial reconstruction of net price theory (Hearn and Longanecker 1985) apparently influenced the emergence of Minnesota's new financing strategy in the middle 1980s (Hearn and Anderson 1989; St. John 1991a; St. John and Elliott 1994). Thus, while federal and state policy processes are essentially political, as the political incremental model claims, rational models and analyses can play a useful role in this process, as instrumental tools in the political discourse.

Third, available evidence also supports the theoretical claim that dual modes of the policy process—social interaction and cognition—interact in the policy process. The social interaction mode has dominated over the cognition mode in the federal student aid policy arena (Hearn 1993), and this review provides further insights into these dual modes of policy deliberation and choice. In the 1980s, social interaction in the higher education policy arena at the federal and state levels changed dramatically with the emergence of neoconservative policy makers and policy analysts. Their criticisms again
raised questions about the productivity of colleges and universities that merit consideration. Further, while their analyses seem to be ideologically motivated, they used new theoretical models to develop and interpret their analytic studies. Thus, this review illustrates that the cognition mode became a tool of ideological interests in the politics of the policy process.

**Limitations.** The political incremental models hold great value for those who aim to understand the process of policy making in higher education (or other arenas). These models, as they are usually formulated, however, have two major limitations.

First, because incremental models generally attempt to maintain objectivity, they often do not fully deal with the influence of ideology. This study has attempted to make this link more explicit than is usually the case in policy studies on higher education finance. In doing so, it has become evident that ideology provides a tacit set of assumptions through which policy analysts and policy makers mediate between the social interaction mode and the cognition mode. The cognition mode—the rational analyses of policy choices (the theoretical basis for analyses and policy proposals)—is influenced by ideological assumptions that are not open to public testing. Thus, policy analysts put together analytic studies that support the political positions of the policy makers for whom they work—studies that rationalize ideological positions, rather than openly examining their own ideological assumptions. It appears, then, that as long as policy making is governed by strategic thinking—goal-directed planning and analysis (Habermas 1984; St. John and Elliott 1994)—the social interaction mode will continue to dominate the cognition mode and rational analysis will remain an instrument of ideologues.

Second, while political incremental models are extremely useful in discerning how various forces influence eventual policy decisions, the need for analytic studies that use reconstructed rational models continues. They are particularly valuable in studies of policy implementation because this perspective can help untangle why policies did not achieve their intended aims. They illuminate the various forces in social and organizational contexts that influence the local implementation of policy decisions. They generally do not, however, provide mechanisms for conducting applied policy stud-
ies, and the need for rational models, such as revenue theory or human capital theory therefore continues. To be useful in policy making, however, these models require ongoing adjustment to accommodate the incremental nature of policy making.

**Critical theory**

Critical theory is diverse and complex. Two recent developments in the application of critical theory in the literature on higher education policy seem germane to this study. First, a neo-Marxist perspective has been used to examine how the political economy and the patriarchal system influence policy choices. This strand of research has added insights into the consequences of financial retrenchment and restructuring in higher education (Gumport 1993; Rhoades 1993; Slaughter 1993a, 1993b). Second, some emergent research focuses on how the assumptions of administrators and faculty influence organizational behavior in higher education (Tierney 1992, 1993). This strand has great potential in untangling how the beliefs of policy makers, administrators, and faculty influence financial decisions in higher education.

**Theoretical claims.** First, several critical analyses concentrate on the class dialectic, which emanates from emerging neo-Marxist thinking. Essentially, this claim is that upper classes in society oppress the lower classes, and others lacking political power, through political and economic processes. For example, recent studies of retrenchment in higher education (Gumport 1993; Rhoades 1993; Slaughter 1993a, 1993b) demonstrate that elite majors generally receive preferential treatment during retrenchment. This study also treats the issue of the decline in the participation rate of African-Americans and other underrepresented minorities through the lens of the class dialectic. Viewed from this vantage, it appears that minorities were the losers in the restructuring of federal student aid programs that took place in the late 1970s and early 1980s, and that corrections were made through the political influence of affiliated political constituencies, rather than as a result of analytic studies of the consequences of federal policy decisions (see, e.g., Pelavin and Kane 1988). Indeed, the Marxist assumption of a class dialectic generally holds when critically examined in the modern context (Habermas 1987).

The assumption that emerges from the review of research conducted in the second strand of critical studies (i.e., Tierney
1992, 1993) is that social integration is a mechanism through which the discriminatory aspects of the class dialectic take shape. In particular, research into and findings about administrators' assumptions about the social integration of Native Americans (Tierney 1992) and the social attitudes held by students and faculty about gays and lesbians that limit the social and academic freedom of these groups on campus are particularly germane to the reconstruction process in policy making for higher education. Specifically, the current study has found that all of the major constituencies—federal policy makers and their contractors, state higher education executive officers, national higher education associations, administrators and faculty—have held theoretical and ideological assumptions that have gone largely untested in the analysis of higher education policy issues. Thus, the shared beliefs of various constituencies enable them to form communities of inquiry with self-sealing assumptions. These belief systems seem to preclude authentic efforts to achieve new, better-informed understandings.

**Limitations.** Of course, critical theory has its limitations. First, critical theory that explores issues related to the class dialectic consistently finds inequities, which could mean injustices of some type are embedded in virtually any policy choice. It appears that policy processes involve winners and losers and that those with less political capital generally are the losers. This understanding by itself, however, provides little insight into possible remedies, a limitation that critical theorists openly acknowledge (Slaughter 1993a).

Second, the discovery that social integration is a mechanism through which injustices are replicated is a crucial insight, but by itself it has limited value unless some means is available of transforming the underlying belief systems. After 40 years of efforts to desegregate educational systems in the United States, it appears that political mechanisms have done little to alter the replicating social integration mechanisms that foster inequity (see, e.g., Tierney 1992; Wilson 1986). Thus, it appears that legal and regulatory mechanisms have limited capacity to change these dysfunctional patterns. Further, some analysts entirely ignore social policies that can remedy inequities in their analyses of inequitable situations (e.g., Chaikind ca. 1987; Pelavin and Kane 1988). Therefore, an awareness of the power and dysfunctionalities of the social integration
mode of the policy process does not lead to simple solutions, but rather shines a light on the deeper forces that require scrutiny and action.

A Reconstruction of Theory
This critical review of extant theory leads to an intermediate set of understandings that are, in essence, hypotheses about policy making in higher education.

*Human capital formation*

**Understanding 1.** The economic forces embedded in human capital formation provide a basis for the design and assessment of financial strategies in higher education, but this construct needs to be refined to make more explicit links between attainment and the mechanisms that promote productivity and affordability.

Four conclusions emerging from the critical analysis of human capital theory appear crucial to a reconstruction of the human capital models used to assess financial strategy in higher education.

First, the fact that students and prospective students respond to price subsidies as well as to prices provides a basis for integrating an emphasis on affordability into the methods used to assess financial strategies. Recent research indicates that students respond, not to a single net price, but to a set of prices and price subsidies (Dresch 1975; St. John 1993b; St. John and Starkey *in press*). Further, evidence suggests that minority students are more responsive than whites to prices and price subsidies (Kaltenbaugh 1993, St. John 1991d; St. John and Noell 1989). A differentiated prices approach was recently proposed as an alternative to net price (St. John and Starkey *in press*), based on a review of the research and theoretical arguments developed by Dresch (1975) and Hearn and Longanecker (1985). The alternative approach makes certain basic assumptions:

1. Students might respond differently to price subsidies (grants, loans, and work) than they do to prices (tuition, room, and board).
2. Students' response to prices might change over time as a result of changes in financial strategies, the labor market, and student choice.
3. Students and potential students with different financial means might respond to prices in different ways, depending on the combination of prices and price subsidies they actually face.

4. Frequent research is needed on the effects of prices and price subsidies to determine how changes in financial policies influence the first-time enrollment and persistence decisions of students.

5. The development of price-response measures must be tailored to the context, using appropriate research as a base.

6. The pricing process (setting tuitions and aid policies and estimating the effects of those policies) is a recursive process, with changes in policy influencing the ways students respond to changes in price. Thus, the assessment of pricing alternatives (changes in tuition and aid strategies) is at best a heuristic process.

Recent research indicates that using differentiated prices is potentially a more viable approach to the analysis of pricing alternatives than using net prices. First, studies of the influence of prices and price subsidies on persistence indicate that students from different income levels differ in their responses to prices (St. John 1990b; St. John and Starkey In press). Second, simulations that used price-response measures that differentiated for income as well as for tuition and different types of student aid proved more accurate than those that used single-standardized coefficients for net price (St. John 1993b). Third, a study that compared alternate ways of specifying the effects of prices—net price (tuition minus grant), net cost (total cost minus total aid), and differentiated prices—on persistence found that the differentiated approach was a substantially better method of predicting persistence (St. John and Starkey In press). This research strongly supports the viability of differentiated prices as a more workable approach for integrating price response into budget analyses.

The primary implication of differentiated prices is that this approach provides institutions, state agencies, and the federal government with an improved mechanism for estimating the effects of changes in pricing and an increased capacity to predict the effects of alternative pricing policies, an approach that considers the effects of alternative pricing policies on different populations. Thus, policy analysts can routinely consider the
effects of policy alternatives on low-income students and historically underrepresented minorities.

Second, the opportunity for students to make free and informed educational choices is integral to human capital formation. The choices students make about their postsecondary education—whether to attend (access), where to apply and attend (choice of school), and whether to reenroll (persistence)—are the mechanisms through which financing strategies influence enrollment and educational attainment (St. John and Elliott 1994). Thus, the concept of student choice provides an additional basis for public policy decisions about levels of funding, especially when balanced with the emerging construct of return on investment.

This student-choice construct provides a mechanism for linking analyses of the effects of pricing decisions on enrollment with budgetary analyses of the viability of alternative approaches to financing institutions and students. This broad student-choice measure has a historical precedent. Federal student aid programs were created to promote access, college choice, and persistence (Gladieux and Wolanin 1976)—outcomes integral to this broader construct of student choice. Further, when the broader construct is used, it is possible to measure success in achieving gains or losses in student choice in terms of gains or losses in aggregate levels of attainment as well as in attainment by different subpopulations. If this construct were used, national studies of enrollment and persistence could actually be used to assess effects of aid programs on aggregate levels of attainment, potentially improving the link between research on evaluation and policy deliberations. Further, the student-choice construct (and gains or losses in aggregate levels of attainment) can be used in estimates of effects of pricing alternatives, especially when differentiated price-response coefficients are used (e.g., St. John 1993b, 1994a; Trammell 1994).

Third, the process of human capital formation, and especially the fact that substantial tax returns accrue to state and federal investments in higher education (social returns), provide a basis for assessing alternative government financing strategies (social costs). Recent studies strongly indicate that states (Bluestone 1993; Greech, Carpenter, and Davis 1994) and the federal government (St. John and Masten 1990) receive substantial tax revenue returns from government spending on higher education. Further, the new assumption
that students respond differently to price subsidies than they do to tuition charges creates an opportunity to use returns as a mechanism for assessing alternatives in pricing.

The construct of return on investment provides an alternative to the shorter-term measures of efficiency used by neo-conservatives (i.e., default rates). As long as the present value of the tax revenue returns of the public investment in higher education is viewed as a fixed ratio, it does not provide a viable basis for public policy, because it essentially becomes a means of arguing for more resources. Given the new assumptions of differentiated prices, however—that is, that students respond differently to tuition from the way they do to student aid, that students with different backgrounds might respond differently to different types of prices and price subsidies, and that the way students respond to prices can change over time as a result of changes in finance policy—it is possible to develop an approach to return on investment that is more sensitive to changes in policy, including to genuine gains in productivity (expenditures per unit of educational attainment) as contrasted to mere gains in efficiency (expenditures per FTE), which have become a focus of federal and state policy.

Clearly, further analyses would be needed to construct this type of productivity measure. The use of the aggregate measures of postsecondary educational attainment, however, provides a more workable measure than costs per degree (see, e.g., To 1987). As discussed earlier, a long-term measure, such as the costs of producing a degree, would need to be balanced by a short-term measure, such as expenditures per student (Brinkman and Jones 1987). A measure of productivity that focuses on attainment, if properly constructed, could incorporate short-term and long-term measures (e.g., credit hours produced and degrees produced). Further, it would shift the focus of short-term measures from enrollment to credit or course completion, which is a more appropriate measure of productivity.

Fourth, the individual and social costs of human capital formation can be positively influenced by improvements in productivity. Specifically, three types of improvement in productivity can be distinguished:

- *Marginal improvements in productivity*: Reductions in costs that do not substantially change educational out-
comes (i.e., cost improvements as a result of changes in class size, teaching loads, and so on);

- **Meaningful changes in productivity.** Gains in the student choice (educational attainment) side of the productivity equation, which can be achieved through new educational practices that improve retention and learning outcomes;

- **Deceptive gains in productivity.** Reductions in the cost side of the productivity equation that influence declines in attainment, which can be caused by inappropriate reductions in cost. (Deceptive productivity could result in lower expenditures per student.)

Both marginal and meaningful improvements in productivity can reduce the individual and social costs of educational attainment (improve affordability for students and taxpayers). To build an understanding of how such improvements can be achieved without falling into the trap of inducing false gains in productivity, however, it is necessary to consider the incentive structures within colleges and universities.

**Economic incentives**

**Understanding 2. The incentive structure within higher education influences academic and administrative productivity.**

Given that human capital theory does not explicitly contend with economic behavior within organizations, one obviously must step beyond these conceptual boundaries. Based on the review of the literature, two additional considerations related to the internal incentive structure in higher education can make this adjustment to the human capital construct.

First, the incentive for institutions to maximize revenues in their pursuit of excellence needs to be taken into account when government financial strategies are designed and assessed. Given that the apparent validity of the basic precepts of revenue theory held when critically examined, the propensity for institutions to maximize revenues merits routine consideration in policy studies of public finance. This construct has different interpretive meanings at the federal, state, and institutional levels, however.

When considering federal involvement in a policy discourse about productivity in higher education, one must also consider the legitimacy of such a role. First, the federal role...
ment's primary role in the financing of higher education is student financial aid. Therefore, the "productivity" of federal student aid programs, as measured by rate of return on investment (gains in student choice [units of attainment] per the amount of revenues expended), should be the major concern at this level. Beyond this issue, which is explored in more depth in the next section, the federal government might not have a legitimate direct role in the political debates over productivity. Rather, efforts to generate information on institutional "waste, fraud, and abuse" in the 1980s appear to have been a diversion from the fact that changes in federal policy influenced declines in minorities' participation rates during that period.

A potential federal role exists, however, in promoting research and productivity—"potential" because the attempts to prove institutions were wasteful did little to build an understanding about how states and institutions could improve their productivity. To a limited extent, the federal government has exercised this role through the Fund for the Improvement of Postsecondary Education, which has included the improvement of productivity in its annual agenda. More generally, numerous topics related to productivity in academe merit further investigation—especially research and development projects aimed at building an understanding of strategies that promote meaningful gains in productivity—and could be supported by federal grants.

States have a direct stake in the policy discourse about productivity in higher education, given their role in funding public institutions. Therefore, the tendency for institutions to maximize revenues is potentially problematic for states. At a minimum, it suggests that states might need a better basis for establishing institutional appropriations than historical practices. Along these lines, peer cost studies, which have been well developed (Brinkman and Teeters 1987), merit consideration. The efforts to establish expenditure targets in Kansas and Minnesota merit review by other states (St. John 1991a). Once appropriate expenditure targets have been established, states are faced with assessing the trade-offs between the viability of institutional and student subsidies. On another level, states should also be concerned about finding ways of fostering marginal and meaningful gains in productivity.

Second, better mechanisms are needed to deal with the incentive structures of faculty and administrators in the dis-
tribution and redistribution of resources. Neither human capital theory nor the revenue theory considered how the incentive structures of administrators and faculty influence economic behavior within colleges and universities. The incentives for both faculty and administrators are directly related to their own self and professional interests, influencing the incremental growth in expenditures. Given the current status of public discontent with what is perceived to be excessive expenditures in higher education, it could become more difficult to ignore issues related to productivity, the historic practice. Three generic forces can mitigate these tendencies.

One possibility is that market forces will influence gains in productivity. Over the long term, real (inflation-adjusted) tuition charges, like other revenue sources, have oscillated. Theoretically, market forces—the underlying forces of supply and demand—can influence self-corrections in production costs and prices. The problem is that during the past 15 years, a period when such a correction could have taken place because of the decline in traditional college-age students, neither prices nor the costs of production declined. Indeed, recent analyses indicate that market forces fueled increases in production costs (Getz and Siegfried 1991; Winston 1994). Other forces, including the incentive structure facing faculty and administrators (Winston 1994), mitigated the influence of declining demand on production costs and prices.

A second possibility is that the imposition of external controls will influence gains in productivity. When internal behaviors of professional groups influence costs to rise higher than consumers can afford, government can take steps to implement controls on prices, production costs, or both. These conditions are currently evident in health care (Califano 1994) as well as higher education. In higher education, the federal government began efforts to control costs of production and mitigate price increases through more restrictive regulations on student aid in the 1980s. More recently, several states have begun to consider or implement regulatory constraints aimed at reducing costs. Unfortunately, such strategies appear to lead to false gains in productivity—reductions in cost that decrease students' choices, educational attainment, and other outcomes.

A third untried alternative is to increase empowerment and responsibility. A few authors have proposed that increases in professional responsibility are a potential means of controlling production costs in higher education. In particular,
a proposal to use action-oriented inquiry—experiments designed by faculty and administrators—as a means of discovering ways of simultaneously reducing production costs and improving quality merits further exploration (Levin 1991). Such developments could have potential if they are coupled with reforms in governance that "empower" by increasing the professional responsibility of faculty and administrators. In combination, the process of reforming governance and using action-oriented inquiry is characterized as "empowerment coupled with responsibility," a term derived from the literature on accelerated schools (Hopfenberg, Levin, and Associates 1993; Levin 1986, 1987).

Higher education is currently enmeshed in political debates about controls. These political debates hold the threat of imposing more external controls and restrictions on higher education, but those actions could have the unintended effect of actually raising costs. For example, the pending requirement to have all postsecondary institutions annually report their retention rates and the placement of their graduates, a policy developed to inform consumers about quality, will probably influence production costs to increase, given the added costs of generating reports about the placement of graduates. Further, many states are imposing tighter controls on public higher education, which could restrict faculty members' freedoms and increase teaching contact hours, changes that could reduce student choice (and promote false gains in productivity). The alternative of trying to empower faculty and administrators to take more professional responsibility merits exploration, and two specific issues merit consideration in the design of such strategies.

1. The incentives for administrators, which are to build large programs and staffs and to increase their administrative portfolios, are a set of behaviors that are generally rewarded with higher pay. When these incentives are not adequately mitigated by other forces, administrators build empires, a phenomenon frequently referred to as the "administrative lattice" (Knutsen 1993; Massy and Wilger 1992; Massy and Zemsky 1992). Regardless of the perspective one holds on this phenomenon, some means of constraining costs is needed. Recent efforts by the National Association of College and University Business Officers to reward administrators who initiate cost-saving
measures illustrate that it is possible to engage administrators in inquiry and experimentation along these lines when workable incentives are evident.

2. The primary incentive for faculty is to pursue professional development in their areas of interest, including the personal freedom to conduct research and create programs with professional colleagues. Most basic research is conducted by faculty in doctoral and research universities; however, therefore, the possibility exists that faculty involvement in action research aimed at improving learning processes while constraining costs (meaningful productivity) could become a means of enhancing the professionalization of faculty in other types of institutions (especially in comprehensive colleges and community colleges), providing appropriate incentives for such activities are established (St. John 1994b).

**An incremental process**

**Understanding 3.** Policy studies on higher education finance are appropriately conceived as mechanisms for informing incremental policy decisions.

The past 15 years of rising tuitions and declining government support illustrate that higher education policy responds to conditions as they develop rather than to plans developed using systematic and rational methodologies. Therefore, administrators and analysts at all levels of policy making are bound to encounter frustrations if they assume that comprehensive and systematic analyses can have a sustaining effect on policy deliberations. Two considerations can affect the design of policy studies aimed at informing incremental policy decisions.

First, because unanticipated conditions will undermine even the best-designed systematic reforms, more emphasis should be given to policy studies and analytic approaches that can inform incremental decisions. Despite the advent of master planning (Halstead 1974), few states have followed systematic plans for the development of state systems of higher education. And while states with strong centralized control of their higher education systems might be more effective at initiating reforms, such as the implementation of assessment processes (Hearn and Griswold 1994), centralized authority does not positively influence institutional quality.
(Volkwein 1989). Further, even systematic federal reforms, such as the creation of federal student aid programs under the Higher Education Act of 1965 or the Education Amendments of 1972, are subject to substantial revisions through annual budgetary and legislative processes (Hearn 1993). Thus, planning and evaluation studies with long-term horizons should consider the volatility of policy making over the long term.

More important, greater attention needs to be given to the design and conduct of analytic studies that can inform incremental policy decisions. Two domains of institutional decisions are germane. First, boards and administrators in colleges and universities are concerned about generating revenues. Along these lines, annual decisions about tuition and aid strategies and external economic conditions are crucial.

Second, efforts should be made to promote a culture in colleges and universities that supports action inquiry. Since Dewey, educators have speculated about the use of inquiry in refining educational processes. The ideal of using inquiry to inform and transform practice is as applicable to higher education as it is to elementary and secondary education.

Generally, inquiry involves:

- **Building an understanding of the challenge.** Brainstorming about why the problem exists, generating hypotheses about the causes of the problem, and testing those hypotheses through formal or informal research.
- **Identifying possible solutions.** Looking externally to other colleges and universities to find experiments that have been tried, looking internally to see how others have contended with the challenges, and thinking creatively about new possibilities.
- **Synthesizing solutions into an action plan.** Assessing the possible solutions relative to the understanding of the challenge (the results of hypothesis testing) and developing a plan that considers time horizons, resource requirements and acquisitions, pilot test strategies, and evaluation strategies.
- **Pilot testing solutions.** Approaching the “trying out” of new ideas as action experiments. A fundamental problem with conventional planning and budgeting in higher education, including the process of proposing and implementing curricula, is that it is usually assumed that the selected
solutions will work. Evidence to the contrary is generally ignored. If new solutions are treated as pilot tests by those who implement them, then they have an opportunity to evolve their practice—that is, to develop as reflective practitioners.

• **Evaluating and refining.** Assessing whether the solution has actually addressed the challenge, assessing how the new practice can be tried and improved, using the results to feed back into the evolving understanding of the challenge (closing the loop), and making decisions about the continuation and refinement of the practice.

Such an action inquiry (adapted from Brunner and Hopfenberg *in press*)—one that links investigations into challenge areas with the assessment of action experiments—could be essential to the revitalization of both academic and administrative departments. Given the issues addressed in this study, an inquiry-based approach appears applicable to a wide range of related issues, including the crucial issues of productivity (academic and administrative) and pricing (at all levels).

**The political economy**

**Understanding 4.** Policy studies on higher education finance should routinely consider both political and economic influences on resource allocations.

It is evident from the review of changes in federal, state, and institutional financial strategies that the various influences of political and economic forces are not routinely considered, yet these forces substantially influence policy deliberations. Further, social inequities increased as a result of incremental policy decisions made during the past 15 years. Two issues merit consideration in the design, execution, and interpretation of policy studies.

First, analyses of institutional, state, and federal financing decisions should routinely consider the direct effects on student choice, especially the opportunity for minorities to complete college. For the past decade, most state and federal financial policies ignored the influence of incremental appropriations on the enrollment of minorities. As has been discussed previously and elaborated on elsewhere (Kaltenbaugh 1993; St. John 1991d), these policies limited opportunities for some students, especially African-Americans. The recon
structured approach to assessing the effects of prices and price subsidies on human capital formation provides a potential mechanism for assessing the effects of current and future policies on equal opportunities.

Second, better mechanisms are needed to involve diverse faculty in processes that distribute and redistribute resources. External political forces affect the power of some internal groups to influence the allocation of resources. During the 1980s, for example, faculty in engineering, business, and computer science realized larger average pay increases than faculty in other fields (Kirshstein, Tikoff, et al. 1990). While the power of faculty from some disciplines to command higher salaries is a commonly accepted manifestation of the political power of some highly prestigious fields, the fact that these same power relations can strongly influence the redistribution of resources in periods of retrenchment has only recently been illuminated (Gumport 1993; Slaughter 1993a, 1993b). This more recent research raises serious questions about the influence of political and economic power on planning and budgeting.

In fact, the unequal power relations within academic communities are perplexing problems for which no easy solutions exist (Slaughter 1993a). Part of the problem is that budget planning and resource allocation has historically been a centralized process in higher education, with faculty committees serving in an “advisory role” (American Association 1966). Membership on these advisory committees has been influenced by the ability to attract external resources, among other power-related factors (Pfeffer and Moore 1980), and programs that have historically served women and minorities have lacked this political power (Slaughter 1993a). Thus, the mechanisms used to plan for the distribution of resources have historically favored faculty from departments that attract high levels of external resources.

An alternative that has been seldom tried is to delegate budget authority, to allow certain portions of tuition and other revenues (state appropriations) to follow students to departments. For example, responsibilities for setting tuition and salaries and for allocating positions could be delegated. The technical mechanisms for such a process have long been available (e.g., the Induced Course Load Matrix and the Resource Requirement Planning Model), and the logical structure of these models is easy to develop using computerized spread
sheets. Such a decentralization is highly compatible with the concept of empowerment coupled with responsibility and merits experimentation. Such mechanisms, however, could infringe on institutional autonomy, as it has traditionally been framed in the literature on state policy (Hearn and Griswold 1994).

**Intermediate Reflections**

Building an understanding of the consequences of financial strategies is a recursive process, with gains in understanding emerging from reflection on experience. Untested theoretical assumptions and ideological beliefs can hinder the process, as was the case in the 1980s, when the basic assumptions used to guide financial strategy in higher education metamorphosed. Before the 1980s, a relatively static set of theories (e.g., human capital theory) and ideologies (conventional liberal and conservative values, both of which shared progressive assumptions but disagreed on the mechanism for promoting progress) was commonly held in the higher education community and society. In the 1980s, more divergent theories and ideologies emerged and new practices developed, creating a new opportunity for reflection and redirection.

This section is an initial attempt to build a new, intermediate understanding of how colleges and government agencies might systematically examine financial conditions and strategies. The understandings reached here can no doubt be further refined based on research and experience with new approaches to higher education finance. Thus, these guiding principles represent a basis for assessing alternative financial strategies and therefore provide a potentially “workable” reconstruction of theory. These new theoretical claims merit further critical review, however.
Two general lessons can be derived from this review. First, any single policy solution carries with it a set of consequences that can be only partially anticipated. By opening the practical process of making policy choices to a wider range of possibilities, it could be possible to make more informed choices. Second, because it is not possible to anticipate all the consequences of major policy choices, it is important that means be created to assess the consequences of incremental policy changes so that the course of policy can be adjusted. Therefore, when assessing alternative strategies for contending with the emerging crisis in college costs, it is necessary to consider strategies that modify the systemic process—the systems and procedures used to govern higher education—as well as strategies that can be used in the incremental policy process in which budgets and programs are changed. This section uses the reconstructed finance framework to assess, in a preliminary way, a range of approaches to financial strategy that could be used by the federal government, states, and institutions to contend with the emerging cost issues.

Assessing Federal Strategies

Financial aid is the primary federal role in the financing of higher education. The evidence reviewed here indicates that federal student aid is potentially effective in promoting educational opportunity for low-income students and educational choice for middle-income students. In the 1980s, the opportunity to enroll in a four-year college was reduced for students from the poorest backgrounds as a result of the restructuring of federal programs. Middle-income students still had a choice, however, because they responded more positively to loans. Given the erosion in opportunity for poor students, several individuals and groups have undertaken efforts to redesign federal student aid programs. Most of the literature on financial strategy in higher education focuses on making major systemic reforms to the programs rather than on the consequences of incremental policy decisions. The framework developed in the previous section is used in the following paragraphs to examine a few recently proposed systemic reforms as well as to suggest strategies that could be used to refine the incremental policy process.

Systemic reforms

Table 6 assesses three alternatives discussed in the recent literature on higher education, using the reconstructed finance...
TABLE 6
A PRELIMINARY ASSESSMENT OF SYSTEMIC REFORMS IN FEDERAL STUDENT AID

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Option</th>
<th>Choice (Attainment)</th>
<th>Role of Return on Investment</th>
<th>Costs</th>
<th>Risks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Status quo</td>
<td>Provides opportunity for poor to attend and choice for middle-income students</td>
<td>Approximately $4.30 tax revenue return per dollar spent</td>
<td>Approximately $16.5 billion per year (FY1990)</td>
<td>Budget and other constraints reduce opportunity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Alternative approaches</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Award Even Start grants</td>
<td>Substantial increase in opportunity and choice</td>
<td>Substantial reduction in returns, as many recipients will make other choices</td>
<td>Substantial increase as a result of universal grant awards</td>
<td>Extremely difficult strategy to sustain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Haveman 1988)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Treat Pell as entitlement and implement federal packaging (National Commission on Responsibilities 1993)</td>
<td>Moderate improvements in opportunity and choice because of the stable structure</td>
<td>Very little change, as the basic structure of Title IV programs does not change</td>
<td>Moderate increase as a result of full funding of Title IV programs</td>
<td>Less risk for students; could be little support for entitlement provisions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Restructure federal programs to promote high tuition high aid in states (Congressional Budget Office 1991)</td>
<td>Moderate gains as a result of improved opportunity in public higher education</td>
<td>Moderate decline in federal returns, because federal dollars would increase</td>
<td>Moderate to substantial, depending on cost provisions</td>
<td>Difficult to maintain political support because of reduced returns</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

framework. This preliminary look at the likely effects of these changes considers the effects on student choice (and attainment) and the rate of tax return on investment. The assessment uses recent analyses of students' responses to price (St. John 1990a, 1990b, 1993b, 1994a) and the return on the federal investment in student aid (St. John and Masten 1990) to estimate the likely direction (but not the extent) of the effects.

The first proposal examined would replace federal student aid and other federal training programs with a new Even Start grant of $20,000 for each college-age youth (Haveman 1988). The grant could be used for education, health, housing, or investment opportunities. The preliminary assessment of this option indicates that the proposal would increase students' choice and opportunity but would probably reduce the returns ratios compared to the student aid programs it would replace, as the Even Start grants could be used for other pur-
poses. Further, the costs of the Even Start grants would be substantially more than the current student aid programs they would replace, because more individuals would receive subsidies (the entire college-age population) and the subsidies would be substantially greater than the amount the average aid recipient now receives during his or her college years.

Second, a recently developed set of proposals for stabilizing the federal role in student aid (National Commission on Responsibilities 1993) includes full implementation of the provisions in Title IV grant programs by requiring full funding along with a federal strategy to ensure a consistent approach to packaging. The new plan would result in improved choice for both low- and middle-income students, because the provisions appear sufficient to compensate for the marginal changes in institutional tuition over the past decade. Further, it is anticipated that this proposal would maintain the current return on the federal investment in student aid, estimated to be about $4.30 per dollar spent (St. John and Masten 1990). The provisions for entitlement would reduce the risks associated with responding to budget constraints by cutting federal student aid programs. Such a strategy might receive some political support, given that the Clinton administration has proposed full funding of the Pell program (Zook 1994a).

The third strategy, restructuring student aid to promote a shift in state financing from institutional subsidies to student subsidies (Congressional Budget Office 1991), could result in modest gains in opportunity if it is adequately and consistently funded at both the state and federal levels. Given the recent record of state (Hines 1988, 1993) and federal governments on funding higher education, however, this proposition is questionable. Further, the strategy would actually reduce the returns ratio on the federal investment, because some federal dollars would be used to replace state dollars, assuming a financial incentive would be given to states for changing their financial strategies. These proposals that the federal government take steps to stimulate privatization (e.g., Congressional Budget Office 1991; Fischer 1990) are not necessarily in the federal interest and are more appropriately viewed as state strategies. Thus, of these three strategies, the one from the National Commission on Responsibilities for Financing Postsecondary Education seems to come the closest to remedying the problems created by changes in the federal role during the past two decades. It is interesting to note,
however, that none of the proposals reviewed would actually improve the rate of tax revenue returns on the federal investment.

The U.S. Department of Education recently announced a set of proposed changes in the Title IV student aid program that are intended to make them a better "investment," including the elimination of Pell funding for college students in developmental education (Zook 1994c). According to the reconstructed framework, one would need to assess the long-term effects of the proposed changes on educational attainment, tax revenues, and costs of other social programs before being able to tell whether these strategies are really sound investment decisions. Based on a surface scan of these proposals, however, it appears that they will eliminate some of the highest-risk students, which could mean that these actions could increase the costs of other programs, given that adults in at-risk situations are more likely to cost taxpayers money from other programs if they do not acquire sufficient skills to seek employment. Therefore, the reconstructed framework potentially provides a broader and more complete lens for assessing these policy proposals.

Incremental changes
The incremental process of changing programs and developing program budgets could be more important than the meta-analysis of aid policies and the assessment of proposals for systemic reforms. Three practical suggestions address the enhancement of analytic strategies to assess incremental policy changes.

First, shifting from the net-price approach to differentiated prices could improve the capacity of budget models to predict the effects of changes in aid policy. Adhering to the concept of net price has foiled previous efforts to integrate price-response measures into federal budget models. After development of a procedure for using price-response measures using a single standardized measure (National Commission on the Financing 1973), several attempts were made to improve the methods used to calculate price-response measures (Jackson and Weathersby 1975; Leslie and Brinkman 1988; McPherson 1978), but these efforts carried forward the net-price assumption. A recent study that compared the use of net-price measures to the use of measures that differentiate for both income and the type of aid under consideration (grants, loans, and work) found that the use of net-price mea-
sures was much less accurate than the use of trends to project enrollment but that the differentiated approach was about as accurate at projects that used trends but also showed the redistributio nal effects of price changes on enrollment across sectors (St. John 1993b). Thus, the use of differentiated mea sures has the potential of overcoming the long-held problems with models that attempt to estimate the effects of prices on enrollment; they are not accurate enough to have even a heuristic value (Dresch 1975). The newer approaches appear to overcome this obstacle. Therefore, the methods used to assess the effects of budget proposals for federal student aid could be refined to provide insight into the effects of various budget proposals on the enrollment behavior of low-income and middle-income populations.

Second, more effort should be made to communicate through public media the results of budget analyses. Unfortunately, the popular press continually demonstrates very little understanding of the social consequences of budgetary decisions in higher education. The popular press has been conditioned to react negatively to the costs of student aid programs but has infrequently been provided information on, or insight into, the consequences of the various choices being made. Given the critical influence of the annual budget process on participation rates for minorities and low-income students, this situation is highly problematic. The reconstructed financial framework provides a potential basis for estimating these effects.

Third, more attention should be given to assessing the effects of incremental changes in program funding and regulations. A brief examination of recent federal efforts to limit eligibility for federal loan programs by schools with high default rates (e.g., Zook 1993) is used here to illustrate how this question might be approached. Unfortunately, the potential effects of these new policies were not systematically examined. A recent case study of a proprietary school with a low default rate illustrates how the regulations themselves can create the problems they intend to resolve (Peterson 1994). While the school studied, a beauty school, had low default rates, it took the initiative to discourage loans to minimize future risk when the new regulations were developed. The Title IV regulations, however, prevented the school from refusing GSL (guaranteed student loan) students who had arranged their own loans through participating lenders. As
a consequence of these two developments, the percentage of the total student body in the school who had loans declined, but the percentage of loans that were in default climbed substantially (increasing from less than 10 percent to more than 50 percent in two years), increasing its risk of losing Title IV funds. The school voluntarily withdrew from the GSL program. Other research indicates that the receipt of student aid is positively associated with persistence in proprietary schools (St. John, et al. In press) and that defaults are influenced by students' background but not by institutional loan practices (Wilms, Moore, and Bolus 1987). While some recent research indicates that the earnings differentials for graduates of proprietary schools and high schools might not be sufficient to justify the use of loans (Grubb 1993, 1994), proprietary education could still be a worthwhile public investment. For example, many proprietary students are not high school graduates and could cost taxpayers an amount for social welfare if they did not have an opportunity for post-secondary training (St. John, et al. In press); further, other gains in productivity could accrue from this investment (see, e.g., Paulsen 1994). Based on these considerations, it would appear that regulatory processes that eliminate eligibility for Title IV for institutions with high default rates would result in a decrease in choice (and attainment) as a result of a reduction in opportunities in postsecondary schools and colleges that have historically served low-income students. They might also reduce the rate of return, given that the high-risk students who attend community colleges and proprietary schools are those who have the highest potential tax revenue returns to the federal government, despite their higher probability of default. If these high-risk students do not get postsecondary training, then they are far more likely to cost taxpayers through social welfare programs. Thus, the returns ratio for this population could be much greater than for the average aid recipient.

While these assessments are preliminary, they illustrate that the reconstructed financial framework can be used to assess alternative program changes and to communicate about them with the public. At the very least, this example illustrates that the incremental budgetary and regulatory processes influence the effectiveness of student aid programs. Analysts working for the U.S. Department of Education and its contractors, and national associations that routinely comment on proposed
federal regulations could potentially use the reconstructed financial framework. Such analyses could provide a basis for communicating with postsecondary institutions and the public the current approach to regulatory change.

Assessing State Strategies
Most of the literature on the states' role in higher education focuses on the states' role in planning and coordination (Hines 1988; Mingle 1988b; Volkwein 1987) and on the financing of higher education. The evidence reviewed in this study supports the arguments that states' financing decisions influenced the increases in tuition during the past decade and a half, that these developments adversely affected enrollment of low-income and minority students, and that states have a poor record of managing costs in higher education. This subsection suggests strategies states can use to improve these outcomes, using the framework developed in the previous section.

The framework provides three criteria that can be used to assess the likely effects of systemic reforms and incremental policy changes: the potential for improving productivity, distinguishing marginal, meaningful, and deceptive gains in productivity as measured by the ratio of expenditures per unit of attainment; student choice, using the differentiated price-response concept to assess the effects of price changes on attainment as measured by credit-hour production and/or degrees produced; and return on investment, using a ratio of expenditures for higher education compared to the net present value of future tax revenue returns attributable to the gains in attainment attributable to the investment. The following paragraphs illustrate how these criteria can be used to assess a range of systemic and incremental policy changes. Again, the preliminary assessments consider the likely direction of change, but no attempt was made here to estimate actual enrollments or costs of specific policy options.

Systemic reforms
Two types of systemic reforms—privatization and high tuition high grant aid—are examined briefly in the following paragraphs, using the reconstructed financial framework. Both of these alternatives have been proposed from time to time as means of reducing state taxpayers' costs.

In the midst of the current wave of cutbacks in state appropriations to higher education, some observers have speculated
about the prospect of privatizing public higher education (see, e.g., Congressional Budget Office 1991; Creech, Carpenter, and Davis 1994). This alternative could involve decreasing state control and appropriations, possibly with some commitment for most levels of state appropriations and/or student grants. When the reconstructed financial framework is used to examine this alternative, the benefits of making this shift are suspect.

First, privatization of public higher education would weaken states’ capacity to influence productivity, as the links between state action and institutional financial practices would essentially be eliminated. Privatization would essentially eliminate the states’ role in financing institutional and coordinating academic programs, leaving productivity to be influenced entirely by market forces. Given that the incentive structure within higher education provides few direct incentives for instructional productivity, there is reason to doubt whether privatization would lead to meaningful gains in productivity. Instead, it is possible that reductions in state appropriations would result in substantial increases in tuition, which could also decrease enrollments. It is likely that such a sequence of events would actually increase expenditures per student, a conclusion based on research that indicates that expenditures per student are likely to rise when enrollments drop (Getz and Siegfried 1991).

Second, the privatization of public higher education is likely to result in dramatically reduced choices (and attainment) for students, unless states make a substantial commitment of need-based grants. Analyses of the effects of tuition charges on persistence (St. John, Oescher, and Andrieu 1992) and of changes in tuition charges on enrollment (St. John 1993b, 1994a) indicate that substantial increases in tuition charges decreased enrollments, especially when they were not linked to increases in tuition.

Third, privatization could slightly improve the ratio of return on states’ investment to the extent that grant strategies are used; however, substantial losses would occur in productivity of the workforce unless a substantial amount were spent on student grants. Research indicates that student aid dollars have a higher rate of return than state appropriations (and tuition). Thus, to the extent that privatization is coupled with a state’s commitment to need-based student aid, the overall ratio would improve. To the extent that student choice (and post-
secondary attainment) is reduced, however, one can anticipate a reduction in productivity of the workforce (Paulsen 1994). In sum, the privatization of public higher education appears highly problematic.

The high-tuition, high-aid strategy has often been advocated as an alternative to the incremental erosion of state appropriations to institutions without an increased commitment to student aid (e.g., Hearn and Longanecker 1985; McPherson and Schapiro 1991; Wallace 1992). The critical feature of this strategy is ensuring the link between increases in tuition (reductions in appropriations) and increases in aid (Griswold and Marine In press). The preliminary assessment indicates that high tuition/high aid has substantial advantages for states, especially when compared to the current practice of increasing tuition without increasing state grants.

First, high tuition/high aid would have little direct influence on levels of productivity in public colleges and universities, because the high-tuition, high-aid strategy essentially shifts a portion of the burden for financing public higher education from taxpayers to students and their families without substantially influencing the basic cost structures within colleges and universities.

Second, high tuition/high aid essentially maintains students' choice (and attainment) while reducing taxpayers' costs. Recent studies indicate that students are more responsive to grant dollars than tuition dollars in their decisions about first-time enrollment and persistence (St. John 1990a, 1990b). Thus, fall enrollments would be maintained reasonably well under a high-tuition, high-aid strategy. Tuition is negatively associated with within-year persistence, however (St. John et al. 1994; St. John, Oescher, and Andrieu 1992; St. John and Starkey In press), and the time it takes to attain a degree could therefore be increased slightly in states that use this strategy.

Third, high tuition/high aid improves the rate of return for tax revenue on the public investment in higher education. Analyses of the return on states' investment in higher education focus on appropriations to institutions rather than to student aid (Bluestone 1993; Creech, Carpenter, and Davis 1994; Girling, Goldman, and Keith 1993). These studies therefore provide little insight into whether shifts to a high-tuition, high-aid strategy would influence a change in the rate of return. Given the national research on the effects of prices and price subsidies (McPherson and Schapiro 1991; St. John
1990a, 1990b) and the research on the high-tuition, high-aid strategy in Minnesota (Hearn and Anderson 1989), however, substantial reason exists to expect that the rate of return on the state investment would improve substantially.

**Incremental changes**
The review of the literature on state financial strategies indicates that the pattern of change in state policy had two problematic aspects: Incremental changes in pricing have negatively influenced opportunity for students, especially for low-income students; and states have a poor record in cost management. The reconstructed financial framework can be used to inform incremental policy choices in both areas.

**Improving productivity.** Historically, most states have funded institutions better when they have had sufficient tax revenues than when shortfalls occurred. In this environment of feast or famine, states have generally lacked mechanisms for controlling cost structures within higher education, as institutions have tended to substitute tuition revenues for losses in state support in times of financial instability. Thus, states need to balance their historic concerns about the adequacy of spending on public higher education with emerging concerns about efficiency and productivity. If these perspectives are both deemed important, in the sense of reconciling opposites, then it might be possible to distinguish marginal, meaningful, and deceptive gains in productivity.

The reconstructed financial framework can be used to conceptualize and assess alternative strategies for improving productivity in higher education, with an emphasis on promoting marginal and meaningful gains but avoiding deceptive gains. Given recent developments in higher education, three types of strategies merit consideration: implementing cost controls, refining management techniques, and changing incentive structures.

First, the imposition of external cost controls, a pattern that has evolved in some states (St. John 1994b), runs the risk of reducing choice (and attainment) for students and the return on public investment as a result of deceptive gains in productivity. Because of the widely held public perception of waste in public higher education, some states have begun to micro-manage faculty teaching loads, salary increases,
travel, and other cost mechanisms. In Louisiana, for example, legislation enacted in 1993 (Act 237) created the Louisiana Accountability in Public Higher Education Advisory Committee to study these issues and recommend an appropriate set of controls. When states reduce expenditures per student by limiting salary increases, increasing teaching loads, and limiting faculty capacity to keep current in their fields, they run a strong risk of creating deceptive gains in productivity—a reduction in average expenditures that influences a reduction in student outcomes. When carried to an extreme, these practices could undermine the quality of education, reducing educational attainment and possibly reducing tax revenue returns from the public investment in higher education.

Second, new management practices, such as increased use of cost studies and quality management, can potentially influence marginal, or perhaps even meaningful, gains in productivity. These techniques can be undermined by the incentive structure in higher education and the state political process, however. Some states have begun to deal with the cost crisis by adopting new management techniques. Minnesota and Kansas, for example, have used program cost studies to establish funding targets by field (St. John 1991a). Minnesota established funding targets for high-, middle-, and low-cost fields at the lower-division, upper-division, and graduate levels, then set a goal of funding two-thirds of the target (Berg and Hoenack 1987; St. John 1991a), a technique that enabled the state to link institutional appropriations and increases in tuition to awards in the state grant program. Further, some states have begun to advocate quality management techniques as a means of encouraging public institutions to focus on quality of educational programs and academic services in an environment of declining resources (Chaffee and Sherr 1992; Knutsen 1993). These and other management techniques potentially give states mechanisms for balancing concerns about adequacy of funding and educational outcomes with the emergent concerns about achieving greater economies. Thus, these techniques hold more potential than overt cost-control mechanisms for promoting marginal or meaningful gains in productivity. To the extent that these actions actually influence marginal gains in productivity—real reductions in the costs of educational attainment for students and taxpayers—they will improve the return on the state’s investment. Additionally, to the extent that they result in meaningful gains
in productivity—improvements in educational outcomes per a given level of expenditure—they will result in improvements in students’ choice and in the rate of return on taxpayers’ investment.

New management practices can be subverted, however, by the political nature of the state budget process (Layzell and Lyddon 1990) and the incentive structure in colleges and universities. State legislators are reelected by meeting the needs of constituents; thus, they have an incentive to promote special support for colleges and universities in their districts. On a practical level, it means that whenever new systems are implemented to control state expenditures, institutions can lobby local legislators for special appropriations. For example, when Minnesota implemented its average-cost funding, most budget line-item appropriations were eliminated, but the number of line items began to grow again after the new funding policy was implemented (St. John 1991a). Similarly, past generations of educational leaders and legislators have found ways to undermine, or topple, other management techniques like management by objective, zero-based budgeting, and strategic planning. Thus, analysts and policy makers who advocate and adopt managerial solutions to the crisis in college costs are faced with the prospect that the intent of their new programs will be undermined over time because of the special interests of various constituencies.

A third alternative, changing the financing incentive structures used in financing public higher education, merits more systematic and serious consideration. Two levels of the incentive structure in particular merit closer scrutiny: the incentives for institutions to maximize state appropriations and the incentives within colleges and universities to maximize revenues in academic and administrative units. The historic financing strategy used by most states, providing funds on the basis of fall enrollment, provided an incentive for institutions to maximize enrollment but not necessarily to improve retention or learning outcomes. An alternative approach developed in Minnesota, funding based on full-year enrollment (Berg and Hoenack 1987; St. John 1991a), partially increases incentives to retain students. Other alternatives that link funding to credit-hour and degree production also merit serious consideration. While on one level such techniques could be perceived as providing an incentive to pass students rather than educate them, over the longer term the freedom
of students to choose would probably diminish that type of
devaluation of education. Thus, mechanisms that link funding
to credit-hour and degree production could provide an incen-
tive for institutions to improve their retention and learning
outcomes, and they merit further consideration.

Unfortunately, very little is known about how states can
facilitate change in the internal financial incentive structures
in higher education. One possibility is for states to fund insti-
tutional studies of strategies for improving meaningful
improvements in productivity: improvements in learning out-
comes and administrative productivity. While this strategy
would not change the incentive structure, it would at least
help build an understanding of techniques that improve stu-
dent outcomes.

Additionally, states should consider experimenting with
mechanisms that ensure an appropriate flow of funds within
public colleges and universities to the programs that produce
credit hours and graduates. While there are reasons for states
to be cautious about such strategies because they could
infringe on institutional autonomy, there are also reasons for
such strategies to be explored. Specifically, if state appropri-
ations followed students to programs, then students' choice
is enhanced and the negative influence of politically powerful
departments and programs would be somewhat mitigated.

**Linking tuition and grants.** With the erosion in federal
Pell grants and the increase in public sector tuition, it is crit-
cal that states develop better ways of linking tuition and stu-
dent grants. A recent study indicates that when a family's abil-
ity to pay is taken into account, Pell grants have become a
regressive program—that Pell recipients actually have a greater
burden than nonrecipients (Minnesota Higher Education
1994). Further, an adequately funded need-based grant pro-
gram can create a more progressive environment.

For states to provide access for all students, they need to
develop mechanisms that link appropriate increases in grant
programs to increases in tuition. In recent years, the methods
states can use to analyze alternative approaches to state grants
(Setter and Rayburn 1994), evaluate the effects of grant pro-
grams (St. John 1992b; Somers and St. John 1993), and assess
alternative financing strategies (Hearn and Longanecker 1985;
St. John 1993b, 1994a) have been improved. These tools can
help states design better programs, although it has proven
quite difficult for states to maintain a link between grants and tuition (Griswold and Marine in press).

Assessing Institutional Strategies

The crisis in college costs presents a new set of financial problems for colleges and universities. In the mid-1990s, college costs have risen to a point beyond the willingness of taxpayers to support higher education and the ability of most students to pay the costs of attending. The financial strategy used during the past 15 years—raising tuition to compensate for losses in state appropriations and federal grants and to fund enhancements to academic programs and student services—has resulted in a price spiral that has placed the full cost of attending beyond the means of the majority of students. This subsection assesses a range of systemic reforms and incremental changes relative to their ability to improve productivity and affordability. Then, based on this analysis, it proposes a systematic approach to restructuring—an approach that focuses on transforming both financial and academic strategies as a means of improving affordability and productivity.

Systemic reforms

Given the ways colleges and universities have responded to previous financial crises, three types of systemic reforms merit their consideration: implementation of cost controls, development of new managerial approaches, and changes in the incentive structure.

First, while the imposition of cost controls can reduce short-term production costs and thus provide a means of adjusting to short-term revenue losses, it can drive up the long-term costs of higher education for students and taxpayers. When confronted by within-year reductions in revenues, colleges and universities typically respond by reducing variable costs—telephones, travel, other operating costs, part-time instructors, and unclassified employees. When constraints on revenues are sustained over a longer period, institutions tend to respond by holding salaries down, not filling faculty and staff positions when they open, and reducing basic costs by other means. This type of erosion can impair the quality of instruction, reduce offerings, and decrease completion rates, either as the result of rising charges or the lack of courses available. Therefore, the implementation of cost controls would appear to be the least desirable means of responding to the crisis
in college costs, as it can lead to deceptive gains in productivity.

Second, the development of refined managerial techniques provides a potential means of responding to the crisis in college costs by making marginal improvements in productivity and sound pricing decisions (on tuition and student aid), at least in the short term. For example, the strategy proposed by the U.S. Department of Education in *Tough Choices* (ca. 1990) is for a centralized committee to guide a strategic process that combines an emphasis on quality outcomes and services with a concern about costs. A similar strategy, emphasizing the integration of quality management techniques, has been proposed in California as a way of dealing with reduced state appropriations (Knutsen 1993). Further, a range of recently proposed quality management strategies (Chaffee and Sherr 1992; Seymour 1993; Sherr and Teeter 1991) can be used to address quality and productivity (Sloan 1994). And an emphasis on productivity can be integrated into strategic planning, which generally includes an emphasis on having a central steering committee and strong presidential leadership (e.g., Brown 1988; Cyert 1988; Foote 1988; Lisensky 1988; Swain 1988). A continuation of current trends toward public dissatisfaction with the costs of public higher education could influence many institutions, especially in the public sector, to integrate these processes into existing strategic planning and management processes. To the extent that these managerial innovations get policy makers to engage in a proactive approach to dealing with issues of productivity, they would probably increase the ability of institutions to respond to new financial conditions. Managerial changes have some major limitations, however.

Managerial changes aimed at reducing operating costs can easily be undermined by experienced and powerful constituents, which could lessen their ability to reduce these costs. Higher education has a long history of developing new managerial practices that were designed to control costs. The first wave of systemic reforms (see, e.g., Weathersby and Balderston 1971, 1972) failed because they were too cumbersome. The second wave, started in response to the "new depression" (Balderston 1974; Cheit 1971, 1973), has changed management practices and helped institutions to adapt to changing conditions but only temporarily mitigated escalating operating costs; that is, educational and related expenditures
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per student did not rise in the early 1970s as fast as inflation (Kirshstein, Tikoff, et al. 1990). And the third wave, the strategic revolution (Chaffee 1984, 1985, 1989; Keller 1983; Steeples 1988a), apparently hastened the rise in educational expenditures and tuition in the 1980s. The problem is that these managerial innovations do very little to change the internal incentive structures in colleges and universities.

Further, the centralized nature of managerial innovations circumvents the equalizing aspects of governance, which means they have a tendency to favor programs that serve elite professions. One “successful” strategic planning process “progressed in strict secrecy, for premature disclosure carried two risks[, one of which] was that the faculty might force prolonged debate of any proposal . . .” (Steeples 1988a, p. 76). The fact is that most “strategic” processes create centralized committees that get around the characteristically cumbersome and ineffectual faculty governance structure (Keller 1983; Norris and Poulton 1987; Steeples 1988a). The problem is that the centralized committees that are formed to “steer” strategic planning usually include heavier representation from politically powerful departments (see, e.g., Pfeffer and Moore 1980), increasing the influence of their interests on the process. The result of these inequities in the distribution, redistribution, and reduction of resources is that middle-class and female dominated majors are usually the hardest hit (St. John 1993a; Slaughter 1993a).

Third, the alternative of adapting the incentive structure in colleges and universities merits consideration, because these strategies could hold the greatest potential for reducing excesses and making college more affordable. Historically, colleges and universities maintained separate authority structures for academic and financial decisions: Faculty had greater influence on educational policies and plans, administrators and trustees more influence on the acquisition and distribution of resources. Because one set of decisions was decentralized and the other centralized, a form of often troublesome gridlock occurred, and the checks and balances might have created incentives to be unproductive. Strategic methodologies circumvented this situation by centralizing the major educational and financial decisions and coordinating the two processes, but they did little to change the internal incentive structure. Rather, they created opportunities for powerful faculty and departments to use the process to generate more
revenues. An alternative approach might be to delegate responsibility for both educational and financial decisions. Doing so would give academic units more responsibility for setting their own prices (tuition and aid), salaries, hiring practices, and contingencies for retrenchment. Tuition revenues and state appropriations would need to "follow" students to departmental budgets. Then faculty would be responsible for cutting their own budgets when necessary. Indeed, academic departments would be responsible for their own finances.

Those choosing such a strategy need to proceed with caution—through deliberate pilot testing—to ensure that students' and taxpayers' interests are represented in the process. Such changes in the basic financial structure have a potential to improve the underlying inequity of university budgets. The departments that have been cash cows—having had their revenues milked to support the elite, high-cost fields—would be on more equal footing with the elite programs. Some of these cash cow departments could end up charging less but realize more net revenue than they do in the current environment (Winston 1994). The elite programs, such as engineering and business, might be able to charge more, but they too would face limits in their ability to charge consumers to support their own salaries. Some large public institutions have already moved in this direction as a result of cost-centered tuition (see, e.g., Berg and Hoenack 1987) and efforts to respond to the rescission of state budgets. If such assignments are made through the administrative structure to deans and department chairs without an emphasis on the faculty's involvement, however, then the potential to reduce inequities could be subverted.

More important, attempts to change the financial incentive structure could encourage faculty to pursue meaningful improvements in productivity by developing educational practices that reduce students' costs (i.e., improving retention and other educational outcomes). Present incentives clearly are for faculty to treat new technologies, such as computers and multimedia stations, as enhancements. If the financial incentive structure were adjusted, however, then faculty could realize some personal economic and professional gains for using technology to improve educational productivity. Further, faculty would have an economic incentive to be more nurturing toward students, encouraging their academic and social integration into the college environment, moving toward cul-
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tures that value the whole student (see, e.g., Rice and Austin 1988).

**Incremental changes**

Three areas of concern about the financial strategies used in colleges and universities emerge as crucial from the review of research on changes in financial strategy: administrative productivity, academic productivity, and pricing (tuition and student aid). The reconstructed financial framework proposes using action inquiry as a means of linking incremental policy decisions with systemic planning and budgeting. It is possible to achieve these links by changing the managerial processes used, either through the internal incentive structure or through a combined approach.

Before discussing the three priority areas, however, it is important to revisit the concept of empowerment coupled with responsibility. In higher education, faculty are empowered to make certain educational decisions, but they bear no financial responsibility for their actions. Similarly, administrators in service units are also empowered to engage directly in improving service delivery, but they are not always responsible for the financial consequences of their actions. This issue is fundamentally different from empowerment in public schools (e.g., Hopfenberg, Levin, and Associates 1993), where states and districts have made many basic educational and financial decisions. Thus, any discussion of empowerment in higher education should recognize the ambiguous situation that currently exists in most colleges and universities.

**Administrative productivity.** At least two issues that merit consideration by colleges and universities are concerned with creating meaningful incentives for administrative staff to embrace the issue of productivity: financial responsibility and action inquiry.

First, the prospect of experimenting with the financial incentive structure within administrative units merits consideration. Specifically, administrators have incentives to increase their staff allocations, which are generally related to compensation. And staff have incentives to increase production costs. The possibility of treating administrative units as cost centers merits exploration. For example, it is possible that if a student service unit reduces the percentage of the budget it requires, then a portion of the “savings” could be allocated to the unit...
(or perhaps to the staff member) to be used for bonuses, travel, and so forth. Such changes could be implemented through adaptation of current management practices in many instances. Another possibility is that student service units and auxiliary services could be run as “profit centers,” with some form of reward distributed when “profit” is generated. These examples illustrate the fact that financial incentives can be created within administrative units. Unfortunately, many public universities are run as extensions of state civil service systems, which provide certain limited protections to staff but also limit the staff’s willingness to cooperate in strategies aimed at improving cost structures.

Second, action inquiry provides a potential means for discovering better ways of providing educational services, especially if it is more directly linked to the process of making financial decisions. During the past decade, administrative practice in a number of specialty areas within higher education administration has been substantially improved. Efforts to improve enrollment management (see, e.g., Hossler 1987; Hossler, Bean, and Associates 1990) are particularly noteworthy: New marketing strategies have improved enrollment and new retention strategies have improved retention on many campuses. These efforts essentially improve financial conditions and reduce costs, as colleges with declining enrollments are more likely to have increased expenditures per student (Getz and Siegfried 1991). The link between the actions taken to improve enrollment and the costs (or savings) that result from these actions is seldom explicitly made, however. Therefore, in enrollment management, as in other areas of administration, it is possible to construct measures of meaningful productivity, especially long-term measures, that could be used as a basis of action experiments to assess innovations. More generally, administrative staffs—and the various specialty fields within educational administration (e.g., student financial aid, student personnel administration, admissions)—can be conceived of as fields in which professional action inquiry is encouraged and rewarded.

Academic productivity. The use of new incentives and action inquiry also applies to the faculty domain and to the prospect of realizing meaningful improvements in academic productivity. Faculty currently have incentives to reduce their teaching hours and the size of their classes. It is easy and nat-
ural for faculty to argue that students get a better education when faculty have fewer students. These conditions could be changed, however.

First, if financial decisions were delegated, then faculty would have more reason to critically examine their assumptions about class size and to experiment meaningfully with alternative approaches to academic productivity. It is also possible to make managerial adaptations that create an incentive linking changes in production of credit hours or provide financial incentives to programs to improve their retention rates. Such prospects even merit consideration by faculty unions as a means of creating a financial reward for improvements in teaching that result in meaningful gains in productivity.

Second, and more important, the prospect of engaging faculty in new forms of experimentation aimed at meaningful improvements in educational outcomes and the financial conditions of their institutions is an exciting possibility. A recent experiment conducted by a faculty member at Yavapai College, for example, illustrates the potential for using action inquiry to promote meaningful gains in academic productivity. An instructor in biology used a multimedia station to develop a multimedia program for his entry-level biology course (Lovell and Rooth 1994). Two sections of the class were offered, using the same textbooks, lecture notes, and examinations. The primary difference between the two courses was that one used a multimedia format to enhance the delivery. The students in the section that used the multimedia format scored significantly better on every test and had a significantly lower dropout rate (26 percent compared to 20 percent). Further, a regression analysis indicated that the method, and not students' backgrounds, influenced the differences in test scores. From this preliminary assessment of this action experiment, it appears that the use of a multimedia format for teaching could pay for itself in terms of gains in student outcomes (and revenues from higher enrollment) as well as potentially extend opportunities (although the experiment did not explicitly address the costs of using various media).

The potential for uses of action inquiry as a means of promoting meaningful gains in productivity—and of linking improvements in instructional methods to reductions in costs—extends well beyond issues related to the integration of technology. The need also exists for more action-oriented inquiry into how variations in class size and instructional
methods influence learning outcomes and into ways of improving academic integration and student retention (Guskin 1994). Some research has established ways of looking at the links between certain types of actions and student outcomes (Pascarella and Terenzini 1991), but action inquiry aimed at improving these outcomes has been more limited. Now is an opportune time for colleges and universities to provide incentives for interested faculty to initiate such discipline-based inquiries, assuming that meaningful variations exist in methods and outcomes across cognate fields.

**Pricing.** A belief has emerged during the past decade that students, especially those in public colleges, are not price-sensitive. Yet evidence is growing that students do indeed respond to prices and to price subsidies. The concept of differentiated prices (St. John and Starkey *In press*) provides a basis for thinking more systematically and critically about this link. Indeed, new approaches to evaluating the effects of student aid (St. John and Somers *In press*; Somers and St. John *In press*) and to assessing the likely effects of pricing alternatives (St. John 1993b, 1994a; Trammell 1994) have been developed, which can be used to guide action-oriented inquiries in this area.

The most crucial issue related to the effects of pricing that policy makers at all levels of the educational enterprise must understand is that pricing is a recursive process: Each new set of actions (that is, changes in tuition and aid strategies) influences not only the intended outcomes (such as first-time enrollment and retention), but also the ways students respond to prices and price subsidies (the linking mechanism between prices and enrollment). Given this evolving context, action inquiry—treating each new set of tuition and aid policies as “action experiments” that require testing in practice—is the most appropriate way to approach policy decisions about tuition and student aid. It is not possible to construct universal indicators (price-response measures) that inform us how students respond to tuition or student aid in every instance. Rather, these measures need to be carefully constructed from relevant research.

**A systematic approach to restructuring**

Based on these considerations, it is possible to suggest a preliminary design for a systematic approach to restructuring.
Colleges and universities are now confronted by the need to think more systematically about the issues of higher education's affordability and academic productivity. The position taken here is that efforts to improve productivity need to emphasize a gain in meaningful productivity—that is, gains in educational outcomes that reduce college costs—and that efforts to improve higher education's affordability need to focus on the effects of tuition charges and student aid. These dual issues—productivity and affordability—can be the basis for a systematic restructuring that empowers faculty to engage in action inquiry aimed at improving educational outcomes. Such a process, outlined in preliminary fashion in the following paragraphs, would be most directly applicable to liberal arts colleges and community colleges, because their primary mission is teaching undergraduates. In such colleges, the links between productivity and affordability are explicit.

First, a systematic approach to restructuring would need to be compatible with, and indeed integrated into, the planning and governing processes used in the institution. Unlike elementary and secondary schools that have recently begun to engage in restructuring (see, e.g., Hopfenberg, Levin, and Associates 1993), colleges and universities already have highly evolved processes for governance and planning. Therefore, consideration of financial strategy should first be integrated into these processes. Three types of actions would be needed to begin this process: assessing current academic and financial strategies to build an understanding of current problems and concerns; developing a vision (or set of goals) that explicitly addresses productivity and affordability; and, based on these insights, identifying "challenge areas" that merit action inquiry. Coordinating, or steering, the action inquiry should be integrated into the process of governance.

Second, action inquiry by teams of faculty and administrators, addressing challenges they have identified, can then become the basis for incremental and dynamic organizational learning. College teams could be organized to address challenge areas. Challenges that cut across administrative and academic departments would need diverse representation, while challenges that face departments or programs could be addressed by those academic units. As part of the process, for example, a program faculty might identify such challenges as improving learning outcomes as a means of improving students' persistence, reducing unit costs, and improving afford-
ability. In the process of addressing a challenge, the faculty might negotiate with the administration to give them financial incentives for increasing their loads. They might also conceive of using a multimedia format to supplement instruction or using critical thinking to improve learning outcomes. Once faculty members understand the challenge, then they can design action experiments to test whether the proposed practices had the intended effects. Through such an organizational learning process, the incentive structure could be changed, turning faculty discontent into a positive force for dealing with underlying problems.

As another example, a college team might be formed with representation from across academic and administrative units to address a challenge to reduce the number of upper-division students transferring to other colleges. Such a team could examine a wide range of possible reasons for the problem: prices, availability of upper-division courses, and so forth. They could use action inquiry to more fully explore why the challenge exists and what types of actions might improve retention. Action experiments could be designed to test whether the solutions they picked actually improved the intended outcomes. By using experiments, the team could learn which types of strategies actually helped them to deal constructively with the challenge. To the extent that a college improved enrollment through deliberate experiment, it could reduce production costs and improve affordability.

Both these examples illustrate how teams of administrators and faculty within a college can use action inquiry to address challenges they identify. While many other managerial processes, such as enrollment management and total quality management, similarly emphasize problem solving, these methods usually do not explicitly link systemic and incremental changes with an explicit consideration of both financial and academic strategies. Through this type of process, colleges might also be able to make meaningful changes in their internal incentive structures so that faculty and administrators can receive financial rewards—as well as intrinsic satisfaction—for their efforts to improve productivity and affordability.

Finally, the process of restructuring needs to be field tested over several years. In the first year, colleges would assess their current financial and academic strategies, develop a vision that incorporates consideration of financial (productivity and affordability) and academic goals, identify challenge areas,
and form action teams to explore the challenge areas and identify "action experiments" that could be pilot tested. In the second year, the action teams would conduct and assess their action experiments, communicating their progress and results to the college communities as appropriate, and continue to assess issues related to their challenge area and develop new experiments. In the third year, colleges would begin to make systemic changes as appropriate, based on the understandings they developed from the action experiments. It would also be important, however, to continue assessing, envisioning, and identifying systemwide challenges and have teams of faculty and administrators continue to use action inquiry to address challenge areas. In other words, restructuring could become a dynamic, ongoing process that involves both action inquiry and systemic reforms.

The Crisis of College Costs in Perspective
The current controversy over college costs can be viewed in at least two ways. One possible lens is to assume that college revenues are determined by economic conditions (see, e.g., Froomkin 1990; Hauptman 1992). If we hold this belief, assuming that external economic forces determine our future, then we can conclude we will be better off waiting until the economy improves. Taking this posture, however, entails the growing risk of having cost controls externally imposed.

In 1994-95, most states received increased tax revenues (Church 1994), and the percentage increase in state student grants was slightly larger than in tuition (National Association 1994). While these facts could be viewed as support of the wait and see philosophy, it appears that, in response to the increase in revenue, states are concerned about reducing tax rates (Church 1994) rather than reinvesting in higher education. Therefore, an alternative path is needed, one that involves taking more responsibility for the financial issues we face and communicates a more positive image of colleges and universities as productive organizations.

The alternative is to dig beneath the surface of this emerging crisis, examine the forces that have contributed to our present predicament, and experiment with new strategies that could lead to meaningful improvements. If one takes this approach, then economic conditions are recognized as being important, but it is also possible to identify action strategies that institutions, states, and the federal government can take.
If members of the academic community take this alternative view, then it is possible to envision opportunities for meaningful change. In particular, it is possible to see how the methods of inquiry that are so vital to academic communities can be used to make colleges and universities better places to work and learn. On the one hand, we can wait and see what external forces impose on us. On the other, we can begin to take some personal and professional responsibility for improving our learning communities by helping them to adapt to a rapidly changing world.
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